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PREFACE 

The opening chapter explains how the problem tests 

the applicability of a theoretical formulation based upon 

materials from primitive cultures to analogous situations 

under complex conditions of modern technology. . 

A discussion of Barnett's .approach and the cultural 

and psychological variables provide a basis for comparing 

Barnett's theoretical position with other contributors. 

The discussion in Chapters II and III serves as a purposeful 

comparison of microcosmic with macrocosmic theory without 

attempting a summary, of Barnett's text. 

The description of the physical setting and techno

logical background reflects.(l) the value system and the 

associated trait attributes, and (2) an assessment of the 

innovator's cultural inventory. The innovator's cultural 

inventory consists of "all the ideas of things, techniques, 

behaviors, and ideas that he knows to pertain to human 

beings whether they belong only to his own particular'ethnic 

group or to others" (Barnett 195^:10). 

The processes of technological change are identified 

and analyzed through the cognitive variables as defined by 

Barnett. The processes of symbol change offer referents for 

devising the actual standard logic symbo.logy calculated from 
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a modification of Barnett's model developed from our field 

data. 

The conclusions offer summarizing statements with 

regard to the problem and the hypothesis, the process 

model, prediction, and the validity of Barnett's microcos-

mic theory. 

The names of the companies and of the Navy Labora

tory are pseudonyms, for reasons of professional ethics. 

This is also standard anthropological practice to safe

guard the writer,, the informants and institutions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation describes the application of 

Barnett's theory of innovation, as outlined in his volume 

Innovation: The Basis of Cultural Change. (1953)» to the 

design of a standard symbolic language (trait complex) for 

an Automatic Data Processing System. The technology which 

provides the basis for this system is the American electron

ic computer industry, where certain specific relationships 

between man and machines are problem areas. 

To design a standard logic symbology constitutes an 

Innovation. ,An innovation is defined by Barnett (1953:7) 

as "any thought, behavior, or thing that is new because it 

is qualitatively different from existing forms". This in

novation was stimulated by certain broad incentives expres

sed by management, engineering and technician staffs of the 

U. S. Navy Computer Laboratory. The incentives leading to 

an attempt to produce an innovation emerged from dissatis

faction with the existing logic symbology then in use. 

Examples of areas of dissatisfaction were: 

(1) Extreme variation of the pictorial symbology for 

a single logic philosophy among three contractor companies, 

(2) Different forms of logic equations between two 

contractors for a single logic philosophy, 
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(3) The variation in the symbology caused confusion 

that made trouble-shooting for the technician difficult, 

(4) The difficulty in trouble-shooting resulting 

from the variation increased maintenance time, and 

(5) Variation in the logic symbology inhibited 

communication between technicians located in the different 

subsystems of this system. 

Barnett has categorized these and other similar 

incentives with the following terms: 

(1) Voluntary Wants: The desire for a standard 

symbology which would fit within the existing technological 

structure without altering it. 

(2) Creative Wants: The innovator's desire to make 

a standard symbology from the present configuration. 

(3) Relief and Avoidance Wants: Stressful ship

board environments demanded a single symbology for the 

Automatic Data Processing System. 

(4) Quantitative Variation: The standard symbology 

would lessen the confusion of intersubsystem communications, 

trouble-shooting problems and decrease maintenance time for 

the shipboard situation. 

These basic incentives express the desire for change 

which provide the stimulus for innovation. A more detailed 

discussion of these variables will be included in the chap

ters on Theory and Technological Background. 
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To deal with the problem of Inadequate symbology, a 

research program was designed to gather, organize, analyze, 

and interpret a range of data. Our activities conformed to 

the processes to which Barnett gives the following names: 

recombination, identification, substitution, discrimination, 

and gain and loss. These processes are the independent 

psychological variables responsible for structuring the 

innovation. The problem presented by the inadequate logic 

symbology requires an innovation. The theory developed by 

Barnett suggests a procedure for innovating. The specific 

subject of the dissertation, then, is the following: 

Can the basic processes of innovation as defined 
by Barnett be used as an applied and calculative 
tool for establishing a standard logic symbology 
from other given logic configurations for an auto
matic da'ta processing system? 

The problem leads to a discussion of Barnett's basic 

processes in which he outlines, from a model, the classifi

cation of the kinds of independent variables. These vari

ables are identification, substitution, discrimination, and 

gain and loss which are dependent upon the innovator's abi

lity previous learning,, past experiences, and his inter

pretation of his environment. These behavior sources are 

tied in with the innovator's cultural background and are 

responsible for the way he consciously and unconsciously 

manipulates these variables in the process of constructing a 

novelty. Since these are the thought processes involved in 
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constructing a novelty (Barnett 1953s17)^ we will call these 

the independent cognitive variables. 

Barnett refers to these cognitive variables as the 

intervening variables (Personal Communication Dec. 1961) 

rather than the independent variables. He interprets them 

as those variables vhlch fall between the cultural stimuli 

and the innovation. However, in a technology or a social 

system, specific cultural and psychological stimulus vari

ables elicit these cognitive variables. These cognitive 

variables are then manipulated by the innovator in a tech

nological or social situation. How these cognitive vari

ables are used by the individual depends upon the form-

function-meaning-use complex common to the technology. The 

form-function-meaning-use complex becomes the intervening or 

test variables which determine or test the use of identi

fication, substitution, discrimination, and gain and loss in 

the development of an innovation. We consider the form-func-

tion-meaning-use complex to be the intervening variables di

rectly associated with the independent cognitive variables. 

Identification is the perception of element similar

ities and/or the common element of two separate whole traits, 

while substitution is the replacement of an old idea, trait, 

or complex with a new trait, idea, or complex and usually 

follows identification. Discrimination is the singling out 

of the differences between configurations which may serve as 
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a basis for establishing a substitution because of the dif

ferences between configurations. "The relationship of dif

ference makes of them a configuration that has other.poten-

tialities for innovation" (Barnett 1953:215). Gain and loss 

are merely the by-product of substitution and are a "weed

ing out" of unwanted, irrelevant, and superfluous elements 

of original trait wholes or units considered for the con

struction of an innovation. 

The basis for establishing these variables was in 

earlier research where Barnett incorporated them as a basis 

for classifying the kinds of inventions. That is, the 

earlier class A invention was based upon identification, 

class B invention on discrimination, and class C invention 

utilized the substitution process as its identify (Barnett 

19^£b:l8). This earlier classification utilized an opera

tion he called "principle" (Barnett 19^1a:215;-1942a:17-18) 

which was comparable to the present "common element" concept 

described in Innovation (Barnett 1953:191). 

The independent cognitive variables are controlled 

in the innovative process by the concepts of form, function, . 

and meaning acting as intervening variables. These inter

vening variables explain how the relationships are identified 

and used in the innovative process. Barnett thus considers 

the independent cognitive variables in two ways, conjunctive

ly, that is, the two configurations (form) have basic pro-
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perties which can be linked (function-meaning) to a common 

element, and disjunctively, as in the case of discrimina

tion, which means that one or both of the configurations 

do not have a common element. "Commonalities are ignored in 

favor of differences" (Barnett 1952*215). 

The basic processes that occur between the two con

figurations then can be used collectively as a method by 

which technological traits can be standardized. This rela

tionship can be stated by the following hypothesis: 

If the application of the cognitive variables of 
identification, substitution, discrimination, and. 
gain and loss permit abstraction of a common element 
from two configurations by conjunctive and disjunc
tive analysis of the form-function-meaning complex, 
the two separate configurations then would become 
one new configuration. This process, if valid, 
should be applicable to the derivation of a common 
logic symbology from its antecedents. 

The application of this hypothesis constitutes a 

test of the theory rather than rejection or acceptance of 

the innovation. The processes of total rejection and/or 

acceptance of an innovation will be discussed in a later 

section. 
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CHAPTER I 

METHOD, TECHNIQUE, AND FIELD OF OBSERVATION 

The study for the standardization of the logic sym-

bology took place in the field, that is, in the manufactur

ing plants, in the Laboratory experimental area, and on 

board ship where equipment trouble-shooting was carried out 

and would be carried out in the future shipboard systems. 

The method of study is often expressed by anthropologists as 

the ethnographic method in which the investigator performed 

as a participant/observer in the technology. The investi

gator interviewed and conversed as a participant/observer 

with the Navy and civilian participants about the logic sym-

bology and the electronic tradition by adhering to the fol

lowing set of rules described by Herskovits (19^8:84): "See 

as much as you can, participate whenever you are permitted 

to do so, and compound your experiences by discussing them 

formally and informally with natives as widely as you are 

able." 

The ethnographic method was utilized to obtain the 

form, function, meaning, and use of the logic symbology of 

the Automatic Data Processing System and other digital 

systems that incorporated a digital logic system for pro

cessing information. 
1 
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This method was employed to define and list the con-

figurational inventory of the Automatic Data Processing 

System symbology, its association with specific electronic 

equipment, and the role of the logic symbology in trouble

shooting the equipment. The latter is the behavioral link 

that exists between the symbology and the equipment. 

The case histories reporting this linkage revealed 

that a specific area of technological change was necessary 

in order to maintain a stable technological unit. This area 

was defined as the standardization of a functional symbolic 

system for locating a logic fault in the Automatic Data 

Processing System. 

To test whether standardization was an expected area 

of change, a preliminary report (Collins, et.al. 1959) des

cribing the behavioral linkage was written and distributed 

throughout the computer technological field. 

The preliminary report stimulated a change from one 

type of logic circuit and symbology to another type of cir

cuit and symbology. A study of this, change was conducted 

and from it an innovation was constructed by the experimen

tal application of.Barnett's model. 

The experimental method was utilized in a sense that 

Barnett's model was analyzed to develop a process model that 

would serve to calculate a standard logic symbology for 

future computer systems as well as the Automatic Data Pro

cessing System. This culminated in a final report which 
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was distributed through the industry (Collins and Leonard 

I960). 

The ethnographic sample represents six companies 

(60 individuals), 42 ships (80 electronic technicians, U. 

S. Navy), and 12 individuals from the systems' experimental 

laboratory of the U. S. Navy Computer Laboratory. 

Technique and Field .Procedure 

A time limit of three months was set for obtaining 

the data and writing the preliminary report. The first step 

was familiarization with the computer language by definition 

and association of terms with pieces of hardware and their 

logical function. It was necessary to define and learn the 

ways in which these functions were expressed symbolically 

and to relate this symbolism with an electronic circuit, a 

logic operation, a logic circuit diagram, and a logic equa

tion. In doing this repetitively, it was found that there 

were different kinds of hardware, analog and digital, and 

that these were made by three different companies. It was 

discovered that binary devices and electronic gates, and so 

forth, had various names, various symbols and various equa

tion forms. Conditions of true and false or affirmation and 

negation were expressed differently. The variation in sym-

bology became more apparent as the field' work progressed. 

The supporting information was obtained by reading 

basic texts on digital computers and computer systems as 



well as "by asking the informants to describe and define some 

of the intricate logic operations of the Automatic Data Pro

cessing System. A basic course in Boolean algebra and a 

course in the design of digital computers were taken con

currently with the gathering of the data. 

The investigator followed standard ethnographic 

techniques usually employed by anthropologists: observation, 

formal interviews, and analysis of manuals of procedure. 

The data collecting procedure was that of participant/ob

servation. In this sense the investigator actually worked 

along with the people whose activities were being studied. 

This not only yielded better information about the logic of 

the system, the technology, and the role of the operators, 

: it also helped to avoid the antagonism which is understand

ably aroused in an employee who has to cope with a continual 

barrage of questions from an observer. 

Informants 

The informants for the Automatic Data Processing 

System logic symbology study were of five categories: (l) 

the electronic engineer, (2) the maintenance engineer, (;?) 

the design engineer, (k) the civilian technician and (5) the 

Navy technician assisting with the maintenance of the Auto

matic Data Processing System. 

Considerable time at sea was spent interviewing 

enlisted and commissioned informants regarding standardiza



tion of electronic logic symbols. Electronic technician 

crews on board ships tied up in the harbor were also inter

viewed. To ensure validity of the interviews, a paper and 

pericil test was presented to 20 electronic technicians lo

cated on board one of our large aircraft carriers (see 

Appendix C). 

Documentary Sources 

The documentary sources are from the computer engi

neering field, anthropology, and psychology. The computer 

literature consisted of various digital computer texts and 

publications on computer systems. Other such sources, from 

the Navy viewpoint, included the Electronic Technicians 

Training Manual (1958) and the Navy data for Automatic Data 

Processing Systems equipment. 

The basic anthropological literature used as source 

material was H. G. Barnett's Innovation. Ralph Linton's The 

Study of Man. A. L. Kroeber's Anthropology. Melville J. Her 

skovits1 Man and His Works. John Gillin's Ways of Man. 

Bronislaw Malinowski's Dynamics of Culture Change, and God

frey and Monica Wilsons 1 The Analysis of Social Change. 

The supporting psychological data were drawn from 

experimental psychologists involved in the verification of 

concept formation and its role in learning theory. 

Robert S. Woodworth, Robert Leeper, Ernest R. Hil-

gard, and Jerome Bruner supplied documented experimental 



evidence substantiating Barnett's "basic processes". 

The writer has drawn upon his fourrmonths1 field 

experience with the. Tlingits of Angoon, Alaska, during the 

summer of 1950, his intermittent and continued visits to 

Tubutama, Sonora, Mexico, during the years of 1956-58, and 

his experience as a scientist in Government Civil Service 

and in industry from July 1958, to the present for illustra

tive examples of technological innovations. 

Case history recordings on the logic system of the 

experimental and developmental Automatic Data Processing 

System document the configurations and their relationship 

to the independent and intervening variables. 

Role 

My role was an unusual one in that I was an anthro

pologist in the environment of the physical sciences. In 

this social and technological environment, the participants 

and informants had the common idea that anthropologists dig 

up bones and measure heads, but some of the more sophisti

cated knew that anthropology had something to do with the 

study of man and culture. None of the people, informants as 

well as colleagues, could decide what an anthropologist was 

doing in an electronics laboratory and chalked it up to a 

typical Civil Service faux pas. Because of this rather loose 

definition, I was considered "harmless" and permitted to 

roam about the premises. 
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The announcement of my arrival on a ship for sea 

duty sent members of the, officers• wardroom scrambling for 

dictionariesj and once on board, I was questioned quite 

closely and specifically as to what an anthropologist was 

doing on board a combat vessel. When I explained that I was 

on board to study the environmental conditions in various 

shipboard compartments and that this was in the realm of 

anthropology in terms of human adaptation to stress-laden 

environments, I was accepted and was given the run of the 

ship. 

I had no particular fears about interviewing the 

officers and men on board ship, and they were eager to give 

answers to a barrage of questions and volumes of question

naires. 

My role while visiting the Automatic Data Processing 

System contractors was that of a human engineer. Protocol 

was followed and professional courtesy was extended to me as 

a Naval scientist. 

My role was also one of a professional innovator, 

stimulated by creative wants while performing as a research

er in the human factors field. The innovation was distri

buted to individuals in academic institutions, professional 

advocates or computer technology in industry and to various 

Government departments and bureaus. 

The Anthropological "Field of Observation" 

Anthropological research is concerned with the study 
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of man's behavior in culture including how he adapts his 

tools by his behavior. The anthropological data from archae

ological and ethnological evidence describe how man has been 

able to construct, invent and add to his tool inventory from 

prehistory to the present, to maintain his particular econ

omy for survival. This maintenance of survival depends 

upon the quality of the man-tool relationships as well as 

upon social structure. Successful examples of this rela

tionship are the Eskimo and the Australian aborigine, each 

of whom excelled in economic maintenance through the utili

zation of a specific man-tool-environment relationship. 

However, this was not so for the Yahgan of Tierra del Fuego, 

whose economic maintenance level was based upon an inade

quate man-tool-environment relationship. As a result, the 

Yahgan died a cultural death as Kroeber would put it. 

The data obtained from archaeologists deal with the 

past history of the relationship of man to his tools. The 

associated tool assemblages provide the archaeologist with 

the necessary evidence to describe the cultural patterns and 

cultural processes or prehistory, history, and the ethno

graphic present. 

The works of V. Gordon Childe (1941, 1944, 194b) and 

Martin, Quimby, and Collier (1947) describe whole cultures 

and their development from archaeological evidence or man-

tool assemblages. Childe documented the relationships of 

man and his tools in a pseudomachine association which he 



claims was responsible for the development of pre-agricul-

tural and agricultural revolutions leading up to the present 

cultural level of the Western world. These revolutions, so 

Childe states., involve inventions and innovations of .the. 

material inventory. These innovations and other qualita

tive man-tool relationships were responsible for the produc-' 

tion of food stuffs in the Kile, Indus and Tigris-Euphrates 

river valleys and brought about the transformation of vil

lages into cities. One need not go into detail of Childe's 

work to explain the man-tool relationship, but need only . 

point out that Childe relied upon much archaeological infor

mation to describe the man-tool relationship of prehistory 

in his theory of cultural evolution presented in Man Makes 

Himself (.19^1) and What Happened in History (19^6). 

Ethnographic research has provided data which des

cribe the economic activities of primitive peoples through 

the medium of the man-tool relationships. The overt expres

sions of primitive technology are classified by trait, trait 

complexes and trait complex activity. Perhaps the most com

pletely studied technological example which would encompass 

all of' these concepts is the Polynesian canoe technology 

(Firth 19^1:58-70). From this technology there stems a very 

important set of economic patterns which must be maintained 

by a large inventory of associated tools. A number of 

social traits as well as material traits are associated with 

the canoe technology. The social traits are manifested by 
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the social units associated with the canoe technology. 

The specific material traits used in canoe construc

tion are the stone adze, pump drill, wedges, fire rocks and 

stone chisels. These material items served as the core of . 

the canoe complex which put a number of other associated 

social complexes into action and use, i.e., the trait com

plex activities of fishing and transportation. 

The description of the primitive man-tool relation

ships from archaeological and ethnographic data permits us to 

make some basic statements with regard to a conceptual 

scheme. 

For the primitive and non-western civilization, the . 

basic economic unit is the man-tool relationship; for the 

urban, modern Western European civilization, it is the man-

tool-machine relationship or man-machine complex. This man-

tool-machine idea extends the trait, trait complex, and trait 

complex activities pattern of analysis into the modern tech

nological system in which we live. This man-tool-machine 

relationship is called, hereafter, the basic technological 

unit. It is an abstraction that is common to modern sophis

ticated societies. For human factors research, this is the 

basic unit. A man-tool relationship is the abstraction 

common to primitive societies. 

These two abstractions are concepts of the same 

order, but of a different magnitude in that the basic tech

nological unit is associated with a much larger artifact 
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inventory than the man-tool unit. The society surrounding 

the man-automobile relationship has an artifac-t inventory of 

extreme magnitude whereas the Arunta-atlatl or Samoan-canoe 

or Kula-ring relationships are not associated with a large 

material culture inventory. The man-automobile relationship 

has socially and technologically sanctioned full time main

tenance aggregates with tools whose sole purpose and func

tion is to keep this basic technological Unit operating nor

mally by repairing the automobile when it breaks down. 

The anthropologist in such a research area makes in

quiries into the basic technological unit in the same manner 

as the ethnologist does in the primitive culture. He first 

acquires a knowledge of the literature in the specialized 

area of concern, he becomes familiar with the particular and 

peculiar terminology of the setting, he makes inquiries into 

the environmental setting and its relation to the survival 

of the basic unit. The researcher then investigates and in

terrogates informants in action, i.e., the participant mem

bers of the basic technological unit, and observes their 

behavior. 

The Technological Language 

The computer terminology to be described comprises 

anthropological variables in the sense that they are used in 

the technology and are part of our technological expression 

and are used by human participants in a given.technological 
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society. They are not usually familiar to the anthropolo

gist in that this data language is not part of any primitive 

technological system that has been explored, defined, and 

reported by ethnographers. It is a data language of a 

technology in the anthropologist's own society. This data 

language requires a background for understanding as is also 

necessary for the ethnologist to understand Tlingit or Arun-

ta kinship structure in the field; The anthropologist in 

the electronic technology has an advantage in that he needs 

only to know definitions of understandings and their associ-
9 

ations in the technology. He is already familiar with the 

language of expression and has an advantage over the ethno

grapher who must learn the primitive language before begin

ning his study. 

The unfamiliar terminology used in this dissertation 

is categorized and defined in the following manner: 

(l) Logic Gate: This refers to any circuit-breaking 

(off-on) switch that is controlled by electronic impulses. 

(a) The AND function can be described as a num

ber of switches in series with each switch representing one 

of the inputs of the AND element. If any one of these 

switches is open, the circuit is broken, thus no signal will 

get through unless all of the switches are closed (see 

Figure l). 
« 

(b) The OR function is diagramed as a group of 

paralleled switches (Figure la) which will pass the current 
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LOGIC FUNCTIONS 
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(b) 

FUNCTION (a) IS AN OR FUNCTION IN THAT THE LIGHT WILL BE ON IF EITHER 
SWITCH A OR B IS CLOSED. OR IS DENOTED BY A PLUS (+) SIGN. i 0 
LAMP ON OR FUNCTION COMPLETED IS EXPRESSED L=A + B AND SAID LAMP 
ON "EQUALS A OR B , "LAMP ON EQUALS A OR NOT B\ 

FUNCTION, (b) IS AN AND FUNCTION IN THAT BOTH A AND B MUST BE CLOSED 
TO PUT THE CIRCUIT IN THE "ON" POSITION AND LIGHT THE LIGHT. AND IS 
DENOTED BY A PERIOD (.) SIGN. i.e. LAMP ON AND FUNCTION COMPLETED IS 
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OPERATIONS (a) AND (b) ARE SYMBOLIZED BY PICTORIAL NOTATIONS; 
AND AND NAND MAY BE REPRESENTED BY! 

OR (NOR) MAY BE REPRESENTED BY! 

OR 

OR 

C C >  

EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLIZATION OF LOGIC OPERATIONS 

' Fig. 1• 
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(and light the light) regardless of which switch is closed. 

(c) The NOR function is a negative OR, i.e., OR 

equals A + B, NOR equals A + B ("not A or B"). 

(d) The NAND function is a negative AND, i.e., 

AND equals A«B,"NAND equals A *B ("not A and B"). 

(e) The bistable device is a device having two 

stable stages, one true (affirmation) and one false (nega

tion) . This is often used as a memory element and is called 

a flip-flop. 

(2) Logic Card: This is a small micalex card of 

approximately 4x6x1/16 inches upon which several gate cir

cuits and flip-flop circuits can be mounted (subassembly, 

Figure 9)• 

(5) Boolean Algebra: This is an algebra similar to 

ordinary algebra but dealing instead with classes and prop

ositions relating to circuit elements in computers which are 

associated by named operations such as AND, OR, NOT, EXCEPT, 

IF, NOR, NAND....THEN, and so forth. These permit computa

tions and demonstrations as in any mathematical system that 

makes use of symbols for calculations. This algebra was 

named after George Boole, a British mathematician (1815-64). 

(a) The AND and OR functions have their symbolic 

representations, many of which are interchangeable with 

other logic functions. It is this multitude of geometric 

symbols that exists for one kind of logic switching action 

that brings about confusion of what is meant by a certain 
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symbol.' Figure lc gives a range of symbols for OR, NOR., 

AND, NAND, and flip-flop. These symbols are grouped in 

diagrammatic form as in Figure 2a to indicate the route of 

information flowing from one logic element to another. The 

process of this logic is expressed in Boolean equation form 

such as is shown in Figure 3• 

• (4) Circulating Memory Loop: This is characteristic 

of Company B. where the information circulates around the AND 

and OR circuitry for a specified time'in microseconds. 

(5) Access Time: This is a specified time measured 

in microseconds in which the technician can stop the machine 

and examine the character of the information being processed 

in the circulating memory. 

(6) Oscilloscope: This is an instrument with a 

cathode ray tube (similar to T. V. tube) which measures and 

projects a signal on a tube screen usually in the shape of 

a square wave. A square wave shape is illustrated in Figure 

4a . 

(7) Transistor Electronic Symbol: . This is.a small 

circle symbol inside which is a vertical line and two diago

nal lines emanating from the vertical bar.(see Figure 4b). 

(8) Vacuum'Tube Elements:1 These are the functional 

elements of the vacuum tube inside the glass envelope such 

as that of a radio tube. These elements are the filament, 

the grid and the plate and are symbolically represented as 

in Figure 4c. 
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(9) Biasing Voltage: This is the negative voltage 

applied to the grid element of the vacuum tube, the plate 

element being the positive element. 

(10) Peripheral Equipments: This refers to equip

ments that are external to the computer, such as the Visual 

Data Display -Unit and the communications equipment. 

(11) Logic Information: These are the AND, OR, NOR, 

and NAND signals from gates which have a numerical value, 1 

for true, 0 for false, according to the demand of the logic 

unit. 

The symbolic logic and its algebra are nothing more 

than the logical representations of switches which can be 

demonstrated by mechanical analogies. 



Theory and 

GHAPTER II 

BARNETT>S THEORY 

the Scientific Method 

First, before describing Harnett's theory of culture 

change, theory and its constituent elements must be isolated 

and defined. Second, the concept of culture change has to 

be defined with regard to its referents and how they are ab

stracted as a construct. These definitions provide a frame 

of reference through which can be determined the position of 

Barnett within the field of cultural dynamics. The estab

lishment of the criteria for a theory in culture change per

mits classification' of other scholarly schemes relating to 

the subject. Third, "without some system, some ordering 

principles, in short, without theory, science would yield 

no prediction. Without prediction, there would be no con

trol over the material world." (Goode and Hatt 1952 : 8 ) .  

The elements of a theory permitting it to be used in 

prediction are: 

(1) A set of "empirically• verifiable observations" 

(Goode and Hatt 1952:8) called facts which are ordered to 

yield prediction. 

(2) Logical constructs called concepts are abstracted 

20 
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fr-om sense impression (color, odor, and shape), percepts, 

or experience. Concepts do not exist as phenomena. "The 

distinction between fact and concept is that concepts sym

bolize the relationships between facts." (Goode and Hatt 

1952:9). 

Theory refers to the relationships between facts or 

concepts in statements of what are held as general laws, 

principles, or causes of something known or something ob

served . 

The elements of scientific theory are related by 

the formal statement of a problem and a hypothesis necessary 
t 

to formulate a set of conclusions from the deduction of ob

servational and experimental data. The integration of these 

procedures constitutes the framework of the scientific 

method, the means by which theory is tested in a "scientific 

manner". This "systematic manner" consists of ordering a 

set of related facts called variables into a set of deduc

tive statements: the more A, then the less B; if A, then 

C; or if A then B by way of C. These sets of factual re

lationships are ordered into a deductive statement: a hypo

thesis, the vehicle by which a theory can be checked by 

observation of the relationships between facts and concepts. 

The point of. the discussion so far has been with 

theory .in general, a necessary prelude to defining change 

theory as a class of process theory. Process theory, in

volving social or technological change, must hypothesize a 
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recurrent sequence of associated social and technological 

events (facts) that display uniformities. Anthropological 

data necessary to test process theory must be selected and 

organized within the framework of constructs derived- from 

past experience. This framework has been labelled in 

anthropological literature as a conceptual scheme. 

In the following pages I will discuss certain 

attempts at process theory in culture change. In the analy

sis of Barnett's theory, I shall consider the processes of 

culture change as a temporal sequence of defined patterns, 

common to a technological or social system, moving in a 

predicted direction of change.•• 

Basic Premises 

The individual, referred to by Barnett as the pro

tagonist, initiates culture change by an innovation of his 

own design. Barnett discusses the protagonist as "everyrnan" 

meaning that all people are innovators at one time or an

other. He adds that there are no selective restrictions of 

race, habitat; primitiveness or sophistication on everyrnan 

and that innovations of material and non-material culture 

are not different -processes. 

Barnett's basic unit of analysis is the idea in the 

raind of the innovator from which every innovation is de

veloped. The idea for the innovation is derived from the 

combination and recombination of antecedent configurations 
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of a prototype configuration abstracted from the cultural 

and psychological environments. 

The Cultural Constructs 

Barnett, in order to understand cultural data, has 

developed logical constructs to define the series of cul

tural and psychological variations which stimulate the in

novator to create something new. We may call these vari

ations the cultural and psychological stimulus variables. 

The description of the psychological stimulus variables will 

follow those cultural s'timulus variables itemized and des

cribed below. 

(1) The accumulation-of-ideas variable is an expres

sion of the cultural inventory from which the innovator can 

obtain resource material for creating an innovation. •' • -

The size and complexity of the cultural inventory 
that is available to the innovator establishes limits 
within which he must function. The state of knowledge 
and the degree of its elaboration during his day, the 
range and kind of artifacts, techniques, and the in-
struments that he can use, make some new developments 

• possible and others impossible. The mere accumulation 
of things and ideas provides more material with which 
to work. A sizable inventory allows for more new 
combinations and permits more different avenues of 
approach in problem solution than does a small one. 
(Barnett 1955:^0). 

(2) The concentration-of-ideas variable is the idea 

inventory limit for each individual. The more a man knows 

about a certain set of data, the more likely he is to make 

something new. 
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Some societies provide the innovator with more op

portunities for concentration of ideas than others because 

they have a greater range of cultural and technological 

activities and interests. 

(3) The collaboration-of-effort variable'is the 

formal or informal pooling of the concentration of ideas 

by several individuals. For example, a group of specialists 

are gathered together to discuss a problem in which each 

would contribute information. 

The conjunction-of-differences variable occurs 

when an innovation develops from contact between two differ

ent cultures. This is parallel to the older idea of culture 

contact and the subsequent diffusion of a new trait in one 

or the other or both cultures. Barnett defines the innova

tion (new trait) resulting from such contact as syncretism 

or modification of the introduced trait, and reproductive 

variation as copying or imitation of a trait introduced. 

The modification constitutes an innovation. 

(5) The expectation-of-change variable refers to the 

cultural locus which is vulnerable to change. There are 

certain areas in the culture in which change is expected and 

there are also areas where change is not expected. In our 

society, for example, change is expected to occur in the 

automobile industry, but it is not so generally expected to 

occur in the area of relgion. 

(6) The incentives-ror-competition variable consists 
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of a learned set of behaviors following the given design of 

the culture. If it is a characteristic of a group of people, 

then it is certain that all members of the society will 

measure their individual abilities against one another in 

various ways. 

The competition between rival institutions reworks 

old ideas in the rivalry situation, such as designing in

signia, slogans, names and rituals. These tactics are 

common in fraternal organizations and interschool athletic 

competition. 

The competition between two rival firms establishes 

a "potent" reward incentive for the innovative participants 

of each firm. For example: 

Competition has given direction to the effort 
behind modern technological developments. It has 
reached its zenith in subsidized research programs 
in the United States. At the present time, all 
large automotive, petroleum, electrical, metallurgi
cal, pharmaceutical concerns employ research staffs 
to create new products that will give their makers 
commercial advantage over their competitors. (Bar-
nett iy^:75). 

(7) The deprivation-of-essentials variable may cause 

the innovator to innovate. The innovator creates something 

new because something has been removed from him to which he 

previously had access. The deprivation of essentials paves 

the way for a new idea to be introduced into the culture.* 

Barnett states that: 

An essential is something which a particular 
group of people consider to be imperative for their 
survival or continued functioning in a customary and 
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valued manner. Essentials are therefore highly 
particularistic and culturally determined. (Bar-
nett 1953?80). 

There are definite periods of cultural crisis, wars, 

famines, epidemics, and economic losses, that lead to de

privations. It is under such conditions that ideas are 

generated with regard to war weapons, food packaging, and 

medical vaccines. 

(8) The modification of a dominant correlate is ex

pressed in Barnett's view of culture in that culture is made 

up of "interdependent ideas" which are functionally linked 

and participate in the characteristics of the whole (Barnett 

1953:39). Thus when there is an alteration of one dominant 

segment of a culture, there will be a change in the elements 

associated with it (Barnett 1953:90). The latter elements 

are the correlates and explain the idea of cultural linkage. 
/ 

Any specific innovation, such as the one to be des

cribed in the next chapters, cannot exemplify the whole 

range of Barnett's universal statement. For this reason, 

the following descriptions will consider only those portions 

of his theory that are applicable to the field data presented. 

The psychological stimulus variables, associated with 

the cultural stimulus variables, provide the motivation and 

incentives for innovation. Examples of these variables are: 

(l) Credit wants are usually expressed by an inno

vator who seeks approval of others, in terms of reward or 

increased prestige. The urge of the innovator to design a 
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new and simple auto-pilot control system for a missile is 

motivated by the potential elevation of his economic and 

technological status in his research group. 

(2) Voluntary wants are expressions for something 

new that would fit into the existing cultural structure 

without altering it. In many cases an old element in a 

culture would be rejected for something new. This is a 

society's voluntary preference for an alternative rather 

than for replacement of an old element. The Tlingit changed 

the oarlock position on the introduced rowboat rather than 

the paddling position permitting them to maintain the for

ward paddling habits long established by custom and pattern. 

(3) Creative wants are those desired by the inno

vator to make Improvements either for the sheer excitement 

of doing- something new or to regulate a chaotic condition. 

The contaminated river water in Tubutama, Sonora, Mexico, 

motivated the government doctor and his assistant to intro

duce and install a filtered pump well and running water 

throughout the town. It was hoped that such a water system, 

would reduce the serious local health problem directly 

associated with the drinking of the contaminated river water. 

(4) Relief and avoidance wants are desires for new 

and different conditions because the present situation is 

stressful. The creation of a more pleasant alternative by 

an innovator motivates the individual to devise a new form 

more satisfying to him. 
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In relief and avoidance wants, the desire is for 
some non-existent means or goal. In the one case 
there is a way to satisfaction, but it is not avail
able to the individual, and he feels the need to 
devise one of his own. In the other case, the means 
of the desired relief is not known to any one. In 
the former instance, the want is forced by external 
circumstance whereas in the latter it is voluntarily 
espoused and cultivated (Barnett 1953*157) • 

(5) The desire for quantitative variation is the 

demand for more or less of something to ease a given situ-

. ation. For example, Navy radar technicians demand more 

workspace and better equipment accessibility in some of the 
» 

crowded shipboard compartments. In order to meet this 

demand, they suggest that the redesign of the radar indica

tor, in terms of size and location of components, would 

make maintenance easier (Collins 1960:292). 

These gross cultural and psychological stimulus 

variables, defined by Barnett, provide the background for a 

descriptive analysis of the cognitive variables of identi

fication, substitution, discrimination, and gain and loss 

evoked by them. 

Configuration, Recombination, and the Cognitive Variables 

Barnett's method of defining the innovative processes 

begins first by developing the concept of cultural configu

ration. Configuration, according to Barnett, is a form or a 

"unified pattern of experience'1 which "in all cases is 

organized; the elements stand in certain definite relation

ship to each other so that they make up a whole that is 
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configurated by the arrangement of its parts" (Barnett 1953s 

191). This is the form of a cultural element, item or arti

fact. When an innovation occurs, linkage of the elements 

from separate and unrelated configurations forms a single 

new configuration. Thus an innovation is like a genetic 

cross or hybrid in that it resembles the parent configura

tion in some respects, but is totally different from both 

of its parents (Barnett 1953:l8l). 

Every innovation is a new combination which has 

historical antecedents that can be traced, analyzed, and 

reduced given the necessary data. When a cultural configu

ration is analyzed to its component parts, it will be found 

that these parts of the whole are in a specific relationship 

which gives distinctiveness to the parts and gives the con

figuration a form. These configurations are mental con

structs of human origin, the parts of which may be bonded 

together in the following fashion (Barnett 1953:187): 

(1) Temporally bonded: A precedes B 

(2) Ordinally combined: A is second to B 

(3) Comparatively related: A is heavier or better 

than B 

(4) Genetically related: . A generates B 

(5) Causally related: A initiates B 

(6) Correlatively related: A varies with B 

(7) Incorporatively related: A is one of B 

(8) Attitudinally related: A inspires a mental set 
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on the part of B. 

The configuration concept of Barnett sets the basic 

form of an innovation., be it a .tangible artifact or a mental 

image,, and is the unit upon which innovation theory is based. 

Configurations go through a process of recombination 

when the elements of two' pre-existing configurations cross. 

The hybridization is the innovation, a new configuration due 

to the recombining processes of the elements. To demon

strate this recoiabining process, Barnett has constructed a 

model where four cognitive variables, identification, sub

stitution, discrimination, and gain and loss, act as inde

pendent variables which combine to form six basic innovation 

patterns fundamental to any innovation. 

In Barnett's model (Figure 5) A and B represent the 

parts of one configuration and X and Y represent the parts 

of another configuration. The dotted lines running from X 

to C and from A to G represent the abstractions of the com

mon factors in relationship R between X and A of the two. 

configurations. R]_ indicates the relationship of A and B 

(AR2B) and R2 indicates the relationship of X and Y (XR2Y). 

When Y and B offer points of identification and X and A do 

not, then C2 is the common factor. 

The elements of two separate configurations can 

characteristically recombine into six representative inno

vation patterns: 

(l) X with B in R]_ 



(2) A with Y in R: 

(2) X with Y in R1 

(4) A with B in R2 

(5) X with B in R2 

(6) A with B in R2. 

Identification is the first of the cognitive vari

ables. that is manipulated either separately or combined by 

the equation,, analysis, incorporation, trace-part, and re

dintegration operations. The manipulator is the innovator 

who uses .these operations through mental processes of induc

tive and innovative concept formation (Leeper 1951s?39-^8); 

750-5^)• These operations classify configurations in terms 

of previously learned stimuli or events indigenous to the 

cultural background. V 

Identification means that X can be combined with B 

when X and A are equivalent by convention. When Y i3 equi

valent to B, then A can*be united with Y. These innovations 

are XR]_B, AR-^Y, and AR2 . 

However., when X and A occur during a different time 

and place of the innovator's experience, they have different 

correlates Y and B. This is a much different situation- from 

a recognizable identification mentioned previously. In this 

case, X and A must be identified by an equation form. X and 

A are identified as being conventionally equivalent and are 

parts of another configuration but are traditionally consider

ed equal because of some existing common factor equating the 
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two configurations. 

Identification by incorporation is the combination 

of two familiar configurations to include a common denomi

nator. For example, two discrete whole configurations A 

and C of the model are classed as related subwholes (Barnett 

1953:196) of a single whole configuration. Simultaneously 

X and C, another set of configurations with one being com

mon to A and C, is bonded together in the same fashion. 

This means that two configurations having elements A and X 

are related by an element common to both of the wholes. 

Barnett refers this means of identification to situations 

involving what he calls "synthetic wholes". They are syn

thetic in that they were built up from a prototype configu

ration into a single new unit composed of the two original 

configurations. Such examples are cigarettes with a cup of 

coffee, a sports car driver's scotch plaid cap, and cheese 

with apple pie. This type of whole is an unstable one be

cause no permanent bonding element holds the parts together. 

Custom is often a bonding agent. 

Barnett speaks of convergent incorporation as an in

direct approach to equate two very different configurations; 

any type of relationship involving any type of cognitive 

process may operate as the common factor C. 

Incorporation and analysis often require conscious 

and deliberate abstraction of the ccmmon element C for 

equatedness between configurations of conventionally and 



unconventionally recognized wholes. 

The trace-part identification operation is a revival 

of a "part-in-common" from an antecedent memory experience. 

This must occur before a configuration, can be equated with 

a stimulus configuration to activate the common part of the 

two configurations. "in other words, a configuration may 

be evoked either by some extant sensory stimulus or by a 

memory-stimulus. In any event, the aroused configuration' 

is functionally present; the 'trace' is reactivated" (Bar-

nett 1955:192). 

An important feature of the trace-part is its ability 

to stimulate the person to "recall its correlate" in another 

configuration,. For example: 

A previous experience is reinstated as a synthesized 
unit, without parts, by a process which may be called • 
redintegration. Redintegration will not always take 
place, especially if there are other intrusive stimu'li, 
but for recognition to take place it must (Barnett 
1953:193).  

The common factor is the .main basis for establishing 

an identification between prototypes and the elicited config- ' 

urations. This common factor is cognitively equated between 

the configurations by attributes that are the same for the 

common element of two configurations in the innovative pro

cess. Incorporation of the common element requires applica

tion of the form-function-meaning complex. 

Serving as the common factor may be what we are 
inclined to call the meaning of X and A, for it 
will be appreciated upon reflection that meaning 
Is not any special or mystical attribute of a 
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thing, or a vaporous halo about it. 'Meaning' is 
the term that we give to the association of a thing, 
the other ideas with which it has specific relation
ship. A thing does not have meaning in isolation, 
only in context (Barnett 19555201). 

Form may be considered as a necessary attribute to 

identify the meaning of the common factor. 

The considerations of form and meaning of the 

common element between configurations are basic in the 

process of incorporation and analysis. 

Barnett devotes several pages of the discussion to 

the relationship of common factors and the theory of same

ness of the two configurations in which, he uses the form-

function-meaning complex as an analytical tool for abstract

ing commonness and sameness. The function-meaning complex 

is a logical identification of the form which is combined 

with other configurations leading to an innovation. 

Substitution, the second cognitive variable, along 

with identification, is necessary in order to create an 

innovation. Referring to the model (Figure 5) CAB is the 

prototype and CXY is .the stimulus configuration. CA is the 

mental referent (trace-part) and is equated to the stimulus 

by the innovator. CX may be a stimulus from memory or some 

sensory stimulus serving as a complete configuration. CA is 

evoked by C and its relationship to X; then the cognitive 

processes cause identification to occur and CA i.s CX. 

This conviction is induced by the fact that. C, 
upon being actively revised by direct stimulation, 
spontaneously elicits its correlate A because of a 



previously established and accustomed association 
with it. In short, identification is established 
by the redintegration of the prototype CA (Barnett 
1953:208). 

Substitution is manipulated by assimilation in that: 

(1) CA is redintegrated (reinstatement of a complete 

past experience as a unit without p&rts). 

(2) CA is incorporated (two familiar figures are 

constructed to Include a common denominator) (as a sub-whole). 

(3) CA has correlate B and is bonded in previous 

experience by R^. 

(4) CA bonded by correlate B in becomes proto

type CAB. 

(5) "This opens the way for either a deliberate or 

an unconscious substitution of CX for CA because CX is 

psychologically CA" (Barnett 1953:208). 

(6) CX is CA in B with R^. 

(7) CAB assimilates CX and is CXB, the innovation. 

This is indicated, in Figure 5 by the arrow from X to B. 

Assimilation is most important as it occurs most 

frequently: 

It happens constantly in the reactions of any 
organism to its environment. It occurs in situations 

• that are not regarded as productive of innovations 
at all. It happens when we treat things the same 
even when we know that a detailed exploration would 
show that they are not. It happens when we recognize 
things and people. '(Barnett 1953:209). 

Substitution is also manipulated by what Barnett 

calls projection. Projection follows these steps: 
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(1) CA is redintegrated by CX. 

(2) CA evokes correlate Y in 1*2* 

(?) CA is allied cognitively, but is interpreted as 

CX by the innovator. 

(4) CA is CX, i.e., substituted by calculation. 

• (5) CA is projected upon the stimulus field CX. 

(6) CAY is indicated by the arrows from A to Y. 

In most of the instances cited, assimilation and 
projection take place instantaneously and without 
an awareness of substitution. The observer 'makes 
a mistake' which he may or may not later correct by 
a re-analysis of the stimulus. It very often happens 
that even though there is a correction (or even if 
there has been no real confusion), the suggestion of 
an identity leads to an actual substitution (Barnett, 
1952:210-11). 

Discrimination, the third cognitive variable, may 

be called disjunctive identification. In disjunctive iden

tification, the incorporation and analysis of the two separ

ate configurations follow a basic rule in that C is X or A 

and is often said as C is X or A. Incorporation often in

cludes a divergent analysis in its disjunctive identifica

tion. For example, we might have the sex symbol for female 

^ or the sex symbol for male (5 turn out to be that the 

circle is equal to the plus sign or the arrow, that is 

O = i* or f" . In other words what is in common here is the 

zero with its disjunctive element, the plus symbol or the 

arrow symbol. One of the rules of discrimination is that 

assimilation cannot take place in the context of a configu

ration containing incompatible elements. Another concept 
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involved in disjunctive identification is that a part can 

"become a substitute for a whole, as in the example of the 

sex symbols. 

Gain and loss, the fourth and last cognitive vari

able,, is not a process and does not have mutually additive 

or subtractive qualities. It i3 a relative judgment which 

is "the by-product of, a substitution". For example, "in 

assimilation when the X of Figure 5 replaces A, it loses 

and is lost by Y; and by the same token and in equivalent 

degree, it gains and is gained by B, and B loses and is 

lost by A" (Barnett 195j5i219). 

Substitution, manipulated by assimilation and pro

jection, is fundamental and necessary for any innovative 

combination. Discrimination, as in identification, does 

not pose as a single innovative process. Assimilation can

not take place in discrimination because discrimination is 

concerned with differences while assimilation establishes 

sameness between two configurations. Thus discrimination 

can provide another and a new starting point for innovation 

that may proceed by identification and substitution refer

ring to a prototype different from the one selected by dis

crimination. 

The process of innovation in technology follows this 

outline with utility being a basic requirement. This latter 

requirement in technology demands more than one innovative 

step and draws upon the entire range of identification and 
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substitutive processes. 

The processes of innovation development and the 

eventual production of a recognizable configuration are "by 

no means considered the conclusive and final phase. The 

innovation, in its 30cial or technological environment, 

faces forces vital to its existance. Barnett defines this 

phase as "acceptance and rejection" (1953s291). 

The Acceptance and Rejection Processes 

This discussion does not attempt to cover all of the 

factors responsible for acceptance'and rejection, but only 

those necessary examples to confirm Barnett's complete 

coverage of innovation theory. The factors to be discussed 

are: innovations without advocates, professional advocates, 

advocates of conservatism, personality of the advocates, 

majority affiliation, meaning, independence, and freedom 

of complication. 

Barnett defines "diffusion, acculturation, and fad-

dism" (1953:292) &s varied patterns of acceptance distinct 

from the innovative processes. He makes this distinction 

because diffusion implies that an element has been accepted 

and that acculturation is the historical referent of dif

fusion (1953J302). These traits, according to Barnett, have 

been received by an "acceptor", one who received a trait or 

trait complex transmitted by a donor or carrier of the idea. 

The attitudinal and psychological differences 
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between innovators, acceptors, and rejectors causes many 

innovators to be-reluctant "pace setters" and to look to 

"follower-advocates" for assistance. The writer, in one of 

his innovative capacities in a large industrial firm was re

luctant to compete with the stigma-attitude that engineering 

management had for human factors research. At this time the 

innovator realized that an advocate was necessary, particu

larly one who had a long-time status with the company, one 

who was known for his ability to handle "new projects" and 

one who could work with management and opposing factions. 

The advocate selected for this problem pacified the opposi

tion and- indicated the potential savings and efficency of 

the new idea. The advocate in this case was a retired com

mercial airlines pilot who commanded respect, not because he 

was a pilot, but because "he was a good salesman". An ad

vocate, according to Barnett, is a sponsor, a person with a 

"different motivational complex", who either tells others 

about the innovation or adopts it himself. 

There are. some innovations which have no advocates. 

This may be for several reasons: (l) the innovator will not 

support his own creation because he may be ashamed of it, 

(2) he may regard the novelty as substandard rather than a 

new way of doing something, or (3) it may be a "mistake or 

misguided venture" (Barnett 1953:29j). 

There are the professional advocates of change who 

try to bring about acceptance of new ideas. The innovator 
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may also be an advocate of his own innovation such as one 

who introduces a scientific novelty to people in industry 

and to the various government bureaus. 

There are the advocates of conservatism, the ethno

centric protagonists who do not want a novelty. They aggresr 

sively demand the abandonment of a new idea and substitution 

of another to "which he is accustomed". 

Parents obviously play the role of advocates of 
conservatism—some more, some less. In this capa
city they are not mere paragons posing for the 
imitation of their offspring. They are not pas
sive exemplifications of one way to live but 
aggressive protagonists of the way to live (Barnett 
1955O08). 

Barnett then treats the acceptance controls associ

ated with the diffusion.or development of a new idea. The 

regulation of acceptance is often dependent upon the pres

tige of the advocate. Mrs. Kennedy, the President's wife, 

sets the hair style and the clothing style for other young 

American women. She is an advocate of innovation who has 

considerable prestige. Missionaries and anthropologists 

working in alien societies often appeal to the prestige 

leader of the culture or society to secure their cooperation 

for popular acceptance of the goal. 

The personality of.the advocate can determine the 

acceptance or rejection of any innovation. This means that 

if the advocate is offensive or patronizing, rejection of 

the innovation without consideration of merit or value of 

the proposal would occur. In one instance a very good 
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electronic physicist had worked up a scheme by which a well-

known company would save several thousand dollars, "but be

cause of the advocate's personality, he found no acceptance 

for the excellent innovation. 

Barnett's description of majority affiliation refers 

to the presentation of an innovation to an acceptor who has 

the support of the majority. Acceptance in this case may 

be governed by the influential members of the society, a " 

group in power, or because "many people accept a new idea 

because everybody else is doing it"(Barnett 1952028). 

The characteristics of an innovation are important 

because implicit values contained in the innovation are 

directly related to its actual acceptance. The first is 

meaning, for if an innovation is to be acceptable, it must 

provide some basis for identification which will 
permit assimilation or..projection to proceed. It 
must be associatable with some previous experience 
of the acceptor. There must be some A to which the 
introduced X can hook on, some connection between 
the two either by analysis or incorporation. It 
must be appreciated and real to the acceptor. Many 
of the results of laboratory experiments on the 
transfer of learning or performance are best under
stood as failures of identification on the part of 
t h e  s u b j e c t ' s  e x p e r i e n c e  ( B a r n e t t  1 9 5 3 •  

Without meaning the innovation will not survive. 

The concept of independence refers to a non-antago-

nistic innovation derived from an acceptable idea which is 

not identifiable with some "familiar form" (Barnett 1955: 

^46). This new innovation claims its own identity without 

expressing a contrasting pattern while simultaneously 
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representing "an independent standard of "behavior" (Barnett 

1953:346). Such innovations have meaning because one of 

the elements X is in common with a familiar configuration 

A. The Y and B correlates, of the, terms A and B are separate 
y 

from each other. Barnett says that the projection of A into 

the context Y creates AY, a subwhole that is isolated from 

AB, thus making AY independent. The simplest form of inde

pendence is a projection of a familiar configurated sub-

whole on the basis of single identification, into a new or 

introduced complex disregarding customary correlates of the 

familiar subwhole. This means that the X of the XY configu

ration is in common with the A of AB. Y and B are separate 

because their relationships are not required. The relation

ship of B to A is ignored. 

This is a single innovation by projection and is 

mostly likely to favor acceptance. The obvious explanation 

is that XY, by identification, becomes AY without meeting 

the requirements of AB because A is independent and B has no 

related or conflicting factors. 

Independence can be described by three characteristic 

patterns: (l) a pattern of "alien imitation" "wherein a 

person identifies himself A with a foreigner X and proceeds 

to do the alien thing Y that his model does irrespective of 

his' own accustomed behaviors B" (Barnett 1953:346). An 

example is the mechanical engineer (A) identifying himself 

with a social scientist (X) conducts a sociological study of 
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a missile factory (Y) that a social scientist does, irre

spective of his training as a mechanical engineer (B). 

(2) A "pattern of an alternative" (Barnett 1955 0^6) which 

occurs when Y and B of A and X are not ignored as they are 

separate and distinct from each other. A's position is not 

in conflict with the standard behavior. Barnett describes 

this pattern with, a Palauan example: Palauan women tradi

tionally walk behind their men, but Barnett had no. diffi

culty in convincing them to walk beside him because they 

segregated him from Palauan men in that Palauan woman (A) 

could walk (r2) with Barnett (Y) without disrupting the 

traditional form of walking with (R^) native men (B), (3) 

A pattern of parallels describing a form of independence 

that is more stable. 

In it the initial identification of X with A . 
establishes the meaningful configuration AY, both 
terms of which are segregated from preexisting AB's. 
The result is a parallel in which 'A is discriminated 
from something that is like it—some other A—and Y 
is likewise set apart from the correlate--another 
B of this second A' (Barnett 19550^9)* 

Thi3 also is a process by which a trait is individually 

transmitted and accepted from culture A to culture B. Bar

nett relates a situation common to south Africa "where 

native men (A) can be employed to do household chores for 

Europeans (Y) because this employment is doubly distinct 

from the familiar pattern of a woman (another A) performing 

such services for native families (B)" (Barnett 1953:550). 

These are acceptable parallels because of their differences 
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not "because of their similarities. He claims that the dif

ferences. between parallels substantiates the resultant in

novation and the common factor would "be an obstacle to 

acceptance. However, the introduced configuration is con

sidered by the acceptor's system of values, which separate 

the diffuse trait from a "preexisting form". 

An innovation, if structured by the process of pro

jection, may be accepted because it did not become confused 

with the existing preferences. This Barnett calls a free

dom of complication (Barnett 1952 052). 

There are other ways in which a novelty is evaluated 

for acceptance or rejection. Many new items are accepted 

because of their desirability in terms of efficiency, cost 

advantage, pleasure, ease of mastery and the lesser penal

ties connected with it. 

Values and Value Systems 

Barnett considers values and their importance in 

several discussions of acceptance (1953 057-76) but he does 
•i 

not discuss them as a major topic. The importance of tech

nological values in culture become apparent when one attempts 

to develop an innovation from Barnett's theory. The value 

system of the society stresses those approved and shared 

preferences that set specifications for selecting the part 

relationships of the configuration. We might call values 

"cultural specifications" because they specify the preferred 
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elements that are required to structure a given configura

tion. Associated with each value are the attributes of 

formj function, and meaning as defined by the social or 

technological unit. These are the associated value attri

butes to be discussed in greater detail in the following 

chapters. Barnett threads through his theory the role of 

values as they apply to the various situations but does not 

define or discuss them centrally as a state or a character

istic of technology or of culture in general. 

Summary 

Barnett says that the ideas and configurations com

bined in the individual's mind are stimulated and drawn from 

his cultural background. These stimulus configurations, the 

prototypes, are manipulated by a set of independent variables, 

namely identification, substitution, discrimination, gain and 

loss to become the dependent variable or the innovation. 

However, for the dependent variable to become a successful 

innovation, it must meet the demands of the intervening vari

ables of form, function and meaning. 

To determine whether Barnett has satisfied the re

quirements for a process theory,, comparison with other con

tributors to culture change theory will, clarify and amplify 

this question. Barnett's theory can also be compared with 

experimental work in learning theory and cognitive processes 

to substantiate the basic processes of innovation. Basic 
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research has "been carried out by Emrich (1959, 1961, 196la) 

and Wallace (1957. 1962). 



CHAPTER III 

BARNETT'S THEORETICAL POSITION 

The field of culture change has been discussed by 

many writers in the light of acculturation, diffusion, and 

invention. These studies discuss long-term change and shortr 

term change from the standpoint of results rather than in 

terms of the specific processes of the initiation of change 

and the pattern reorganization in the technology or social 

structure. An early writer, H. S, Harrison (1926a, 1926b, 

1927, 1930) wrote and explained how invention affected the 

cultural inventory by using concepts of mutation, substitu

tion, and cross-mutations. This was an early attempt to 

classify and relate some of the causal factors of innovation 

to culture change. 

Harrison's effort Influenced Dixon, who defined dis

covery and. invention as two distinct concepts. Discovery 

was defined by Dixon as "the unpremeditated finding of some

thing new", whereas "invention may be purposeful discovery" 

(1928:54). Dixon claims that the three conditions necessary 

for discovery are opportunity, observation and measure of 

genius. 

Dixon, like Harrison, felt that the true invention 

48 
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was a mutation that reached Its final stage through a series 

of intermediate stages. Invention, he says, was obtrusive 

in that the ideas were thrust upon man by accident. Dixon 

(1928:>9) describes invention as "a slow halting process, 

occasionally enlivened by a dramatically sudden advance, its 

field defined by the local needs, and its achievements de

pending upon the presence of necessary genius", 

Dixon again modifies Harrison's ideas in that he 

classes the variables of discovery as opportunity, observa

tion, imagination, need, and genius. These conditions are 

necessary in culture before a discovery can be made. Unlike 

Barnett, Dixon dwells upon the concept of genius claiming it 

is necessary to be a genius to make discoveries or inven

tions,. 

However, Harrison and Dixon, with their description 

of the individual inventor, set the stage for Barnett's 

theory of innovation, via Linton, but their contributions 

cannot be classed as theories, They offer a set of explana

tory concepts used to validate the presence of independent 

invention and to explain away the concept of diffusion 

rather than being concerned with any particular aspect of 

culture change. No testable hypothesis was stated with re

gard to a set of related variables that would verify culture 

change as a process. 

During the interim from Dixon's work to 19^6, there 

were studies and writings propounding the themes of accul
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turation, diffusion, and whole culture contact. The culture 

change field work at this time, in the area of acculturation 

and diffusion, was in such confusion that the Social Science 

Research Council drafted a program for acculturation studies 

(Redfield 1936).' The same year Ralph Linton's The Study of 

Man was published. 

Linton prepared the way for the development of Bar-

nett's theory by defining the elements in culture as inven

tions only when they are novelties (1936:304) and that they 

are the property of a specific society and culture (1936: 

305). Linton, disagreeing with the. earlier writers that 

discovery is the result of an accident and that invention is 

an intentional situation, .states that both invention and dis

covery are deliberate and calculative processes to make 

something new. 

We see that Barnett was influenced by Linton's 

statement "that inventiveness is the exclusive possession of 

an individual and that societies as such are incapable of 

thought and therefore of invention (Linton 1936:307). How

ever, Barnett's usage of innovation considers the terms in

vention, novelty, and discovery as synonymous and without 

temporal definition. 

Barnett's variable, the accumulation of ideas, is 

recognized by Linton, who remarked that social life can be 

responsible for a' pool of ideas.to which the innovator has 

recourse (1936:307). Linton develops the "protagonist" 
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idea by referring to the individual as the agent of innova

tion and stimulated by certain cultural stimuli (1956:507). 

In this fashion Linton has prepared the cultural backdrop 

for Barnett's innovation theory. 

Linton classifies some cultural and psychological 

variables when referring to the economic and social prestige 

rewards of the industrial inventory or scientist. Barnett 

calls these credit wants. The influence, of Linton is again 

Illustrated by the statement that societies offer the in

ventor all the need3 of which the society is collectively 

conscious (1956:508). Barnett calls this the concentration 

of ideas. 

There is parallel thinking by Barnett and Linton 

about cultural and psychological variables and provision for 

the intervening variables. Form, function, meaning, and use 

are defined in Linton's formulation of an invention as ante

cedent to culture change. Barnett's' concepts of deprivation 

of essentials (crisis situation), creative wants (reward and 

recognition), expectation of change, self wants, and competi

tion of rivals are associated with Linton's development of 

innovation and culture change theory. In essence Linton has 

provided a prototype configuration from which Barnett devel

ops an innovation in the field of culture change. Linton 

.defines the area in which culture change will occur as an 

alternative. Alternatives are "....traits which are shared 

by certain individuals but which are not common to all mem
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bers of the society or even to all of the members of any one 

of the socially recognized categories" (Linton 1926:273). 

He states that when a new element is introduced "by innova

tion, diffusion, or acculturation, it will become an alter

native or initiate changes in the present alternatives of 

the culture, and if approved will become a specialty or 

universal and pass into, the core of the culture and replace 

an older trait. The replaced older trait may then become an 

alternative and in time drop from the cultural inventory**" 

(Linton 1936:272). 

Linton uses alternatives as gross classifications of 

behavior while Barnett employs the alternative as a logical 

construct in analyzing the configuration procedure (Barnett 

1953 082-85) of an innovation and as one of the processes by 

which an innovation is made acceptable (1953:348-49). Like

wise, Linton's use of form, function, meaning, and use were 

meant only as universal trait attributes and not primarily 

as elements of process to predict culture change. . 

Herskovits mentions that his concept of "cultural 

focus" is parallel to Linton's alternatives in the following 

statement: 

•Mlniversals are considered as "those ideas, habits, 
and conditioned emotional responses which are common to 
all sane, adult members of the society" (Linton 1936:272). 
Specialties are those cultural elements which are "shared 
by members of certain socially recognized categories of 
individuals, but which are not shared by the total popula
tion" (Linton 1936:272) . 



We are, in essence, treating of the nature and 
role.of cultural 'alternatives' as they have been 
termed by Linton except that it is their overall 
character as consensus of behavior, rather than as 
manifestations of individual differences in behavior 
that concern us here. Though it may seem paradoxical, 

.it will become evident that it is out of these con-
senses that alternatives arise and grow.-and thus open 
the way to change (Herskovits 19^8:544). 

The cultural focus is defined as the locus in cul

ture where the most activity and interest occurs. Hersko

vits describes it as follows: "A peoples' dominant concern 

may be thought of as the focus of their culture; that area 

of activity or belief where the greatest awareness of form 

exists, the most discussion of values is heard, the widest 

difference in structure is to be discerned" (1948:5^4). 

This activity is concerned with group behavior 

rather than with individual behavior. Linton's statement is 

similar in its definition of form in that his alternatives 

deal only in part with the interests of the society but 

differs from focus in that alternatives are linked with uni-

versals and specialties. Universals and specialties give 

meaning to Linton's concept of alternatives as they are the 

referents. Herskovits' focus Is an area or a zone in which 

culture change occurs, i.e., technology and religion, and is 

in a taxonomic relationship with other zones of culture. 

Herskovits, in considering his conceptual scheme as 

an observable phenomenon (194-5:166), creates a logical trap 

for his theory. Also such phrases as "peoples dominant con

cern",- "area of activity or belief", and "the most discussion 
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of values" (Herskovits 19^5J164-65) ape cloudy descriptions 

of human participation making his cultural focus statement 

somewhat obscure. However, if Herskovits had analyzed this 

concept into classes of logical identities, like Linton's 

alternatives, specialties, and universals, and; had related 

them as did Linton, he would perhaps have escaped the trap 

of reification. 

Linton and Herskovits both describe certain features 

of culture that are subject to change. Barnett makes no 

claim that culture has any basic processes but states it is 

the individual who from his cultural background initiates 

change. He contends that the neural map is the mind of the 

•individual and that culture is not capable of behaving with 

a personality. Between Linton and Barnett there are dif

ferent orders of concept formation. Barnett considers con

figuration and recombination of configurations as the cogni

tive processes involved in the development and acceptance of 

an innovation while Linton and Herskovits ignore the indivi

dual's role and favor the cultural explanation. Barnett . 

operates from the cultural level to derive individual mental 

processes as an explanation for culture change. Linton and 

Herskovits maintain the. cultural level of investigation and 

deduce classifications of group behavior. They are operating 

and associating their empirical referents at different levels 

of abstraction and hence are concerned with different classes 

of events responsible for culture change. 
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Malinowski deals with the various gross institution

al processes of whole culture contact after two cultures 

come together. Malinowski considers that the institutions, 

warefare, witchcraft, and land ownership in Africa, are 

major.areas of change. He thinks of innovation,only within 

the functional framework of institutional change after con

tact. For example, he describes what is called the depriva

tion of essentials "by Barnett in his description of the 

invention of the intoxicating drink skokian (19^:2^). To 

Malinowski, invention is a "by-product of culture contact and 

is a fundamental equivalent of his category C, the surviving 

forms of tradition. Malinowski clearly orders his facts 

within the functional "framework into a process theory that 

states: 

Culture change is the process by which the existing 
order of the society, that is, its social, spiritual-
and material civilization, is transformed from one 
type to another. Culture change thus covers the more 
or less rapid process of modification in the political 
constitution of a society; in its domestic institutions 
and its modes of territorial settlement; in its beliefs 
and systems of knowledge; in its education and laws; 
as well as its material tools and their use, and the 
consumption of goods on which its social economy is 
based (1945:1). 

Malinowski hypothesizes: 

That wherever there is a common measure between the 
intentions of European impact and existing needs of 
African societies, change can lead to new and driving 
forms of cultural cooperation. When on the contrary 
it is or seems necessary for the Europeans to take away 
from the African his territory; to curtail his opportu*-
nities; to use his labor to the detriment of native 
enterprise without satisfactory remuneration, in the 
absence of a common factor leads to conflict. 
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The concept of common measure or common factor Is a 
direct correlary of our principle that human institu
tions are commensurable across the dividing line of 
culture; but that in each of these they fulfill the 
same function under'-a different type of determinism 
(19^5:70). 

Malinowski1s statement suggests that the common 

factors are discoverable cross-culturally and that directed 

culture changes should incorporate the common element idea 

to satisfy the basic needs of the culture. 

Barnett maintains that the utility of this approach 

remains on a level removed from concrete instances, and when 

applied to a real problem it becomes difficult to manipulate. 

For example, Malinowski states that there are equivalents in 

.African family and marriage and the European family and mar

riage. However, to justify African polygyny as a common 

factor found in the European marriage institution is diffi

cult to perceive. -

Malinowski's "common factor" is only remotely simi

lar to Linton's concept of interests in that interests are 

used to establish a criterion for commonness between groups. 

"The common factor exists wherever there is a long run iden

tity of interests between Europeans and Africans, as well as 

competence and knowledge on the part of the whites in carry

ing out a well-planned policy" (Malinowski:19^5:66) . 

We find thus far that Barnett, Linton, Herskovits, 

and the early writers of the Dixon and Harrison era are con

cerned with the form and function undergoing change. The 
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form is always being varied. Malinow'ski considers the 

institution to be the basic form subject to chaiige;. Linton 

the alternative, and Herskovits the cultural focus; all of 

these different categories describe locations in cultures 

that are most susceptible to change. Barnett is wholly 

concerned with the "action" of cultural change which he 

says can take place anywhere in the society. 

The argument of diffusion, innovation, and the 

historical aspect brings us to the concepts of time and 

space between the introduction of an idea or an innovation, 

and the inclusion of the trait- or innovation into the cul

tural inventory. The Wilsons (1945) have included' the 

spatio-temporal approach, in their concept of scale. This 

concept deals with the equilibrium and disequilibrium of 

the range and intensity of a society's contacts, e . g . ,  

Africa with England in time and space. The range and vari

ation in intensity of social relations, according to the 

Wilsons (1945:40), is responsible for the intensity and rate 

of change between England and Africa. This has a bearing in 

this dissertation only in the sense that it is an attempt at 

process theory. Innovations entering into a culture fol

lowing the Wilsons' concept of scale will cause uneveness of 

scale creating a condition of disequilibrium because other 

institutions will not make the change (19^5:133). The con

cept and the conditions of scale are not precisely defined 

in relation to one another.- This is an attempt to quanti-
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tatively assess qualitative relationships, i.e., "amounts 

of intensity", "range of scale", "range of relations", 

"degrees of dependence", and so forth. 

We measure the intensity of relations within a 
group, then, by observing the amount of economic 
cooperation, of communication of ideas and feelings 
within and without the group; together with the 
relative inclusiveness of value, of dogma and sym
bolism within and without the group, and the degree 
of social pressure exerted within and without the 
group (19^5:29)•  

The conditions by which this concept is structured 

are merely the criteria for establishing equilibrium and 

disequilibrium.' Subsequent change is expected, but cannot 

be predicted because of the rather inadequate quantitative 

treatment of qualitative distinctions. 

John Gillin frames his idea of culture change simi

larly to those of Linton and Barnett with regard to the in

dividual and his role. 

Gillin presents an analysis of innovation that is 

•strikingly like that of Linton with a flavor of Barnett's 

earlier ideas in describing the "aspects" of culture traits 

and patterns. He refers to these "aspects" as the means by 

which innovations can be successfully offered to the society, 

namely, the form, • principle, function or purpose, and mean

ings.- -Gillin defines these aspects in the same Lintonian 

fashion, but is more concerned with the' form as an objecti-

fication of mental pat-tern. 

A single innovation rarely involves all four, aspects 
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at the same time. However, when an innovation does initiate 

a change, form, function, meaning, and principle are mani

fest in certain specified relationships. Gillin illus

trates this precept by: 

(1) A change in principle and form. An example of 

this is the change from the atlatl to the bow and arrow, an 

alteration of the action pattern and the form to perform 

the same function and meaning. 

(2) Holding the form constant and introducing a new 

principle. The famous example used in this case is the 

Eskimo bow and arrow concept initially used for hunting, but 

secondarily converted (redintegration) to a drill. This is 

"...an old artifact to an old function by the means of a 

new principle" (19^8:537)• 

(j5) Function change, which Gillin feels is a matter 

of a "felt need" so that a new function represents a series 

of small gradual accumulative changes to satisfy so-called 

social requirements. Linton and Barnett differ in this 

aspect in that they claim societies so not need, but pro

tagonists or individuals in the society want a change. 

(4) Meaning change in terms of associations, attached 

to the item by the native culture. 

Since nothing similar had previously existed in 
this culture, the meaning and associations attached 
to the cart were entirely new. For example, in most 
localities it perforce became associated with roads 
which went up and down grades without the use of 
steps, used on the previous Inca roads; it became 
firmly associated with European or cholo (mixed blood) 
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status, and even to this day carries some of this 
meaning in the minds of Indians. The wheeled vehicle 
has not yet been as extensively accepted in this 
region as in some other parts of the world, a fact 
partly to he explained by its radicalness in terms 
of the native culture. (Gillin 19^8*536). 

Gillin, by his taxonomy of innovation in culture 

change, classifies the stimuli responsible for eliciting 

the innovative process as: 

(1) Accident (a parallel to Barnett's accumulation-

of-ideas variable), discrimination, and assimilation, 

(2) Imitations or poor memory (equivalent to Bar

nett's reproductive variation), and 

(3) Socially stimulated innovations with regard to 

goals (Barnett's credit wants). 

Gillln's description merely relates.innovation to 

the "aspects of society". In this sense he has developed 

descriptive concepts, not an analytical process theory as 

has Barnett. Gillln's descriptive statement is more classi-

ficatory than processual. This is apparent from Gillln's 

definition of discovery and inventions, and his distinction 

between "basic Inventions" and "improving inventions". 

Gillin, like Linton, is classifying a series of events. In 

short, Linton and Gillin have offered a typology of the pro

cesses of culture change. 

The preceding writers and contributors to the theory 

of culture change have treated the innovator as a deviant, 

.an unwanted person. It is Goldenweiser (1937) "who questions 
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this position; he describes the role of professional in

ventors and discusses the fact that our society assigns 

positive sanctions to their status and role, while the 

primitives have not yet Included them in their status index. 

There is no status and role among primitive groups that is 

comparable to the status and role of our modern design engi

neer. Our professional inventors are trained to invent 

(design) from a concentration and accumulation of ideas 

(school) and are socially and technologically sanctioned to 

move in this area of activity. Primitives do not have the 

professional inventor or innovator included in their struc

ture so that any such person tampering with convention is 

indeed a deviant. The general idea in the anthropological 

literature that the innovator is always a deviant and a 

maladjusted person is a concept applicable only to the 

primitive. 

The Influence of Learning Theory and the Conjunctive Process 

Barnett relies upon the early works of Koffka and 

Bartlett to establish and document the cognitive variables 

of identification, substitution, discrimination, and gain/ 

and loss. His information.about learning theory and con

cept formation vas from the literature of the 1920's and 

19^0's. Since then there have been a number of experiments 

ancl theoretical advances that substantiate this position-. 

From documented psychological research in learning 
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theory, it is known that the learning of conceptual material 

involves such discrete acts as attending, perception, dis

crimination, retention, and recall. Learning involving 

these, processes is often guided by a set, "a state of 

readiness to receive a stimulus that has not yet arrived" 

(Woodworth, 195^:^1), in a social activity field. In such 

a situation the motivated innovator responding to a set 

attends, perceives, and discriminates familiar concept 

materials from the social field and recombines these con

cept materials into a response form to satisfy either an 

individual or a cultural goal. 

The psychological experimentation in concept forma

tion is concerned with the abstraction and classification of 

common features of responses or objects. The psychological 

argument, concerned with the abstraction of the common ele

ment is in terms of classification, but our interest is in 

structuring of a final configuration. 

Before the innovative configuration emerges from the 

process of recombination (response), there must be a pre

liminary step of concept abstraction from the prototype con

figuration. This process is involved in Barnett's identi

fication, as formal elements of two configurations are com

pared and selected. Thus XR^B-, an innovative configuration, 

can be broken down to parts X and B which are two separate 

concepts joined by the relationship Rj. This'also means 

that "X can be combined with B when X and A are regarded as 
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equivalent" (Barnett 1953*189). This equivalence is 

through relationship R to the common element C. There has 

been much psychological experimentation to validate the 

common element process (Stevens 1951). 

Leeper, in mentioning what he calls inductive con

cept formation says: 

Most of the experiments that are commonly thought 
of as experiments on inductive concept formation have 
been experiments on classification. The subject learns 
that certain stimuli should be classed together on the 
basis of some common property and that all these 
stimuli have the same name. Actually, however, in-

• ductive concept formation is a very broad common 
psychological process and its nature is indicated 
only partially by the experimentation on class con
cepts (1951:739-^0). 

Leeper mentions further that concepts are attained and con

figurated from a common element stimulus which is comparable 

to Barnett's process of identification. 

Redintegration, according to Barnett, follows Koff-

ka's trace theory, which is the Gestalt term for the role of 

past experience. Hilgard sums up the basic elements of the 

theory in the following: 

(1) A trace is presumed from prior experience so 
that it represents the past and the present. 

(2) A present process is also posited, one which 
can select} reactivate, or in some manner communicate 
with the trace. 

(3) There -is a resulting new process of recall or 
recognition. The process and the trace are to be 
distinguished; they are localized in different parts 
of the brain. The trace system is organized accord
ing to the 3ame laws applying in other fields, and 
the communication between the process and the trace 
follows these laws (1956:230). 
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This theory Barnett calls redintegration. A trace 

of a previous configuration can stimulate the recall of the 

whole configuration from present experience. 

Psychological discrimination, the singling out of 

objects because of their differences, a mediating step in 

innovation, is substantiated experimentally by Wortheimer 

(1925). The description of the attainment of disjunctive 

concepts as explained by Barnett, "commonalities are ignored 

in favor of differences" (1953:215), parallels that des

cribed by Bruner (1958:106-61). 

This experimental information presents, from another 

area of Investigation, data <4n hov an individual learns to 

structure a configuration and validates Barnett's presenta

tion of the conjunctive innovative processes. 

Recent experimental studies carried out among the 

Navajo and three separate non-Indian groups (Emrich 1959, 

1961, 1961a) tend to confirm a psychological correlation 

with Barnett's innovation process. The studies also suggest 

that it may be possible to determine a preference for a type 

of innovation. For example, the Navajo were by and large 

assimilative while the non-Indian groups were concerned with 

reasoning (analogy) in terms of the external situation (pro

jection) to solve the experimental problems administered by 

Emrich. The preferred Navajo style of thinking, concern 

with self, leads us to predict that innovations in' Navajo 

society will be based upon the processes of assimilation. 
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The basic purpose in presenting corrobative experi

mental material is to validate Barnett's culture change 

theory as being directly related with the individual in

novative behavior in a social system. The innovator in our 

society, as pointed out'by Emrich, tends'to be conjunctively 

concerned with projection and analogy rather than assimila

tion as a style of thinking. 

Kroeber, White., Red field, Ogburn, Steward, and many 

others are not concerned with the mental processes but with 

the conjunctive mechanisms by which an artifact is intro

duced into a culture, or exchanged when two or more cultures 

are in continuous first-hand contact. Anthropologists today 

are universally concerned with the introduction of trait X 

of culture 1 by society A to culture 2. This conceptual 

position can be described by: Society A of culture 1 intro

ducing X into culture 2, which is identified and accepted by 

society B of culture 2 because of something in common Z. Z 

is the identity for introducing X into culture B to become 

trait C. This relationship is expressed by Herskovits as 

reinterpretation (19^8:552) .• stimulus diffusion by Kroeber 

(19^8:691)^ contact metamorphosis by Lowie (1937:157, 188)* 

schismogenesis by Bateson (19>5:I78-I83), and acculturation 

by Redfield, Linton, and Herskovits (Redfield, Linton and 

Herskovits 1936). 

These scholars "were well aware.that an element in 

passing from one cultural context to another tends to have 
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its character made over to fit the new setting" (Keesing 

1953i77)* In their awareness they attempt to present mean

ingful nomenclature which would in itself define and illus

trate the process involved in the contact. These scholars 

implicitly describe contact as an introduction of a new ele

ment and its subsequent recombination in the same fashion 

that Barnett has described the processes of recombination 

and invention. The new element introduced into the culture 

is "reinterpreted" by members of the society who seek what 

there is in the element that can be identified with some 

aspect of behavior. This is the common element rule stated 

both by Malinowski (l9^5:64ff) and by Barnett (1953:l88ff). 

It seems that in all initial points of contact between cul

tural groups there are individuals who will initiate the 

introduction of the element through the following process^ 

In Figure 6, trait X of configuration A of culture 1 is 

introduced into culture 2 with configuration B containing 

trait Y, which is identified with A by the common element Z, 

Z being the Identity for introducing X of culture 1 into con

figuration B of culture 2 and with the resulting trait con

figuration C. Thus the conjunctive process is X*Z*Y = C. 

This process serves as a basic model of which there, 

are many variations. This is the basal activity involved 

in recombination of elements involved in innovation as des--

cribed by Barnett and is what anthropologists have been des

cribing for many years in their volumes on culture contact 
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and change. The passing of one element from one culture to 

another constitutes an innovation.in that it is an intro

duction and recombination of something new from something 

old. This gross concept then subsumes Barnett's identifi

cation and substitution to develop a new configuration from 

a common element. 

It is perhaps of importance to indicate that the 

conjunctive process such as described in Figure 6 is ruled 

by the value attributes characteristic of the society or 

subsociety affected by the change. 

The following discussion identifies the dividing line 

between Barhett's process theory and the theories just des

cribed. The dividing line is between the macrocosmic or 

macro-anthropological approach to cultural behavior and 

Barnett's microcpsmic approach. This microcosmic approach 

has been said to be good only for microchange. There has 

been considerable verbal criticism of Barnett's theory be

cause it is microcosmic and affects only a small portion of 

culture, whereas the traditional theory associates culture 

change and its affects with the vulnerable areas of culture. 

With regard to microsociologyFirth has this to 

say: "But if the distinguishing feature of the anthro

pologist is microsociological technique, his theory is macro-

soeiological. He uses a microcosm to'illumine the macro

cosm, the particular to illustrate the general" (Firth 1956: 

18).  
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The criticism that Barnett's theory is only applicable to 

microchange cannot be substantiated. Reduction to indivi

dual behavior, seems at first radical, but is it not true 

that all cultural activity at its beginning is initiated by 

an individual? For example, the innovation of the neutron 

by Chadwick in 1932 created a series of technological, reli

gious, economic and political innovations that have affected 

the world of man, not just a culture, but culture of man 

in general. This specificity is also exemplified by the 

electric light bulb invented by one man which resulted, as 

we shall see in Chapter V, in gross institutional changes 

throughout the European and non-European cultures of the 

world. The automobile, the steam engine, the airplane, and 

the telephone contest the charge of microchange as the only 

capability of Barnett's universal theory. The above exam

ples provide adequate documentation that culture change 

activity at first can be initiated by an individual. 

The gross implications of the theories of Linton, 

Malinowski, and Herskovits suggest that their macrocosmic 

theory by their classifications would be applicable for -

solving a practical problem. ' However, this is not the case 

because Linton's categories of alternatives, Herskovits' 

concept of focus, and the Wilson1 concept of scale consider 

the gross multi-artifactual, multi-behavioral areas of cul

ture as the most susceptible and vulnerable zones for change. 

These are the conceptual areas concerned with the processes 
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of acceptance and are too bulky to handle or define, in 

terms of developing an innovation, for a recipient society 
t 

or subsociety. Barnett's theory is microcosmic in that it 

defines the initial developmental processes without denying 

any explanation of the gross social use of the innovation by 

macrotheory. However, in acceptance, Barnett states that 

"in the beginning an innovation or a new idea always comes 

down to the particular relations between two individuals, 

the donor or carrier of an idea for whom it is more or less 

habitual and a potential receiver or adopter, for whom it is 

more or less alien" (1955 '• 291-92). The previous chapter des

cribed Barnett's position with regard to the process of 

acceptance. 

The susceptible areas of change considered by Linton, 

Herskovits, and the Wilsons are defined by Barnett as stimu

lus variables of the general cultural background responsible 

for eliciting the independent innovative developmental pro

cesses of innovation. 

Generally, this is Barnett's scientific approach to 

culture change in that he defines some basic premises follow

ed by related variables defining the explicit processes in

volved in the construction of an innovation that will eventu

ally initiate a change. Barnett then goes from a set of 

propositions to the specific dependent variable. 

Barnett's theory is microcosmic in. the sense that it 

deals with the specific element responsible for change, but 
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the results being macrocosmic are to be analyzed by macro-

cosmic theory. Such results as institutional, political 

and economic changes can be more aptly explained by Linton's 

conceptual scheme than by Herskovits'or that of the Wilsons. 

Barnett's theory is organized conjunctively in that 

the logical products of the cultural and psychological stim

ulus variables are the cognitive responses. These responses 

are primary in the development of an innovation which in

stitutes macrocosmic change. 

Discussion 

The concept of culture change is often described by 

methods of logic compartments or by the succession of re

lated phases. The former refers to the relationships between 

traits undergoing change in the culture categories as well 

as to the relationships between the categories. In this 

usage the traits undergoing change are transmitted from one 

culture category to another without explaining in detail the 

changes in the trait structure. The positions of Linton, 

Gillin, and Herskovits are cases in point. The classifica-

tory explanation of culture change, illustrated by these 

contributors, may explain the changes in the form-function-

meaning-use pattern without offering a micro-explanation of 

the changes between each element of the pattern. 

The latter method, the succession of related phases, 

refers to the concept of process where certain phases of 
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change are projected along a continuum. This is a dynamic 

culture change theory that defines the beginning of change 

as veil as the progress of the change between related but 

slightly different phases on the same continuum, i.e., one 

social change process continues to the next temporal phase 

of change as A^—• AgB^^A-^C —>A^D . . . •< . 

The taxonomic concepts of Linton, Herskovits, Mali-

nowski, Grillin and others are concerned with the acceptance 

functions while the more generic theory of Barnett is con

cerned with the development of configurations in terms of 

hov the parts are fitted together in a recombination pro

cess. Barnett does not attempt to classify each trait, in 

terms of its development or aceptance, into categories of 

cultural activity but classifies the specific kinds of vari

ables responsible for the cultural activity. 

The discussion of culture change theory in Chapters 

II and III bear upon this dissertation in terms of the theo

retical framework with which to develop a technological 

trait and test the application of anthropological theory. 

Gouldner (1957:92-102) has presented the position 

that social scientists should be concerned with the applica

tion of their basic theoretical precepts. Anthropologists 

could follow this suggestion and apply their empirical know

ledge to technological problems in our own society . This is 

more difficult than it sounds as the participants in the 

technology must also be informed as to what an anthropologist 
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can do in the way of problem solving. Anthropologists must 

define for the non-anthropological scientist the tools they 

use for creative application of their methods in a technology 

of their own. 

Gouldner explains that social scientists can he of 

service by designing a working model which will "bridge 

the gap" between traditional social science and its-appli

cations to modern technological problems. Thus, theore

tical application of anthropology must not only pass inspec

tion by its basic discipline but must also;be accepted in 

the technological fields as serviceable by its application. 

As it stands today, anthropological theory because 

of the tendency to overlook micro-explanation does not allow 

for specific applications, but only for the maximization of 

knowledge by the testing of the validity of a theory or a. 

hypothesis within the theory. 

The invention and design of an artifactual element 

that will stimulate a predicted change is as much a part of 

the field of applied anthropology as is the prediction of 

certain kinds of technological change. However, much of the 

anthropological theory dealing with technology and technolo

gical change has been based on materials from primitive cul

tures. There is a necessity for a theoretical formulation 

for innovation development in analogous situations under com

plex conditions of modern technology. 
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Barnett's theory, because of its micro-orientation, 

will "be tested against empirical and experimental data used 

in the actual formulation of an innovation under complex con

ditions existing in a laboratory setting. An analysis of 

the steps used in solving the problem vill determine whether 

micro-explanation will allow for specific application and 

close the "gap" Gouldner speaks of by the development of a 

process model. 



CHAPTER I¥ 

THE SETTING AND TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND FOR INNOVATION 

The study of technology is essential for an under
standing of culture, just as a comprehension of the 
material basis of social life is indispensable to 
those concerned with human group behavior. More than 
this, we have seen that the technological equipment 
of a people figures more than any other aspect of 
their culture when current judgments of advancement 
or retardation are drawn. There are various reasons 
why such judgments are made, but in essence, they 
may be referred to the fact that technology is the 
only aspect of culture susceptible of objective 
evaluation. (Herskovits 1948:241) 

The Setting 

There were two differing phases of development in 

the Automatic Data Processing System. The first phase was 

the experimental system; the second phase was the develop

mental system. The logic and symbology of the experimental 

and developmental systems were very different from each 

o ther. 

The physical structure of both systems consisted 

of three subsystems (Appendix B:7) which interacted with 

each other (see Figure 7). This interaction was accom

plished by information electronically transmitted at high 

speed going from subsystem to subsystem. The equipment 

operator and/or the maintenance technician, as described in 

75 
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the Introduction, was the major participant In the basic 

technological unit. This is the functional technological 

interaction unit and is one level of abstraction beyond the 

two person interaction system. 

The three subsystems were situated in an experi

mental area of the Navy Computer Laboratory where the ob

servations on the basic technological unit were carried 

out. These subsystems may be defined as the computer sub

system, the visual data display subsystem, and the radio 

transmitter-receiver subsystem. 

The computer subsystem was built by Company B, a 

well-known U. S. computer company. This computer was 

housed in a small rectangular cabinet approximately 4x5x4 

feet. Associated with the computer was a desk-type console 

which had secondary controls for operating the computer and 

sequencing its program Input. 

The computer received information from the radio 

receiver and either stored it in memory or sent it directly 

to the visual data display unit where the information was 

displayed as a visual symbol on a cathode ray tube, much in 

the same way as the picture tube in a television set dis

plays its image. The radio transmitter took information 

from the computer and sent it to other external stations. 

The receiver and transmitter were housed in a cabinet 6x6x4 

feet. 

Neither the kind nor the objective of the infor
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mation sent through these channels Is of Importance for the 

purpose of this dissertation; what is important is that the 

information flow had to he maintained by the basic techno

logical unit. 

There were certain things which would cause the 

system to fail; when failure occurred, the system had to be 

"put back on the air" in the most expedient manner. In 

order to do this, the logic system had to be traced, the 

fault located, the faulty part either repaired, removed or 

replaced. The maintenance man at times had to follow the 

logic from the computer to the peripheral equipment or 

from the peripheral equipment to the computer. 

When attempting to trace a logic fault in the 

Automatic Data Processing System, the technician had to be 

consciously aware of the three separate symbolic languages 

of the three subsystems. This meant that the technician 

had to check the logic regularity of the computer built by 

Company B in order to verify the correctness or the incor

rectness of logic information generic to the peripheral 

equipments built by Companies A and C. The logic operation 

of each subsystem wa3 the same, but it was expressed in 

three very different symbolic languages. This necessitated 

constant referral to different information sources regard

ing the symbologies. 

When the logic information leading to the repair of 

equipment was recorded on a symbol diagram, without refer
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ence to the physical location of the inputs and outputs, 

the diagram was meaningless for trouble-shooting a logic 

fault. 

A number of logic gates and their parts were placed 

on a single card called a logic card. This logic card was 

the smallest removable repairable operating unit. The taxo-

nomic name for this unit is the subassembly (see Figure 8). 

Such a classification permits the smallest removable 

piece of hardware to be designated according to the function 

of the gates and circuits to facilitate trouble-shooting and 

repair. 

The Configurations 

This section describes the configuration of each 

subsystem in both phases and the inconsistencies of trait 

form. 

Because the symbol traits did not follow a consis

tent configuration of form, function, and meaning, the Auto

matic Data Processing System engineers and technicians had 

difficulty interpreting each separate symbology. These 

inconsistencies were of such a nature than an informant, 

trained and schooled in the digital logic of Company A, 

could not interpret a Company A equation for the investiga

tor. The equation as such was not difficult, but it did 

not follow the form and function consistent with Boolean -

algebraic equations. Referral to the original designer was 
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necessary in order to get the correct answer. 

The system was divided into two scheduled phases, 

the experimental phase and the developmental phase. The 

experimental phase was an initial equipment checking period 

and the developmental phase concentrated on the development . 

of the system for actual use. When the shift was made from 

the experimental to the developmental phase, it was a 

scheduled manufacturing shift. However, unexpected changes 

in the logic symbology were also included with the sche

duled change. 

The experimental Automatic Data Processing System 

was investigated first; a preliminary study was conducted 

to determine the nature of the problem in the symbology. 

This logic symbology is defined by the following: 

The logic symbology necessary for (the Automatic 
Data Processing System) as a whole should be consider
ed as a system made up of the following parts: (l) 
Glossary of terms specific to (Automatic Data Proces
sing System), (2) pictorial symbology, and (3) equa-
tional symbology. The glossary of terms provides a 
means by which the logic symbology of the system can 
be expressed verbally, and it is the communicative 
vehicle between the designers and the users of the 
system. 

Pictorial symbology refers to a collection of 
diagrams which indicate the logical paths along which 
the information flows between the individual logic 
circuits (e.g. AND gate, OR gate) in a digital machine. 

The equational symbology describes completely, in 
Boolean algebraic form, the logical operations per
formed on information by the logic circuitry. In 
other words, it indicates the single path within a 
specific circuit along which the information must flow. 
(Collins 1959:^0 
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The logic symbology of the experimental system was 

a pictorial and equational notation, in diagram form, com

posed of various geometric and alpha-numeric representa

tions of the logic operations occurring in digital computer 

systems (see Figure 2). 

Each logic function was represented "by a geometric 

symbol: a circle, a half circle, a square, a rectangle, 

a triangle, or a combination of lines associated in some 

way with an alpha-numeric character. These varied for a 

single logic operation such as AND or OR in a digital com

puter system and are illustrated in Figures lc and Id. The 

alpha-numeric characters were combined operationally into 

an equation form which indicated specific logic processes 

that occurred in given circuitry. The symbol, the alpha

numeric, and geometric representations of electronic 

phenomena are technological traits that had considerable 

variation within the computer technology. 

A different and separate means of expressing the 

logic was used for each subsystem. The experimental system 

had two kinds of memories which required two separate 

standard symbologies, one for each type of memory. This 

system was examined and investigated and standardization 

recommendations were made in a formal Laboratory report 

published in December 1959 (Collins. 1959). Informants 

during the scheduled change period referred to this report 

as the turning point in the system's logic philosophy. 
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Soon after this publication, technical electronic 

and hardware changes were made in the electronic design of 

the new developmental Automatic Data Processing System to 

one kind of logic and one kind of memory so that a single 

standard for the system became feasible. However, in spite 

of the one logic philosophy and the one type of memory 

throughout the developmental phase, the variation of the 

new symbology forms for the new electronic design among the 

three contractors was even greater than in the experimental 

phase (see Figures 9, 10 and 11). 

The differences between symbol configuration of 

each company as well as between the experimental and de

velopmental systems is apparent frota the following descrip

tions of the traits and trait complexes. 

The symbology of the Company A experimental Auto

matic Data Processing System consisted of a symbol for AND 

and OR logic with an associated alpha-numeric (see Figure 

2a). The AND symbol and the OR symbol were of the half 

circle D configuration, but with the input lines of the 

AND symbol extending only to the diameter line of the half 

circle, while in the OR gate symbol, they extended all the 

way through to become the output point. Each one of these 

gates had an alpha-numeric input name that was used in the 

equation form. The equation for an AND gate could be 

written from the output or input, i.e., input function of 
8 19 17 

AND gate 3 = P*Q* F since the ANDing operation was the 
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same whether the three signals were going in or out of the 

AND gate; therefore, the AND output function «= P^O^p1? # 1 

However, in.Figure 2a, OR gate 4 shows inputs from three 

different AND gate sources. In this case the output of the 

OR gate was written with the AND operations as inputs, i.e., 

the output function being equal to P^Q^F^ + P^Q*^ + P"^(C), 

a logic process, as an output of the OR gate into the binary 

device at K26 at a certain specific sequence time (C). 

At another time phase, the other AND gate would send an AND 

signal into the binary device (flip-flop) which at this 

time was considered as input . 

The binary device, discussed previously, was a 

static memory device. Memory in this unit could be held 

indefinitely in one position or the other, that is, in the 

J or K position. Inputs of such a binary device were 

either in the state of affirmation (J) or negation (K) and 

did produce comparable outputs Q (affirmation) and Q (q 

"bar") (negation). The output Q or Q in the experimental 

system was determined by what signals hit the J or K inputs 

of the flip-flop at a specific time phase marked in the 

equation. 

All the inputs to the binary devices were outputs 

from the various gating elements in the particular unit. 

Ip8 = output of P time counter number 8. q!9 = 
output of flip-flop number 19 in affirmation. F*7 = output 
of emitter follower number 17. 



It was possible to have an AND gate on one subassembly 

trigger a flip-flop on another subassembly located away 

from the original AND gate. These symbols and equations 

were used to trace a signal from gate to gate to flip-flop 

to a given hardware element on a logic card wired to pro

duce the logic operation at the proper time sequence. 

Each of the flip-flops was symbolized by a rec

tangle and had an alpha-numeric name such as Q26, the 

numeric character being on line with the alphabet symbol 

and attached to a clock symbol (c) if the flip-flop was a 

synchronous type (timed). Q26 means flip-flop number 26. 

The inputs were named by alpha-numerics with a numeric 

superscript. 

The equations designated the origin of the inputs 

to the gates and their associated flip-flops (see footnote 

1, preceding page). The equation structure and the loca

tion of the equation on the diagram could also indicate an 

output signal from a specific binary device. The gates 

were not named by a mnemonic letter as were the binary de

vices . 

The alphabet part of the equation was not used as 

an expression of the geometric symbol, but as an indicator 

of inputs and outputs of the AND and OR combinations associ

ated with a logic circuit. 

Company B's,experimental symbology was also of an 

AND and OR philosophy, but without the binary device. This 
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subsystem used a circulating memory loop In which the signal 

represented by a specific equation had to be "picked off" 

for identification with an oscilloscope sometime during a 

90 microsecond "access time". The memory was then lost; 

after 90 microseconds, a different Boolean relationship was 

in cycle. These relationships or logic signals were viewed 

on the oscilloscope as a square wave. 

The symbol for Company B AND gate was a square"with 

no alpha-numeric inside; the OR gate element was represented 

by a circle with an alpha-numeric included inside the circle. 

This alpha-numeric (Figure 2b) was also included as an ex

pression of the geometric symbol in the equation. The 

superscript numbers on the alpha-numeric symbol indicated 

which specific logic card and at what output time phase 

this circuit received an input signal. The subscript 

numeric indicated the physical location as to the stage of 

the OR operation in terms of an assembly. However, the pre

cise location of the circuit element was buried in a rack 

assembly (see Figure 8) of a hundred other logic circuits 

so that the technician had to use the logic symbology to 

trace through the pathways of the computer subsystem. 

Company C experimental Automatic Data Processing 

System symbols consisted of triangles, squares, and rec

tangles (Figure 2c). The triangle symbolized the OR gate, 

the square the AND gate and the rectangle the bistable 

device or flip-flop. Company C required no equations, but 
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at times they were found using standard Boolean algebra in 

order to locate faults and were labelling their AND, OR, 

and flip-flop symbols, with Boolean forms. However simple 

the Company C subsystem logic was,^knowledge of the com

puter subsystem symbology of Company B was necessary in 

order to identify an input originating from the computer 

and to trace the computer signal through the internal logic 

processes of Company C equipment. 

This variant situation prompted the preparation of 

the preliminary report (Collins et. al. 1959) and its sub

sequent distribution. The results of the preliminary study 

initiated a change in the logic symbology for the new 

developmental Automatic Data Processing System. This 

change can be described as: 

The three principal contractors for (Automatic 
Data Processing System) service test equipment 
decided to use a NOR circuit as their principal 
logic element building block. Other elements 
will include the usual forms such as AND, OR, NAND,, 
monostable, and bistable devices. 

The NOR gate or circuit is a physical embodiment 
that accomplishes the function expressed by the two-
input Boolian equation f = A + B = A • B. Thus NOR 
is a negative OR. Similarly a NAND gate circuit 
is a negative AND, which performs the function ex
pressed by f = A • B « A + B. (Collins and Leonard 
1960:10). 

1-An explanation of this quotation is that a NOR 
function is the OR function of. "A or B". in the negation as 
in "not A or B". This is symbolized as_A plus sign B with 
a bar over both the A and B. This A + B is the opposite of 
A + B and is called negation. Similarly the NAND is the 
opposite of AND: A • b expressed as "A and B" and the 
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The logic symbology for Company A Developmental 

System .was structured in a new pictorial and equatlonal 
i 

form. The basic logic element incorporated in Company 

A equipment was the flip-flop, of which there were two 

types: (l) the asynchronous NOR type consisting of two 

NOR gates wired with the inputs of one gate connected to 

the output of another gate,"'' and (2) the synchronous,, 'or 

clocked type, which also consisted of two NOR gates wired 

together. There were other various non-logic elements 

which had symbols, but were not part of the Company A NOR 

philosophy; however, these were used by the technicians in 

fault location. These non-logic elements were switches, 

push-buttons, and external electrical inputs. 

The structure of the Company A NOR philosophy can 

be described in the following manner: 

The Company A developmental ]ogic associated an 

alpha-numeric name with the new geometric form and a 

new meaning from "gate" to "inverter circuit". The in

verter circuit as defined, in the introduction is an in

verted OR gate or an inverted AND gate in negation. These 

negative expression is "not A and B". When one or both of 
the expressions is "inverted" by electronic action, the bar 
is removed and placed over each individual expression and 
the sign reversed, i.e., NOR = A + B = A • B. A • B is the 
inverted NOR. The NAND function follows the same pattern. 

•'•This is called "back-to-back" in the electronic 
jargon. 
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are then prefixed by the letter N which is the prefix for 

negation, thus NOR gate and NAND gate. The term gate will 

be used as before, but with the new meaning of inverter 

circuit while function remained as identification with 

better linkage to the meaning. The name was the online 

alpha-numeric symbol illustrated in Figure 10. In addi

tion to the alpha-numeric name, there was another name 

assigned to the NOR gat6s and flip-flops. This name re

ferred to the physical location of the gate. For example, 

56AI5 in Figure 10 referred to NOR gate number 12 on sub

assembly 56. The "A" designation was merely a divider be

tween numbers and had no significance. The flip-flop 

symbol remained the same except for minor variations. 

The equations were shifted to an entirely different 

form. This change was suggested in NEL Report 928 (Collins 

et. al. 1959:12). In.this case, it was suggested that the 

superscript be abolished for a simpler form. The develop

mental equation forms were on one line as were the alpha

numeric, gate, and flip-flop names. However, for special 

cases, the superscript form was retained. Logic processes 

at designated points, indicated on a circuit diagram, were 

recorded in a catalog of equations. This catalog contained 

the alpha-numeric name for the gate which differed from the 

trouble-shooting diagram equation name (see Figure 10). 

Comparison of the logic equation of the Company A 

experimental Automatic Data Processing System with that of 
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the developmental clearly illustrates the change in form; 

however, the flip-flop was still identified with the tran-
»• 

sistorized electronic circuit of the flip-flop form (see 

Figure lj-b). The NOR gate symbol was identified with the 

transistor electronic symbol without the circle. The tran

sistor symbol was copied from the old vacuum tube symbol in 

which the transistor elements replaced the tube elements in

side the circle. 

The developmental symbology of Company B (see Figure 

10) retained the circle form, but it had been given a new 

meaning of "inverter circuit" (NOR gate). Informants also 

stated that the circle symbol was the easiest to draw and 

that there was no restriction as to the number of input sig

nals leading into the NOR circuit. The alpha-numeric inside 

the.circle was a modification of the older configuration 

to the superscript numbers on each side of the capital let

ter in the NOR configuration. This was directly referred to 

in the 1959 report (Collins et. al. 1959:12) and the change 

stems from this stimulus. 

Like Company A. Company B had included a mnemonic 

device which would enable the technician to locate the logic 

fault at a given physical position in the equipment. Figure 

10 indicates the use of the online alpha-numeric locator/ 

5G25, in the flip-flop symbol. The "5" referred to the sub-

unit of the unit and the "G25" referred to the assembly and 

subassembly respectively. 
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The computer subsystem was changed from the cir

culating memory to a bistable device, a flip-flop. The 

symbolic representation of the flip-flop of Company B re

presented the tying together of two circles or halves of 

the flip-flops like the connection of two transistors 

embodied in the circuit diagram of the flip-flop (see 

Figure 12-b). 

The change of Company B was in the meaning of the 

logic configuration while maintaining consistency of form. 

Company C developmental logic symbology was stan

dardized for the entire company and was used in other 

systems as well as the Automatic Data Processing System. 

The basic logic elements used by Company C in the 

developmental Automatic Data Processing System were the 

inverter, AND gate, OR gate, one-shot flip-flop, NAND 

gate and the NOR gate. Flip-flops were of two types of 

transistors which were denoted by the specific letters of 

N or P. The Company C symbolization of the inverter was a 

triangle and is shown in Figure 11. The two kinds of am

plifiers used by Company C have different symbols: the 

inverted amplifier was represented by a triangle and the 

non-inverted amplifier was denoted by a rectangle (see 

Figure 11). 

Company C used in their logic two kinds of flip-

flops: the bistable multivibrator type and the one-shot 

multivibrator which is stable only in one state. The 
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latter is frequently used in radar and television equip

ment to synchronize pulses. The bistable type vas the 

standard flip-flop in which there was a reference set in

put and reference output and reset input with its cor

responding reset output. This meant it had an input of 

affirmation and negation and corresponding output affir

mation and negation as described in the Company A experi

mental and developmental Automatic Data Processing System 

flip-flop. Company C symbolized the bistable device and 

the one-shot multivibrator by a rectangle (Figure 11) with 

the words "one-shot" and the time phase written inside the 

rectangle. The NAND gate used by Company C was an inverted 

AND with two or more inputs. The symbol for the HAND gate 

was the half circle with an extra line added to it to dis

tinguish it from the regular AND symbol. 

The Technological Background 

The engineering data are reported in more technical 

terms in NEL Reports 928 and 1004, included here as Appendi

ces A and B. These reports do not discuss logic symbology 

in terms of the cultural background for innovation or the 

psychological incentives. 

The computer technology provided the innovator with 

a technological background for devising a standard sym

bology . The cultural variables necessary for innovation, 

defined in the preceding chapter, were extrapolated from 
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this background. 

Further investigation disclosed which variables 

could be manipulated and applied in the designing of a 

standard. These variables were then classified according 

to Barnett's treatment of the cultural incentives for inno

vation: * . 

(1) Accumulation of ideas 
(2) Collaboration of ideas 
p) Concentration of ideas 
(4) Collaboration of effort 
(5) Conjunction of differences 
(6) Expectance of change 
(7) Deprivation of essentials. 

The accumulation-of-ideas variable is basic to 

anthropological research because it refers to the cultural 

inventory. The anthropologist in describing and analyzing 

his data constantly refers to this inventory. 

The size' and complexity of the digital systems 

technology makes available in terms of ideas the data 

necessary to initiate an innovation. The physical size 

of the computer technology permits new idea combinations 

and different avenues of approach to be used in assembling 

the data for innovation. 

Our society places a value upon the collaboration-

of-ideas variable which permits the innovator to have access 

to new and different ideas and data. The computer technology 

field is particularly rich in recorded data and theory. 

These data and theory are also supplied to the innovator by 

technicians, engineers, physicists, and mathematicians who 
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specialize in the computer technology. 

The innovator's personal experience in anthropology, 

electronics, and computer technology provided a concentra

tion of ideas with which to focus upon the development of 

a standard symbology. The computer technology provided 

secondary sources of concentration of ideas in libraries, 

professional journals, and conferences of learned societies. 

As there vere many individuals involved in the com

puter research, collaboration of effort was one of the 

principle methodological tools used in the investigation. 

In all stages of the development of the design, the 

innovator was constantly in touch with three collaborators 

directly involved with the problem. This collaboration was 

concerned with the logic and its application to complex 

machinery. Other participants included mathematicians, 

engineers, logicians, and physicists. The time duration 

of this collaboration of effort was approximately two years, 

and during this period, the variables were studied and 

evaluated as to the kinds of results that might be expected. 

The conjunction of differences variable was pointed 

out by the extreme variation of the three different sym-

bologies applied to one functional system. This situation 

required the basic technological unit to behave differently 

for each logic subsystem. The absence of a universal pat

tern and. the presence of the extreme variation provided a 

stimulus for innovation. 



The technological conditions, i.e., reference to 

standards committees on computer technologies, digital 

equipment symbologies, the popular acceptance of NEL 

Reports 928 and 1004 and their role in technological change 

and the continual reference to the need for a standard for 

the Automatic Data Processing System by the manufacturers 

indicates that there would be a change In the basic cir

cuitry and logic of the Automatic Data Processing System. 

Barnett refers to situations of this nature as the expecta-

tion-of-change variable. 

The presence of a standard trait complex was con

sidered essential for the basic technological unit- to func

tion in a "customary and valued manner" (Barnett 1953:8o).  

The standard symbology, a trait complex, permitting the 

basic technological unit to function properly, is peculiar 

to and determined by the contents of the technological sys

tem. The preceding description of the trait complex does 

not permit the basic technological unit to perform in a 

valued manner because of the deprivation-of-essentials vari

able. 

The technological background provided the- protago

nist with the necessary stimuli to devise a new symbology. 

These stimuli are described as follows: 

(l) Voluntary wants. The voluntary want was' the 

desire for a standard that would fit into the Automatic 

Data Processing System structure without altering it 
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physically. To alter the structure would incur an expen

sive engineering redesign. The symbologies were considered 

inadequate, confusing, and clumsy. These attitudes caused 

the engineering maintenance personnel to reject the exist

ing symbologies with a demand for one symbology which would 

permit the entire system to operate as a single functioning 

unit. 

(2) Credit wants. The Investigator expressed a 

desire to correct and reduce the variation observed in 

the experimental and developmental Automatic Data Proces

sing System symbologies. The investigator, an anthropolo

gist engaged in a new research field in Anthropology, was 

stimulated by an area of expected change in a technology 

of his own society. These conditions elicited a personal 

drive that motivated him to prove to his academic and 

professional colleagues that anthropological theory and 

methodology could be applied to problem areas involving the 

modern complex artifacts of his own culture. The opportu

nity provided the investigator with a challenge in that 

he could utilize both his background in anthropology and 

in electronics in solving a complex set of problems. 

(3) Relief and avoidance wants. The logic functions 

of the computer and digital systems technology were symboli

zed by a variant set of geometric and/or algebraic symbols. 

There have been several other attempts to rectify the sym

bology variation, but none of them were satisfactory. The 
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necessity for standardization of the logic symboiogy has 

been recognized for a number of years (RCA Service Co). 

Engineering designers have requested standardiza

tion of the symbols which would fit any equipments linked 

together in a system, although, at the same time, stating 

the impossibility of so "designing" a standard; yet the 

need for a standard to aid in maintenance and trouble

shooting was obvious. To them, the standard was a desir

able but unobtainable goal. 

The technicians expressed specific relief demands 

stemming from the environmental conditions then existing 

in the shipboard compartments where the system was to be 

housed. These environmental conditions created tension, 

required continual concentrated attention and the preserva

tion of mood while engaged in a physical activity in 

specific physical stances. The environmental situation 

called for the development of a standard symboiogy so that 

under such environmental conditions, the maintenance tech

nician would not be encumbered with separate symbologies 

and separate trouble-shooting manuals. 

(4) The desire for quantitative variation. An 

alternative system which would decrease the confusion in

herent in the use of three separate symbologies was pro

posed. Thus, a new symboiogy was demanded because less 

training would be required in order to learn it, less ex

pense was needed to reproduce the training manuals, 
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printing was made easier, and less space for storage vould 

"be required. The demand to reduce the load on the elec

tronic technician is the quantitative value, in terms of 

the numbers of present symbologies in the existing Auto

matic Data Processing System. This would improve the 

efficiency of the Automatic Data Processing System and the 

maintenance technician. This was in the mind of the in

vestigator from the beginning to the completion of the 

research and was documented in the preliminary and final 

reports exhibited as Appendix A and Appendix B. 

The configurational inventory and the technological 

background reflect certain preferences which set specifica

tions for the innovator to follow. The following section 

defines the specific values abstracted from the informants' 

responses. 

The Technological Value System 

Anthropological investigations of society and tech

nologies abstract the system of standards which represent 

the preferences characteristic of the society. These 

standards are the "specifications" necessary for the effec

tive operation of the technological system. These specifi

cations in this case are the .preferences assigned to regu

late and develop the standard logic symbology to be applied 

to the Automatic Data Processing System. 

Specifications reflect a sense of control, a means 
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by which the data and applied research can comply with the 

technological background. 

The maintenance people in the Automatic Data Pro

cessing System experimental area, in the factories of the 

three companies and aboard the ships preferred the follow

ing values: 

(1) The technician using the symbology should be 

able to locate a logic fault to its physical location in 

the hardware. (Use) 

(2) There should be a one-to-one correspondence 

between the AND, OR, and NOR action by the alpha-numeric 

and geometric expressions of the smallest removable piece 

of the hardware. (Function-meaning complex) 

(5) Geometric symbols should be uniform for the 

entire system. (Form) 

(4) There should be combined with the geometric 

symbol a uniform alpha-numeric symbol for the equation and 

hardware designation. (Form) 

This chapter offers in the treatment of techno

logical values discussion of what may be the test variables 

which will be used in conjunction with describing the pro

cesses of technological change and the basic processes 

necessary for constructing an innovation. These test 

variables are the intervening variables of form, function, 

meaning, and use implicitely expressed by the four techno

logical values. 
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Form can be interpreted in values J and 4 as being 

the visible aspect of the symbol configuration in terms of 

its shape and parts. The form contains elements which are 

necessary to give it function and meaning. The pictorial 

symbology of Company B is a configurated form that needs 

all of its parts for function and meaning. Without any one 

of them, the symbol will lose its function-meaning complex 

and become useless. 

Function is the action of performing; it is the 

mode of action by which the form fulfills it3 purpose. 

The function of a logic symbology form is identification 

of a logic element hardware and its characteristic inputs 

and outputs. This identification is preferably conveyed 

to the engineer or technician in value 2 which is more 

correctly defined as the "function-meaning complex". 

Meaning in this case is a part of function, ex

pressed in value 2 and is that subjective association 

existing between the symbol and its logic processes and/or 

its electronic action. 

Value 1 clearly illustrates the use of the symbo

logy by employing it for a purpose. This relates what is 

actually done with the symbol; and in this case, it is 

employed as a maintenance and trouble-shooting aid by 

engineers and technicians. 

"The intervening variables, expressed in the value 

system, operate as the selective and controlling factors 



with regard to the common element and its relationship to 

innovative configurations. This feature will be discussed 

in greater detail in the following chapter. 



CHAPTER V 

THE PROCESS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE: 

PROM EXPERIMENTAL TO DEVELOPMENTAL SYMBOLOGY 

The contributions of the informants and the des

cription of the data in the previous chapter defined speci

fic cultural and psychological stimulus variables that 

provide a background for establishing some empirical re

ferents. These referents are an aid in analysing the pro

cesses of logic symbology change from the experimental to 

the developmental Automatic Data Processing System. Each 

of the referents is an abstraction from the technological 

background. 

The Role of the Trait Attributes in Technological Change 

The traits which were involved in the changes in 

the symbologies of Companies A, B, and C were the number 

and kind of symbols, equation and geometric forms. In the 

previous pages the logic symbol was identified and defined 

as a trait. The collective term logic symbology was defined 

as the trait complex used by the basic technological unit in 

the trouble-shooting operation. The traits and trait com

plex are characterized by the attributes, specified by the 

105 
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value system, of form, function, meaning, and use. Barnett's 

statement of the attributes firmly substantiates our posi

tion with the following: 

Given certain circumstances, it is possible.to 
define constant relationships between the attri
butes of a trait, For example, the form is con
sistently the compelling attribute for the 
assignment of others. It regularly overrides . 
other considerations in determining meaning and 
function; i.e., some newly introduced thing which 
looks or feels like a familiar thing will be given 
the same meaning and function regardless of what 
these were in the introducing culture (Barnett 1941a: 
214). 

The following analysis deals with the processes of . 

technological change. The previous description dealt only 

with the stimulus variables responsible for inventing the 

related elements of a new trait. A trait, consisting of 

related parts and integrated as a whole form, follows the 

four basic attributes stated by Linton (1956:397) and by 

Barnett (1941a:214): 

The process of change in cultural material reveals 
clearly that all traits are characterized by at least 
four attributes, form, meaning, function, and an 
operating principle. For any one trait the inter
relationship between these aspects of it are unstable 
and variable—a fact which appears only under condi
tions of change. 

After a trait has been invented by an individual, it takes 

a form and is subject to change upon the desire of the tech

nological users in the culture. Thus, when the logic sym

bols of the experimental logic symbology of each company 

were changed to those of the developmental logic symbology, 

there were changes in the attributes of the traits in each 
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trait complex. Since it was the attributes of form which 

were changed, the preferred attributes of the technological 

value system can be used as "test variables" or intervening 

variables to structure an innovation (Goode and Hatt 1952: 

35*). 

In technological change, the independent cognitive 

variables of identification, substitution, discrimination, 

and gain and loss are selected by the value system charac

teristic of the technology. 

In the following descriptive analysis, it will be 

observed that the trait attributes defined and described by 

Linton and Barnett also determine and select the common ele

ment which links two configurations for a real innovation. 

In this sense the role of the attributes is one of an inter

vening variable. 

The Prototype Referent and its Development 

Barnett postulates that every innovation springs 

from a prototype and that before an innovation can be 

initiated, it must have a prototype to arouse the necessary 

stimulus configuration. He categorizes prototypes and out

lines their processual development in order to establish a . 

functional linkage to an innovation. An analysis of the 

development of a prototype responsible for initiating an 

innovation will show the preferential attributes that struc

ture the subsequent innovation. 
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The Automatic Data Processing System logic sym-

bology had a radio vacuum tube tradition that was a recog

nized prototype. The prototype was the vacuum tube symbol 

and its parts; the stimulus configuration was the diagram 

connecting the symbols to indicate the flow of electrons 

from each electronic part symbol and each vacuum tube sym

bol. 

The prototype and its stimulus configuration were 

directly related to Thomas Edison's invention of the in

candescent light in 1883. 

In 1884, Edison, while attempting to devise a more 

effective incandescent light, noted that under certain con

ditions the electric light would emit a blue glow. During 

his investigation of the phenomenon, he constructed a two-

electrode lamp and subsequently discovered that there was 

an electron charge emanating from the lamp filaments to the 

added electrode (anode) of the tube. This became known as 

"the Edison effect". In 1884, he secured a patent on an 

electrical indicator that recorded the flow of the negative 

electron charge going from the filament to the middle metal 

anode implanted in the vacuum tube envelope. This is sym

bolized in Figure 1J. 

In 1904, Dr. J. Ambrose Fleming, who had seen 

Edison's experiments, incorporated the anode as a second 

element.in the vacuum lamp of the Edison type and used it 

as a detector of wireless signals. This is the Fleming 
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valve. 

Some years later, Dr. Lee DeForest, working on the 

two-element detector, found that the electron stream pass-

/ ing from the filament to the anode was excessive and not of 

practical value. DePorest then added a third element (the 

grid) located between the plate (anode) and filaments of 

the Fleming valve. To this he added a voltage, of a polar

ity opposite that of the anode, to control the amount of 

electron flow to the anode from the filaments. This third 

element was called a "grid" because it was shaped like a 

gridiron. The symbol representing the grid was—'*^vs. The 

vacuum tube then was called a triode because it contained 

three elements in a vacuum lamp and was symbolized in the 

manner presented in Figure 14-d. 

Each of the elements of the present day vacuum tube 

had its beginnings in Edison's lamp symbol (see Figure l^-a) 

containing only the filament. The second step was Edison's 

lamp containing the anode (see Figure l*f-&) and lastly 

DeForest's audion which contained the grid (see Figure 14-d). 

This development is illustrated in Figures 14-a-e. 

The element symbols, that is, the filament, grid, 

and plate symbols, are attempts to pictorially portray the 

actual physical shape of each element so as to identify the 

form with the physical attributes and at the same time to 

associate it with a specific electronic action. The wavy 

grid line represents the original physical structure of the 
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gridiron-shaped element, the inverted V-shaped symbol re

presents the original structure of the incandescent lamp 

filament wires, and the straight T-shaped bar represents 

the plate of metal and its connecting wire of the original 

Edison anode. These were later enclosed by a circle symbol 

representing the glass envelope containing the tube elements. 

The vacuum tube innovation initiated a new tech

nology, the radio-electronic technology, and became a 

traditional technological item. This technology was re

sponsible for social and economic developments of a com

plexity beyond the subject and scope of this dissertation. 

The vacuum tube symbol became a prototype for logic cir

cuitry when electronic digital and analog computers were 

first invented. 

When the vacuum tube'symbol was used in a diagram 

of an electronic circuit, the tube name was usually irifcor-

porated beside the tube symbol. Each tube had its own type 

of name, usually a number or a combination of numbers and 

letters like 6C5, 6AK5, 80, 53 and 523. The individual 

numbers and letters did not have any direct associative 

meaning. The tube symbols in Figure 4-d indicate that it 

was a triode of the 6C5 type. On such diagrams, the tube-

type number or alpha-numeric would be indicated to the left 

or right of the circle symbol. 

Informants from both Company A and Company B re

ferred to -the circle design as a borrowing of the old 
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vacuum tube symbol (see Figure 4e), and the Company B 

people referred to the alpha-numeric inside the circle as 

a substitution of a gate name for the vacuum tube elements. 

The engineers and technicians preferred this symbol 

because it was the easiest to draw in one continuous stroke, 

and it was familiar; the Company A engineers referred to 

this prototype by projection and assimilation. To confirm 

this latter preference for a uniform symbol.as well as the 

establishment of a traditional prototype, a paper and pen

cil test was administered to 30 Navy electronic technicians. 

This paper and pencil test consisted of the preferred logic 

symbols described in the configurational inventory. The 

rules for the test were derived from the four basic tech

nological values. All but six of the technicians selected 

the circle as the valued symbol out of five other repre

sentative symbols included in the questionnaire (see Appen

dix C). 

The alpha-numeric preference was the online type 

rather than the algebraic type. The reason given for this 

selection was that the online (illustrated in Figures 9 and 

10) was easier to write in a hurry in a crowded shipboard 

compartment. On board ship, electronic repair is attempted 

in a stress-laden environment: cramped quarters, poor 

lighting, extreme noise, high temperature, and high humidity. 

The Company A and Company B informants also felt that the 

vacuum tube symbol symbolized specific kinds of inputs and 
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outputs; for example, the grid and cathode were commonly 

thought of as receiving input signals and the plate of the 

tube as sending out signals.. This was suggested" by several 

Navy electronic technicians as well as by Company. A and 

Company B informants. Company" B informants suggested that 

the above situation was a "recall" (redintegration) that 

explained.the input and output arrows of the digital logic 

symbol as being equated with the cathode bias voltage and 

plate voltage inputs of a vacuum tube symbol configuration. 

The stimulus Configuration, associated with the 

prototype, was the electronic diagram linking the various 

tube symbols together in a separate functional stages. This 

diagram symbolized the placement and action of various 

pieces of hardware associated with the vacuum tubes in the 

circuit. The circuit diagram also indicated in symbol form 

the correct flow of the electrons necessary for maximum 

operational requirements of the physical unit the diagram 

symbolized. 

The logic symbols were thought of in the diagram 

context and hence the diagram served to stimulate modifica

tion of the prototype symbol for diagram use by designers 

and trouble-shooting technicians, but at the same time they 

remain distinct from the traditional electronic circuit. 

Very often, block diagrams of electronic equipment were 

drawn to indicate the number of stages involved in the 

equipment. Each block would represent a separate integral 
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stage or unit, a number of which linked the equipment into 

a system. The electrical connection between the blocks was 

designated by the arrow symbols drawn between each block 

and the final stage. This block diagram configuration was 

a gross representation of the electronic circuitry of the 

unit equipment in question. The flow chart idea was taken 

over by the computer specialists in that they plotted their 

specific information routes by flow diagrams before they 

defined the problem for the computer to solve (see Figure 

15). Each block on a computer program represented the 

interrogation and decision points along a route of infor

mation which in its final form was punched on cards or 

printed on sheets of paper. In some cases modifications of 

these symbols have been used in logic circuitry by manufac

turers of digital machines who borrowed the block diagram 

idea associated with the vacuum tube circuitry. 

Vacuum Tube Logic Symbology Referent 

The informants describe three kinds of diagrams 

that illustrate vacuum tube action. These diagrams, the 

vacuum tube electronic diagram and its symbols, the vacuum 

tube logic diagram and its symbols, and the computer pro

grammer flow chart and its symbols, are similar in configu

ration. Informants while designing digital logic circuitry 

modified the pictorial symbols on the logic diagram so that 

they would be identified separately from the other two 
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diagram and symbol configurations. These modifications are 

repres-ented in Company A experimental symbology and the 

experimental and developmental symbologies of Company C. 

This is a demonstration of what Barnett has called 

the trace-in-part in which the vacuum tube circuit describ

ing logic operation electronically has the same relation

ship in context with the logic symbols of the vacuum tube 

digital logic circuit. This "trace-in-part relation" is 

the whole of the previous electronic experience with 

straight forward electronic Circuitry reinstated as a syn

thesized unit by redintegration. The comments made by most 

informants with regard to the latter is "the vacuum tube 

recall was easy to apply" to logic circuitry. 

Vacuum Tube Electronics and Transistor Electronics Referent 

The prototype configuration of the vacuum tube sym

bol functioned as a parent for the transistor symbol and 

represented the first step in the development of logic sym

bology. by the various industrial members of the computer 

technology. The transistor symbol referred to the older 

configuration through the identification process. As the 

physical structure of the vacuum tube elements were sym

bolized to represent the physical structures of each tube 

element, the transistor element symbols were also symbolic-

zed to represent their physical structure enclosed in a 

vacuum-sealed envelope. Thus X, the transistor envelope, 
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with the elements Y encased in a vacuum-sealed envelope, is 

traditionally linked with A, the vacuum tube with its ele

ments B enclosed in a vacuum-sealed envelope and symbolized 

by a circle figure O • C in this case bears the same re-
$ , 

lationship R to both X and A in that it is the common ele

ment "vacuum-sealed envelope" common to both transistor and 

vacuum tube. Thus X is analyzed so that it contains C that 

is discoverable in A. Then X, the transistor envelope, with 

its encapsulated elements Y, is related to the vacuum tube 

elements B in relationship R-^. Therefore, X = circle sym

bol, and the innovation is XR^Y (Figure 16). 

In the above analysis the common element overrides 
'c 

the differences and enables us to ignore them. This is what 

Barnett calls the "equation of wholeness" from partial simi

larity: the large glass vacuum tube envelope has the same 

meaning as the tiny metal vacuum-sealed envelope containing 

the transistor elements. 

Transistor Electronics and the Vacuum Tube Logic Symbolop 

Referent 

The transistor, invented in the 19^0's, replaced 

the vacuum tube in logic circuitry. The transistor logic 

symbology identified with the traditional vacuum tube•logic 

symbology of half circles, triangles, squares, and rectang

les was also influenced by the stimulus configuration of 

the programmers' symbology illustrated in Figure 1§. This 
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was a convenience because the known symbols had been pre

viously established for programming logic. 

The circle, triangle, square, and rectangle symbols 

were used indiscriminately in vacuum tube logic diagrams, 

making it difficult to determine whether a half circle in

dicated an AND or an OR gate, or whether the square or 

rectangle was an AND gate. The square or rectangle in 

Company A and Company C logic symbology also indicated the 

flip-flop. After transistor digital circuitry became more 

complex, mnemonic and alpha-numeric devices were attached 

to the various symbols of Company A and Company B develop

mental phases. A number of digital systems manufacturers 

have retained this older logic symbology; however, recent 

investigation has shown that there exists a state of con

fusion and extreme variation between companies. The older 

half circle, square, triangle, and rectangle configuration 

was in such misuse that many participants in this technology 

began developing their own standard logic symbology for each 

of their respective companies. Design of the standard was 

a variation of the present vacuum tube logic configuration. 

Equation forms at this time were strictly Boolean. 

Transistor Electronics and Transistor Logic Symbology 

Referent 

What Barnett calls analysis and incorporation was 

clearly exemplified in Company A and Company B developmental 
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logic symbologies in that the transfer was made from the 

transistor electronic circuitry with transistor name con

figuration (A) which was identified with the stimulus con

figuration of the vacuum tube electronic circuitry, to tran

sistor electronic symbolic diagram with the associated al-

pha-numeric identified with the transistor name (X). The 

Company A NOR gate symbol (X) is a borrowing of the tran

sistor element symbol (A) illustrated in Figure 4b. The 

flip-flop square symbol (X) resembles the circuit outline 

of two gates placed back-to-back (A) as in Figure 12a. This 

is the standard form for a flip-flop and is taken from the 

older vacuum tube application of multivibrators (C). 

Identification by analysis of specific elements 

between two configurations is often not adequate to create 

an innovation because a solitary simple random cross-combi-

nation of two configurations and their parts is not suf

ficient for innovation. Substitution, manipulated by 

assimilation and projection of the prototype configuration 

into a stimulus configuration, is a necessary process for 

innovation. For example, the Company A and Company C in

formants experienced the process of substitution in that 

they assimilated and projected the circle configuration by 

error on a square flip-flop symbol. In one specific case an 

informant was asked to draw on.a blackboard the square flip-

flop symbol and he drew a configuration which resembled a 

circle more than a square. Company C informants in explain
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ing their symbology on large writing pads habitually drew 

their square flip-flop symbol as a crude circle. These 

people also drew the half-circle gate symbol as well as the 

square symbol with the .curved line extended as if to com

plete the circle symbol. 

Barnett's explanation of the above projection and 

assimilation phenomena is that the square is CAY and the • 

prototype circle is GAB. Since the circle symbol was used 

in older tube diagrams, the stimulus configuration would 

elicit the square drawn with rounded corners in that it re

presents the traditional technological experience with the 

vacuum tube circuitry among members participating in the 

newer computer technology. Referring to the model in Figur 

5, CA is the configurated whole and the analyzed referent 

prototype corresponds to a memory record of past experience 

The stimulus is the square represented by CX and becomes CA 

by the projection of the prototype on the square configura

tion receiving a stimulus field. 

A previous statement described Company A and Com- . 

pany B informants associating the voltage inputs and out

puts of vacuum tubes and transistors with logic symbol in-

put-output arrows. The common meaning of this parallel 

concept is one which diagramatically associates the input ' 

and output indicators with energy-in and energy-out of the 

transistor non-logic, and logic circuit. This equation of 

the input and output concept of the electronic and logic 
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symbols are associated because the common element, energy -

in and energy-out, have the same meaning between two equat-

able symbolic configurations. 

The Company A NOR gate symbol is simultaneously the. 

result of the gain and loss action and a product of sub

stitution. In this case, the transistor symbol was the 

initial stimulus symbol and the innovative result was a 

modified base collector-emitter symbol illustrated in 

Figure 9 without the circle envelope. This signifies a loss, 

a "weeding out" of an unnecessary item. 

There has been little discussion of the equational 

forms and the variables responsible for their changes from 

the experimental to the developmental Automatic Data Pro

cessing System. This is partly due to the alpha-numeric • 

being dissimilar in form from the geometric symbols of 

Company C and Company A. Company B considers the alpha

numeric form (A) as an integral part of the geometric sym

bol (B in "Rj with A) in that the alpha-numeric is used in 

the equation to explain logic processes of the electronic • 

part indicated by the geometric symbol in a diagram. This 

situation exists for the developmental system as well as 

for the experimental system. 

Company A and Company B technicians used both the 

equation and the diagram in the trouble-shooting routine ' 

while Company C used only the pictorial symbology. However, 

Company C referred to Boolean equations in the design of 
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their equipment. The investigator has observed Company C 

maintenance engineers•and technicians attempting to locate 

a. fault in their machine with Company B equations because 

the information being processed in Company C equipment came 

from the computer built by Company B. At this time, an 

informant was adapting the Company B (A in R^ with B) alpha

numeric into equation form because he said it was more like 

algebra and its exponents. The obvious trace-part was the 

standard algebraic form with the exponent. 

Company A experimental equational symbology was con

sidered as a trace-part of the engineer's algebraic experi

ence which is not connected with any shared, learned 

behavior towards the whole symbol such as the D-shaped gate 

symbol and the P° input algebraic sign (see Figure 10). The 

symbol was a learned and shared unit different and separate 
O 

from the Pu form. This latter learning pattern was also 

characteristic of the developmental symbology in that each 

part of the gate symbol developed separately. However, in 

the developmental symbology two more alpha-numeric symbols 

were "gained" to the geometric NOR' symbol that was the re

sult of substitutive gain and loss. The pictorial symbol 

went through its own idiosyncratic developmental process 

separate from the alpha-numerics which were identified with 

the inline letters and numbers common to transistor numbers 

such as 2N105, and so forth. Transistors are typed by 

alpha-numeric nomenclature such as 2N105 as are the vacuum 
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tubes of types 6AK5, 1625, and 807W. Both Company A and 

Company B informants made direct reference to identifying 

the gate symbol by placing numbers and letters on one line 

the same way tubes and transistors are named. However, 

many Company A and Company B informants also placed an 

emphasis upon the use of algebraic forms in the alpha-

numerics of the equation which represents inputs and outputs 

to gates and flip-flops. 

The Company A gate name X212 and gate location name 

56AI5 (Figure 17) are identified with the transistor alpha

numeric type name which is redintegrated from vacuum tube 

type name as CA and has been incorporated into a subwhole; 

X is analyzed as having the same meaning as A, the same 

form as A, and the same function as A. CA has the correlate 

transistor geometric symbol B bonded R^ by a previous ex

perience. That is, the transistor always has a type name 

A and the name is always attached to the transistor symbol 

B; thus CA, the name, is bonded by correlate B and becomes 

prototype CAB. The two alpha-numeric names for the gate 

are CX and are substituted for CA because of the long tra

dition of alpha-numeric type names of the vacuum tube redin

tegrated to CA. Thus, they are cognitively CA. CX is thus 

CA in B with R^ • CAB assimilates the gate alpha-numeric 

names CX and becomes X212 and 56AI3 CXB, the new gate names 

to be attached to the symbol by substitution-analysis and 

assimilation. 
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The Company A experimental and developmental equa

tion forms and gate names were innovated as separate units 

from the geometric symbol. 

The Company B experimental and developmental gate 

symbol and enclosed alpha-numeric were considered a com

plete unit which was mentally resident within the vacuum 

tube tradition. Informants state that the alpha-numerics in 

the Company B symbol were like the tube elements of the 

vacuum tubes because they were identified with logic, actions 

as were the tube elements identified with electronic actions. 

The vacuum tube symbol is AR-|B which can be identified with 

the logic symbol through the common element and its attri

butes (Figure 18). The other configuration X is analyzed so 

that it contains C that is discoverable in A in relationship 

R. X, the Company B symbol with its element correlate Y, is 

related to the vacuum tube element B in relationship R^j 

thus Company B innovation is XR^Y. This symbol was invented 

as a whole unit. . 

The meaning of the Company B alpha-numeric symbol is 

one of NOR gate action and this meaning is transferred in

tact to the equation form. 

However, Company B has added a mnemonic device, com

parable to Company A mnemonic device 56AI5, to the alpha

numeric equation figure enclosed in the circle (Figure 10). 

This mnemonic device, 5A26, went through the separate and 

identical processes as did the Company A location name 56AI3. 
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Discussion of Technological Processes 

This chapter discusses Barnett's theory as process 

theory which isolates the change variables operating on 

specific learned and shared traits in the technology. 

Identification of these variables, in the recombination 

process, permits the structuring of an innovation by using 

these to construct a process model for building an innova

tion in a specified technological system. These variables 

are: 

(A) Identification (analysis and incorporation) 

(1) X and A occur at different times related 

by common element to the vacuum tube tra

dition with different correlates Y and B 

(2) X and A are identified by equation (analysis) 

(2) X and A are traditionally equal and are 

parts of another configuration 

(4) Incorporation is necessary and is done by 

deliberate and conscious abstraction of 

the common element by informants and the 

innovator 

(5) Trace-part linkage established by inform 

mant's experience and tradition 

(B) Substitution (assimilation and projection) 

(l) CAB, the prototype, with CXY, the stimulus 

configuration 
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(2) CA,. the mental referent (trace-part) redin

tegrated, reinstatement of a complete past 

experience as a unit without parts 

(3) CA incorporated, two familiar figures are 

constructed to include a common denominator-

w CA and correlate B bonded R-^ by tradition 

(5) Prototype established CAB 

(6) CX becomes CA cognitively 

(7) CAB becomes CXB, the innovation 

(C) Gain and Loss 

(l) Dropping out of an unnecessary element of 

a whole configuration.by the innovator and 

informants 

(D) No evidence of discrimination used by Companies 

A, Bj and C informants. 

In' the last few pages it has been described how the 

informants, employed incorporation, analysis, assimilation, 

and projection in converting from vacuum tube electronic syrn-

bologyto vacuum tube logic symbology and then to. transistor 

logic symbology via transistor electronic symbology. "In 

short" the symbologies "have been assimilated or projected 

from one context to another on the basis of some similarity 

between themselves (x) and the things (A) they replace or on 

the basis of an equation of their correlate (Y) and the cor

relate (B) of the thing they replace" (Barnett 1953*227)• 

In this instance the analysis of the configurations-
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and their "basic processes" permits Barnett's theory to be 

used as a calculative tool in a technology. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE INNOVATION OF A LOGIC SYMBOLOGY 

A Calculatlve Process Model for Innovation 

Figure 19 is a model of the innovative processes 

which were derived from the empirical referents and stimu

lus variables shared by 120 informants; it was used to 

develop the standard Automatic Data Processing System sym-

bology. This model consists of three basic sets and four 

alternative sets; the first three sets must be satisfied in 

order to develop a technological innovation. 

Set 1 represents the stimulus variables or ante

cedent conditions of the technological system; it is expres

sed by Subsets a-b'c; (a) is the field of trait configura

tions and the cultural and psychological stimulus variables 

expressed in the technological background; (b) is the pro

totype derived from direct evidence from Informants, infer

ential evidence from the record of technological history, 

and the analysis of the technological change occurring 

between configurations; (c) represents the value system, the 

trait attributes, and the characteristic combinations of the 

cognitive independent variables of identification, substitu

tion, discrimination, and gain and loss as manipulated in 
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Barnett's model (1952:188). These were described by pre

vious historical records of processual change between the 

configurations of Company A, Company B, and Company C. 

The conjunctive processes a*b*c are in relationship 

Rabc t0 d in Set 2* d is the aPPlication of the value 

system defined as the preference structure for innovation 

reported in Subset c of Set 1. Prom d we obtain d^, the 

value attributes of form, function, meaning, and use, which 

are in conjunction with d. These serve as intervening vari

ables or test variables in the selection of the common ele

ment C^. di is in direct conjunctive relationship Rd^ with 

C^ in Set 2. C-j_ is the common element between two configu-: 

rations. 

The values structured in d, derived from Set 1, are 

also in simultaneous relationship Rdj with elements X and A 

in relationship R to the common element of two techno

logical configurations as specified by Rd^. Recombination 

processes then occur in Set Z> and the resulting innovations 

are expressed as S4& to S^lf (e.g., S4a = XR^B, S^ = XR2Y, 

S4C = XR2Y S4f = XR2B). 

These alternative recombinations are basic and may 

have peculiar variations according to the indigenous culture 

system. However, in this case, they may be simply repeti

tion of the prototype and stimulus configurations. 

This model states what is going to happen under 

given conditions. This is prediction. It is prediction 
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because it specifies the consequences likely to be encoun

tered if a specific course of action is taken. The process 

model specifies the causative action required to produce a 

desired event. 

The Innovative Processes and the Innovation 

The model reveals that the innovative processes are 

conjunctive and disjunctive processes of a number of sets in 

which the variables are defined. These sets are generic to 

the cultural background and are reported as shared., learned 

behavior by the participating members of the basic techno

logical unit. This shared behavior is characterized by Set 

1, the technological set, and defined by behavioral Subsets 

a *b•c . 

Subset a of Set 1 includes the significant techno

logical and psychological stimulus variables. These vari

ables and the inventory of configurations provided a source 

of information for the institution of technological change 

from the conjunction of differences between Companies A, B, 

and C . 

Subset b reflects the data of the configurational 

inventory and the technological background by presenting a 

prototype tradition with a long history. This is a valued 

form and one which indicates the items which must be used for 

identification and recombination. The prototype, the vacuum 

tube configuration, was selected by 120 informants. The 
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vacuum tube configuration suggested a form with an associ

ated function-meaning complex that was reinforced by the 

technological value system. 

The valued prototype with its associated function-

meaning complex was presented to the investigator/innovator 

as a whole unit that could be "equated with the whole of 

another on the basis of partial similarity" (Barnett 1953: 

191-92). 

Subset c is the empirical referent derived from 

inferential evidence which classified the kinds of vari-. 

ables describing and analyzing the recombination traits 

peculiar to the Automatic Data Processing System Companies. 

These variables are the structuring variables classed as 

the independent cognitive variables of identification, sub

stitution, and gain and loss. No reference to discrimina

tion was made. 

The data obtained from the description and analysis 

of Companies A, B, and C configurations defines the basic 

framework of an innovative set in a technology. This 

innovative set, defined as the conjunctive relationships of 

Subsets a«b«c, shares the following characteristics in 

relationship Rat,c to Set 2: 

(1) The circle symbol 

(2) The Company B symbol as a stimulus configuration 

(3) An online alpha-numeric 

(4) The linking of traditional online alpha-numeric 
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tube or transistor names as the name of a logic symbol 

(5) Incorporation of the alpha-numeric with the 

geometric symbol 

(6) Identification of the alpha-numeric with the 

equation term and assimilation of it into an operational 

equational symbology with Boolean form and meaning 

(7) Redintegration of the electronic experience as 

a synthesized unit 

(8) Redintegration of the tube element as input and 

output arrows for the logic symbol. 

These antecedent conditions constitute the first 

innovative set necessary for identification of the inno

vated trait and its association with the expressed and 

indicated action of the trait in a specific hardware loca

tion. 

In Set 2, the value attribute set, the valued circle 

symbol d has form and function-meaning attributes d-^ common 

to Company B stimulus configuration XR-jY previously identi

fied in Set 1 with the vacuum tube prototype AR^B (see 

Figure 18). In this case configuration XR-jY is equated with 

AR3B because of the simultaneous effect of d in relationship 

Rd with X and k, and d-^ in relationship Rd^.with the common 

element 

The value attribute set, d*d^, relate in Set 3 the 

stimulus configuration XR;jY with the prototype AR-^B because 

of similar correlates Y and B and the common element (circle) 
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(see Figure 18) . Therefore XR-^Y is equated with AR-j_B in 

which the element correlate Y is in the same relationship 

R-^ to X as B is R]_ to A, 

The form-function-meaning complex is known for. A, 

B, and X. Y is related to X in the same fashion that B is 

to A, but the form-function-meaning complex of Y is unknown. 

This is the next step. 

Set 3-• the innovative set. deals with the configu

rations XR}Y and AR-^B developed in Sets 1 and 2. These 

configurations are heavily influenced by the values and the 

attributes which dictate the following for a standard: 

(1) There should be a one-to-one correspondence 

between the AND, OR, and NOR action by the alpha-numeric 

and geometric expressions to the smallest removable piece 
i 

of hardware. 

(2) There should be"" combined with the geometric 

symbol a uniform alpha-numeric symbol for the equation and 

hardware designation. 

The earlier reference to the physical location of 

the inputs and outputs of logic gates and flip-flops and 

the classification of the components of the Automatic Data 

Processing System into a separate discrete taxonomic nomen

clature (Figure 8) of the unit., subunit, assembly, and sub

assembly must be written into the symbology because by def

inition logic symbology is a trait complex associated with 

hardware activity. The symbology symbolizes the a-ctivity of 
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(see Figure 18) . Therefore XR-jY is equated with AR-jB in 

which the element correlate Y is in the same relationship 

R1 to X as B is to A, 

We have a known form-function-meaning complex for 

A, B, and X. Y is related to X in the same fashion that B 

is to A, "but we do not have the form-function-meaning com

plex of Y. This is our next step. 

Set 3, the innovative set, deals with the configu

rations XR3Y and AR-jB developed in Sets 1 and 2. These 

configurations are heavily influenced by the values and the 

attributes which dictate the following for a standard: 

(1) There should be a one-to-one correspondence 

between the AND, OR, and NOR action by the alpha-numeric 

and geometric expressions to the smallest removable piece ' 

of hardware. 

(2) There should be combined with the geometric 

symbol a uniform alpha-numeric symbol for the equation and 

hardware designation. 

The earlier reference to the physical location of 

the inputs and outputs of logic gates and flip-flops and 

the classification of the components of the Automatic Data 

Processing System into a separate discrete taxonomic nomen

clature (Figure 8) of the unit, subunit, assembly, and sub

assembly must be written into the symbology because by def

inition logic symbology is a trait complex associated with 

hardware activity. The symbology symbolizes the activity of 
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this hardware within a specific category or class of hard

ware item. These hardware categories characterize the 

largest unit to the smallest item in rank order. The 

latter classification is a standard previously set by 

military specifications (MIL-E-16400D i960) and a preference 

scale from the participants of the "basic technological unit. 

Specific classificatOry definitions are listed in Appendix 

B. The conceptual breakdown of the classification is that 

the unit is in incorporative relationship with the subunit, 

the assembly, the subassembly, and is directly related to 

the location of the logic unit and logic operation (Barnett 

1953:187). 

The Company B alpha-numeric term(B in AR-jB) is 

broken down in the same fashion. For example, the term 

5G26 (Figure 10) defines the subunit designation by the 

first subterm number, 5* the assembly designation by the 

second subterm letter, G, and the last subterm number, 26, 

refers to the subassembly designation. The Automatic Data 

Processing System classification (Figure 8) by analysis and 

incorporation is identified with the subterms of Company B 

alpha-numerics, arid thus becomes Y in our model. I is a 

correlate of X in the same fashion that B is a correlate of 

A . 

Since XR^Y by analysis, incorporation and assimila

tion is now AR^B, it is a stimulus configuration which has 

correlates A and B in relationship R^, circle A having 
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correlate B (element) in R^. AR-jB is thus GAB, the proto

type, because configuration X has assigned the correlate Y 

from Company B XR-jY configuration which is equated with 

AR-jB, the vacuum tube prototype, in relationship Rd with d. 

The incorporated classification stated by military specifi

cations and participants of the basic technological unit is 

the same as the alpha-numeric B because of the same form and 

function-meaning complex of the common element C. Thus, 

by analysis, X and A are equal by deliberate and conscious 

abstraction of the common elements by the informants and 

innovator to trace-part linkage. We now have GA and its 

correlate B bonded by R^, giving us a new prototype, CAB. 

CX then becomes CA by cognitive substitution. Since CA and 

the correlate B are bonded R-^ by tradition, CX then becomes 

CA by equation and cognitive substitution based upon the 

effect of Rdj upon C^ being the same form-function-meaning 

complex. Thus CAB becomes CXY by cognitive substitution. 

This, is the innovation and is designated as Set 4a (illus

trated in Figure 20). 

Evidence of projection of the circle stimulus con

figuration on the Company A and Company C flip-flop symbol 

indicates that the circle symbol was preferred for the flip-

flop symbol rather than the square. The gate configuration 

invented CAB by substitution is a preferred trait. Pro

jection of this trait in the same fashion .described by 

Company A and Company C informants results in a new flip-
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element 

* fl A fx xx 8ubunit A' 
*TXXX assemblyF, 

subunit A, 
A 26 xx assembly F, 

~~ subassembly 26. 

subunit A, 
A assembly F, 
A 26 gx subassembly 26, 

element g. 

SAMPLE APPLICATION 

VIDEO ASSEMBLY 
(M or f_. ) 

A 

subunit A, 
assembly F, 

A 26 gf subassembly 26, 
element g, 
NOR gate. 

26g6 * 25gp + 26bp + 25e 4 

Fig. 20 

THE INNOVATION 
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flop symbol (see Figure 20). In this case, the square 

symbol is CXY and the circle is CAB, the innovation. CA, 

the present innovation, is the configurated whole. The 

stimulus is the square represented by CX and becomes OA 

by projection of the innovated gate symbol on the square 

configuration. The resultant CXY is a circle with the 

original flip-flop divider line drawn horizontally through 

it. The vertical line was introduced by the innovator to 

separate the set and reset Inputs from the outputs of the 

multivibrator in order to eliminate confusion. 

The subsymbol3 used in the alpha-numeric for the 

symbol and equation term are specific to the quantitative 

assessment of each incorporate hardware category of the 

Automatic Data Processing System components illustrated in 

Figure 8. This is described by the following quotation: 

The X identifier indicates location and function. 
For example, in ADPS hardware there are less than 24 
assemblies per subunit, so each assembly can be 
labelled by one letter. There are less than 99 sub
assemblies per assembly so this can be a two-digit 
number. There are no more than 24 functions per sub
assembly so this can be a -single letter, and the logic 
function can be any subsymbol, sign or character. 
(Collins and Leonard 1960:31) 

It will be noted that in Appendix B the alpha

numeric in an algebraic form is given first and the online 

second. This is because of standard engineering editing 

recommendations and procedures. However, the innovator 

stressed the online alternatives with many examples in the 

report. This report expressed the innovator's preference 
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for the online alternative rather than for the initial alge

braic type form. The other alternatives are merely rear

ranged identifier subsymbols to indicate the possible 

distortions of the form-function-meaning complex. These 

alternatives also reinforced the online alpha-numeric 

expression for equation use. 

The innovated standard logic symbology is illustra

ted in Figure 20 and is explained in detail in Appendix B. 

The Form of the Innovation for Distribution 

The innovated standard symbology had to be ordered 

for introduction into the American electronic computer 

industry. The form or order was a research report with a 

wide distribution throughout the industry In the United 

States. 

The investigator in all phases of his field work 

made many trips to Companies A, B, and C, during, which he 

attempted to determine what the informants/participants of 

the basic technological unit would consider an acceptable 

novelty form. 

As a result of this line of inquiry, three generali

zations for acceptance were realized. They are: 

(l) The novelty must have meaning and provide a 

means of identification with a particular electronic opera

tional situation. "it must be associable with some previous 

experience of the acceptor or acceptors. There must be some 



A to which the introduced X can hook on, some connection 

between the two either by analysis or. incorporation. It 

must be appreciated and real to the acceptor" (Barnett 

•1952 

(2) An individual will not accept a novelty unless 

in his opinion it satisfies a want better than some exist

ing means at his disposal. • 

(3).The value determinants for acceptance of a sub

stitute for an accustomed idea are usually based upon a 

preference scale set up by the individual.. This preference 

scale is the scale for new things that are influenced by 

particular experiences. 

The investigator and a collaborator based the pro

posal for a standard symbology on the basis of these three 

generalizations and prepared the formal published report, 

NEL/Report 1004. Further detailed examination of the pro

posal reference is made in this report (Appendix B). 

The Introduction, Acceptance and/or Rejection of the 

Innovation 

The completed symbology proposal was introduced to 

• various, areas of change by circulation iri publication form. 

450 copies of the publication were equally distributed to 

the industrial groups of the technology as well as to the 

Military Services of the Army, Air Force, and the Navy. 

Copies were also sent to academic institutions. 
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To expect an immediate and total response to the 

introduction of the innovation in such a short time is 

impossible. However, one company, which we shall call 

Company 1, has duplicated this publication and distributed 

it within their plant for standardizing their own symbology. 

Company 2, an Eastern company, has incorporated this stan

dard in their digital system. Company B, one of the Auto

matic 'Data Processing System companies, is using the online 

alpha-numeric in circular geometric form in their mainte

nance and trouble-shooting manuals as well as a design tool. 

One company has suggested that the symbology be 

programmed in the computer as a trouble-shooting routine. 

The idea behind this is that the computer would trouble-

shoot the system for malfunctions. When a malfunction is 

sensed, the computer would print out the alpha-numeric and 

the symbol on tape. At this time the maintenance technician 

would be able to go to a designated point for quick replace

ment of. the faulty part. 

The Navy has made no statement regarding the appli

cation of the standard. The Navy civilian advocate is one 

Barnett would call an advocate of conservatism who does not 

want a novelty and prefers that changes follow previously 

established patterns. Also the anthropologist was not a 

valued innovator in that he had neither the status and role 

of a psychologist nor those of an engineer. 

The innovation has been accepted by industry but 
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has been rejected by the civilian participants of the U. S. 

Navy Computer Laboratory. Response from the Department of 

Surface Vessels has been unobtainable. 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Problem and the Hypothesis 

The problem of this dissertation is the testing of 

Barnett's theory of innovation through the construction of 

a new logic symbology. The terms of the problem may be 

given as follows: 

Can the basic processes of innovation as defined 
by Barnett be used as an applied and calculative 
tool for establishing a standard logic symbology 
from other given logic configurations for an Auto
matic Data Processing System? 

The problem, which questioned the validity of 

Barnett's theoretical approach for designing an innovation, 

was the basis for structuring the following hypothesis: 

If the application of the cognitive variables of 
identification, substitution, discrimination, and 
gain and loss permit abstraction of a common element 
from two configurations by conjunctive and disjunc
tive analysis of the form-function-meaning complex, 
the two separate configurations then would become 
.one new configuration. This process, if valid, 
should be applicable to the derivation of a common 
logic symbology from its antecedents. 

This hypothesis was tested by holding cultural and 

psychological stimulus variables constant and by manipula

ting the independent cognitive variables. 

This test has contributed the following solutions 

148 
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to the problem and validation of the hypothesis: 

(1) The cognitive variables are used as manipulative 

tools to establish and, develop a successful innovation. 

(2) A valid and recognizable logic symbology can be 

derived from antecedent configurations. 

(?) Given the value system and the conjoining inter

vening variables, a process model can be developed for the 

calculation and application of an innovation to a techno

logical system. 

The Process Model and Prediction 

The testing of Barnett's theory validates the fit of 

his model and the subsequent applied usefulness of his 

variables for a particular calculative problem. This test 

resulted in the development of an "applied model", itself 

an innovation, which reflects three basic postulates: 

(1) The participants of the technological or social 

system designate the prototype and the value attributes for 

the innovation. -

(2) "The value attributes of the system, technologi

cal or social, can be used as tools to select the proper 

combination of configurations for use in making the innova

tion. 

(3) Substitution and identification must be used in 

conjunction with each other, but disjunctively with discrimi

nation and gain and loss. 
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(4) The process model defines the technological 

behavior as the conjunctive and disjunctive processes 

expressed by the participant members of the basic techno

logical unit. 

Gouldner insisted that social scientists must 

supply a working model that will "bridge the gap" between 

social science theory and its application in a technology. 

Systematic treatment, in the model, of the "material props" 

isolated the elemental processes of technological change and 

served as the "bridge" between innovation theory and its 

application to a difficult practical problem. 

The technological conditions necessary for the 

development of an innovation through predicted processes 

were explicitly expressed in the manipulation of the cogni

tive variables as independent variables in the process model. 
Cr 

Set 1 to Set 3 of the process model demonstrated that the 

variables can be manipulated by the innovator in conjunction 

with the value system. 

The model in Figure 19 describes the three innova

tive sets in conjunction. Conjunction is the act of con

joining sets of behaviors involved in the process of the 

development of an innovation leading to a class of change. 

The innovative Sets 1, 2, and 2 are joined by the appropri

ate value attributes resulting in a scheduled event called 

.innovation; This can be expressed by the equation S1*S2'S3 

«= S4a-S4.fj where SI is Set 1, S2 is Set 2, and S^ is Set 3; 
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the equal sign meaning results in Set 4a to Set 4f> the 

innovation."'" 

This equation is the overall description of some 

discrete processes involving conjunctive and disjunctive 

analysis. The discrete analysis of Sets 1, 2, and 3 â e 

characterized by the following equations: 

(1) SI = a«b*c, the technological set, 

(2) S2 = d'd^, the value attribute set connecting 

the appropriate values of the technological system and its 

conjoining trait attributes, and 

(3) S3 = i'sub + d + d + gl + gl, the innovative set 

which refers to the conjunctive and disjunctive analyses of 

the cognitive Independent variables expressed as: i = 

identification, sub = substitution, d - discrimination, and 

gl = gain and loss. 

In Set 3 disjunction indicates the alternative action 

of separate variables; the inclusion of one or more of 

these with conjoined conditions makes the equation a true 

one. Barnett has stated that the use of the identification 

process alone does not constitute an innovation; an innova

tion must include the substitution process with identifica

tion; it may also include discrimination or gain and loss 

^As stated in Figure 1, the dot (•) between the 
terms as in a«b means conjunction and is.expressed as AND. 
The + sign between terms (i«sub + d) is disjunction and is 
expressed as OR. The bar over the term is negation and is 
expressed as NOT as in d which means "not discrimination". 
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processes. Set 3 consists of the conjunctive and disjunc

tive processes for the development of an innovation from 

Set 1, the antecedent condition, and Set 2, the intervening 

variables. S4a to S4f are the dependent variables which 

may "be any one of the six representative innovative patterns 

mentioned in Chapter II. 

The process model identifies the characteristic 

cognitive processes involved in a technological innovation 

as reported by individual participants of the technology. 

These processes are.specifically (l) projection, the act of 

applying external whole configurations, (2) assimilation. 

and incorporation of the alpha-numeric elements into the 

context of the vacuum tube symbol, and (j) incorporation 
i  

and analysis in which the Informants distinguish between 

vacuum tube elements and the set of relationships common to 

the prototype; because of this, the informants suggested 

shifting these relationships from the prototype to the 

desired innovation (standard). 

The hypothesis refers to a series of events and 

relationships between these events"in the model. These 

events have their own conjunctive interconnectedness and 

logical binary relations concerning two kinds of relations, 

(l) those spatio-temporal relations, and (2) the logical 

binary (conjunction and disjunction) relations independent 

of time or space. Set 1 represents the space-time relations 

and the deductive Sets - 2 and 3 are those logical and mental 
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"binary relations independent of time or space, but dependent 

upon the interconnectedness of the value attribute set. 

This latter description is the essence of prediction and 

describes a series of technological events which permits a 

statement of a formal principle from which we may predict 

the processes leading to an innovation. These processes in 

principle are: that given the identifiable technological 

set, the associated value-attributes set will determine 

which of the specified cognitive variables will be manipu

lated to calculate a successful and recognizable innovation. 

Thus, the test of the hypothesis constitutes the 

applicability of Barnett'3 cultural and psychological . 

stimulus variables and the manipulation of the independent 

cognitive variables by the intervening variables in the 

design of a recognizable trait that is related to its ante

cedents. Acceptance or rejection has no bearing upon the 

utility of the theory, but since the resultant innovation 

was a recognizable form that followed shared values of the 

basic technological unit., there were indications of accept

ance. 

Acceptance, Rejection, and, the Macrocosmic Aspect of Bar-

nett's Theory 

The data for this dissertation were acquired from a 

technological subculture which was concerned with technology 

and the mental processes of the participants in a techno
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logical system consisting of a number of related basic 

technological units (Figure 7). The concept of technologi

cal subculture differs from that of the technological 

system because technological subculture is an abstraction 

and conceptual while the technological system is an observ

able fact. The application of the innovation is at the 

system level and concerns the development for use by' the 

basic technological unit. The development of the innovation 

vas made by one individual and hence reference to the group 

or social structure is of another dimension. 

The social structure is responsible for the accept

ance of the innovation and not for the development of the 

innovation. The standard symbology could be kept from being 

accepted by the U. 5. Navy Computer Laboratory because of 

its role as an advocate of conservatism. However, they 

could not keep it from being recognized as a successful 

innovation as it was recognized.by industry. The primary 

reason for its acceptance by industry was due to the 

adherence to the value system and the manipulation of the 

cognitive variables by the value attributes (intervening 

variables) as outlined in the model. However, the civilian 

and Naval advocates in the Laboratory could turn social 

control mechanisms against the innovation giving approval to 

another innovation technologically less satisfactory. 

Rejection can occur only with the geographical and techno

logical boundaries of the Laboratory and the Department of 
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Surface Vessels. The industrial treatment of the innovation, 

as stated in Chapter VI, has been one.of acceptance. 

Social structure refers to group activity, and as 

the data here indicate, the group cannot innovate. However, 

the engineers and technicians participating as members of 

the basic technological unit supply valued information to 

resource pools, from which the innovator structures his 

innovation. Although the data and stimulus for the innova

tion lie within the group and group behavior as indicated 
\ 

\ 

by Set 1, it is the individual vho responds to stimuli, and 

calculates the innovation. Groups or cultures do not 

respond cognitively or calculate. 

The fact that some one person assembles the ideas 

from group interaction may be explained by the following 

relationships: 

Group 
Inter
action 

Data 
Resource 
Pool 

Innovator 
and the 
Cognitive 
Processes 

Innovation 

Fig. 21. The Cognitive Feedback Relationship 

The above feedback relationship explains the indi

vidual and group roles in innovation; that is, the number 

of individuals interacting as a.group provides the culture-

with a resource pool (accumulation of ideas and concentra

tion of ideas) which stimulate the individual to act in an 
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innovative fashion. This involves a cognitive response 

operation on the individual level as groups cannot respond 

as cognitive innovative units in the development of an 

innovation. 

The theory is not limited to technological innova

tion or microchange. Technological microchange may be con

sidered as the basic kind of change which must occur before 

changes comprising urbanization and Industrialization can 

take place. The independent inventions of the light bulb 

by Edison, the cotton gin by Whitney, and the telephone by 

Bell are some of the microchanges responsible for the Ameri

can industrial revolution vhich developed into the present 

electronic age. 

An example of non-technological microchange is 

Darwin's innovation which was responsible for a scientific 

revolution.. Still another is Linnaeus' classification of 

the plant and animal kingdoms. 

The following are the conclusions of the author: 

(1) Barnett's culture change theory is not limited 

to microchange nor to technology. 

(2) It is the individual who innovates. 

(5) This theory, as modified by the model presented 

here, can be used as an applicative and calculative tool. 

The investigator takes the position that the theory as pre

sented by Barnett can "yield an appropriate analytical model" 

(Hackenberg 1961:10). 
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THE PROBLEM 
Provide information for the (pecification of operational NTDS in the area of 
maintainability by studying 'existent equipment. More specifically, find (1) 
whether the logic symbology and terminology used by NTDS contractors vary 
sufficiently to create a real problem, and (2) if such a problem exists, can it be 
solved by standandfaation. 

RESULTS 
It was shown by a survey that the logic symbology and, in some cases, the termi
nology used by NTDS contractors and by the entire computer industry vary 
widely. This variation causes confusion and reduces the operational effectiveness 
of NTDS at present, and will probably create additional problems in the future. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Standardise the logic symbology of NTDS sMic equipment on the basis of the 
symbols recommended in the RCA publication, Tbo L*ngu*gt mud Symbology of 
DigM Computer Sytttms, 1938. 

2, Standardise the logic symbology of NTDS dynamic equipment on the basis 
of Remington Rand practice. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This report covers a survey of NTDS terminology and logic symbology. The 

primary objectives were to determine (1) the degree of variation of terminology 
and logic symbology among the contractors of NTDS and (2) whether the degree 
of variation is sufficient to create a real problem. It was hoped that the survey 
would also provide answers to the following related questions, if it were deter
mined that a real problem exists: (1) Could the problem be solved by stand-
ardizing the logic symbology and terminology of NTDS while ignoring other 
data systems? (2) Is such a standardization possible in view of major hardware 
differences in the components of the NTDS? (3) Would such a standardization 
result in the reduction of maintenance costs and logistics problems and, in general, 
improve the operational effectiveness of NTDS? (4) If so, in what manner could 
the standardization be carried out? 

A study was made of NTDS and other logic systems. This study included an 
examination of the digital equipment and logic symbologies of the three present 
NTDS contractors, namely, Remington Rand Univac, Collins Radio Co., and 
Hughes Aircraft Co. In addition, the logic symbologies of three other computer 
companies — Rand Corporation, Computer Control Co., Inc., and Nortronics — 
were examined. 

Information was obtained from current computer literature,* instruction man
uals published by the above mentioned computer companies,* written communica
tions with the above mentioned computer companies, and interviews with 
computer specialists of the above mentioned companies as well as with NEL 
personnel familiar with NTDS. 

All references to NTDS hardware and logic symbology in this paper pertain to 
the NTDS breadboard equipment as of 17 August 1959, unless otherwise stated. 

DATA AND DISCUSSION 
ft 

Basic Variations 
The data gathered revealed that the following four basic areas of variation 

existed in NTDS, as well as in the entire computer field: (1) There is a variation 
in computer terminology, e.g., many synonymous terms are used for one logic 
circuit. (2) There are different forms of logic equations. (3) Many variations exist 
in symbols used in pictorial symbology. (4) Variations of symbology both pictorial 
and equational exist, not only between companies, but often within a single 
company. 

As a result of these variations, two kinds of confusion arise in the NTDS field: 
(1) confusion caused by the variation in pictorial and equational representations 
of the logical system; and (2) confusion caused by the variety of terminology used 
by the different contractors. 

Definition of Logic Symbology 
The term "logic symbology" has never been clearly defined. Each company uses 

the term for its own system of logical representation. These logic systems vary 

* See Bibliography. 



from company to company. For example, the logic symbology of one company 
may be purely equational, while that of another may be heavily biased towards 
pictorial symbology. 

The logic symbology necessary for NTDS as a whole should be considered as a 
system made up of the following parts: (1) glossary of terms specific to NTDS, 
(2) pictorial symbology, and (3) equational symbology. 

The glossary of terms provides a means by which the logic symbology of the 
system can be expressed verbally, and it is the communicative vehicle between the 
designers and users of the system. 

Pictorial symbology refers to a collection of diagrams which indicate the logical 
paths along which information flows between individual logic circuits (e. g., AND 
gate, OR gate) in a digital machine. 

The equational symbology describes completely, in Boolian algebraic form, the 
logical operations performed on information by the logic circuitry. In other 
words, it indicates the single path within a specific logic circuit along which 
information must flow. 

Although equational symbology is always based on Boolian algebra, the in
formation contained in the equations and its use differ from company to company. 
For example, Remington Rand equations take into consideration timing, logic 
functions, uniqueness, and all inputs to a logic circuit. These equations are used 
extensively in trouble-shooting. The equations used by the Computer Control 
Corporation do not take into consideration clock-timing, and are not used exten
sively in trouble-shooting. Collins uses equations for design purposes only. Hughes 
uses both equational clock-timing symbology and pictorial symbology in trouble
shooting. 

In the pictorial symbology of the major computer companies, the symbols used 
are variations of seven geometrical shapes — the square, rectangle, circle, closed 
semicircle, ellipse, triangle, and trapezoid—each with its corresponding input-
output arrows. No significant preference of any one symbol for a given logic 
function can be determined.* 

The following examination of the symbologies of the NTDS contractors and 
also of some computer companies not associated with NTDS demonstrates this 
variation of logic symbology. 

Present NTDS Logic Symbology 
1. Remington Rand at present has no one standard symbology for all of its 

equipment. The company divides its equipment into two classifications: dynamic 
and static. The term dynamic refers to equipment that does not use a bistable 
device such as a flip-flop or equivalent. The term static refers to equipment that 
uses bistable devices. 

The Remington Rand equipment in NTDS is of the dynamic type. In main
taining its equipment in NTDS, Remington Rand uses logic equations and logic 
block diagrams called "bubble charts." The block diagrams receive this name 
because the symbols used in them are mainly circles and small squares (see fig. 
1A). Remington Rand's set of block diagrams and file of logic equations are so 
closely related that, given one, the Other may be reproduced. However, this repro
duction is a time-consuming process, which implies that both should be available. 

* Other than the rectangle to represent the flip-flop. 
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Remington Rand's system of labeling transfer circuits (logic cards) represented 
in the logic equations is complete enough to take into account the clock-timing 
in the circuits. This feature is not often found in other systems of logic equations. 

Experienced personnel tend to use the file of logic equations for logic trouble-
shooting. Beginners, on the other hand, use logic block diagrams, until they 
become familiar with the equipment. Use of these two symbologies does not 
require electronics training, but rather training in computer logic. 

2. Collins Radio at present uses logic equations in the design, but not in the 
maintenance of digital units. The company recently adopted a standard pictorial 
symbology for the NTDS equipment which it is manufacturing. The symbols are 
appropriately labeled squares, triangles, and rectangles (see fig. 1A). 

Collins is now in the process of developing a standard logic block diagram and 
glossary of terms to be used by the entire company. 

3. Hughes Aircraft does not have a standard pictorial symbology. The pictorial 
symbology used by different sections of the company often varies. 

The present logic system of the breadboard equipment manufactured by Hughes 
for NTDS incorporates the logic functions of the AND gate, OR gate, and flip* 
flop. Both pictorial and equational symbologies are used to describe this equip
ment. 

The logic system of the service test equipment, now in the process of being 
built by Hughes Aircraft, will incorporate the logic functions of the flip-flop and 

based on these two logical elements, will be framed in equations. According to 
Hughes personnel, pictorial symbology will not be important to Hughes in main
tenance of the service test equipment. The important factor will be the specific 
behavior of the signal in the logic circuitry. This will be symbolized in equation 
form (see fig.. 1A). 

As a result of this variation in logic symbology among the NTDS contractors, 
NTDS test engineers from the different companies have difficulty in obtaining a 
good general picture of each other's equipment. Thus they cannot work effectively 
as a team, nor can they effectively operate NTDS as a system. 

1. The Automatic Test Systems group of Nortronics uses a combination logic 
block and electronic circuit diagram to explain the interconnection of parts in 
its equipment (fig. IB). 

The electronic symbols are those commonly used in industry. Every circuit 
performing a logic function is symbolized by a rectangle with a label printed 
inside. The label includes a mnemonic letter which indicates what type of logic 
function the circuit performs. The label also indicates a specific circuit in a 
standard circuit list arranged according to logic functions. The list is short enough 
so that, after two or three days of constant use, the circuitry becomes fixed in a 
person's memory. 

The Nortronics system of labeling differs from the Remington Rand system. 
Every card in the Remington Rand system is uniquely labeled. In the Nortronics 

the NOR gate. The flip-flop is usually represented by a rectangle, 

and the NOR gate is pictured as follows: The entire system, 

Other Systems of Symbology 
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Figure 1A. Logic symbology of NTDS contractor*. 
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system only every type of electronic circuit that performs a logic function Is 
uniquely labeled. 

2. Rand Corporation, in general, uses symbols of the same shape to represent 
different equipment that performs the same type of logic function. For example, 
all symbols for cathode followers have the shape of a circle; all symbols for gates 
have the shape of a semicircle. Rand modifies this general symbol to indicate the 

. specific logic function performed. By referring to a chart of symbols, a person 
can tell what specific logic function and what electronic circuitry the modification 
of a general symbol represents. The chart appears to be small enough so that it 
can be memorized if used for two or three days. 

Present NTDS Digital Hardware 
The previous sections of this paper have mentioned the differences in symbology 

between the various manufacturers of NTDS equipment as well as non-NTDS 
contractors. Now, let us examine the differences in NTDS digital hardware which 
performs logic functions. The basic differences seem to fall between the Reming
ton Rand unit computer, and the equipment of both Collins and Hughes. 

The digital equipment of Hughes and Collins resembles that of conventional 
commercial computers. The Remington Rand equipment, however, is unusual. 

As was remarked previously, Remington Rand equipment is of the dynamic. 
type, i. e., it does not employ the flip-flop as a short memory device, but instead 
"remembers" information by circulating it in a loop. The Collins and Hughes 
equipment is of the static type, i. e., flip-flops are used in both Hughes and Collins 
equipment. 

The basic element in the Remington Rand equipment, the transfer circuit 
(card), differs from the basic element (card) in the Hughes and Collins equipment. 

From 80 to 90 per cent of Remington Rand logic cards are of one basic type: 
they have inputs, inverted outputs, and normal outputs.* There are about 31 
variations of this type of card. One variation differs from another by its specific 
number of inputs, inverted outputs, and normal outputs. For example, a 312 card 
will have 3 inputs, 1 inverted output, and 2 normal outputs, while a 432 card has 
4 inputs, 3 inverted outputs, and 2 normal outputs. 

In order to activate a Remington Rand card of this type, an incoming signal 
must pass through (what is effectively) an AND gate on the card at the same 
instant as a clocking pulse passes through the AND gate. These outputs are 
available instantaneously but are not normally used until gated into the follow
ing cards Vz microsecond later by a clock pulse of the opposite time phase. If the 
inputs to a card are activated, all of the outputs of the card are activated (emit 
signals). Any undesired chain reaction may be prevented by the absence of a 
clocking pulse in the AND gate of a card receiving an output signal.*1" 

There is an OR relationship between all of the inputs to the Remington Rand 
card, i. e., a signal at any one of the input pins may activate the card. In order to 
establish an AND relationship between two cards, it is necessary to jumper an 
output from each of the two cards to a single input of a third card. Here is an 

* The other 10 to 20 per cent consists of specialized cards, many of which do not perform 
logic functions. 

** This is only one method of preventing a chain reaction. 



example demonstrating how AND and OR relationships function. Referring to 
the diagram below, card A® mmy be activated if (1) there is an AND input (two 
simultaneous outputs tied together from cards AJJ AND AJJ); or (2) there is an 
OR input (output from only one card) from card A**. Note that the actual acti
vating of the card can take place only if the input signal occurs simultaneously 
with the clocking pulse (not shown on the diagram). The electronic interconnec
tion of Remington Rand logic cards is discussed , in the Appendix. 

AS 
The cards in Hughes ,|ul Co**'111 equipment ate composed of a number of 

separate logic circuits, such as AND gates, OR gates, inverters, and flip-flops, 
attached in a certain manner. 

There are three basic types of cards in the present Hughes equipment: gating 
cards (which contain only AND gates or only OR gates), flip-flop cards (which 
contain only flip-flops), and gating amplifiers (which contain only amplifiers). 
There aire a number of modifications of each basic type. For example, one gating 
card may have three AND gates on it, while another may have five. 

In addition to Hughes three basic types of cards that are used the majority 
of the time, there are other specialized: cards, e. g., inverting amplifiers. 

The present Collins equipment uses about 56 types of specialized cards. (In the 
service test equipment these 56 specialized cards will be reduced to a few basic 
types.) As we mentioned previously these specialized cards contain separate logic 
circuits, such as AND gates, OR gates, inverters, and flip-flops. In the Collins 
equipment, a combination of any of these logic circuits may be present on one 
card. 

All of the outputs of a Hughes or Collins card are not necessarily activated 
when any one of the inputs is activated, e. g., if only the inputs to an AND gate 
on a card are activated, only the output of the AND will be activated. The logic 
circuits present on a Hughes or Collins card are not necessarily all part of one 
operation. For example, one AND gate on a card may be used in one logic section 
of the equipment while an AND gate on the same card may be used in a different 
logic section of the equipment. The Remington Rand card, however, always acts 
as a unit. The entire card is part of an operation. 

In the Hughes and Collins equipment, the electronic components needed to 
perform a logic function lie entirely on the card. In the Remington Rand equip
ment, as was noted above, the components needed to perform a logic function 
are partly on one card and partly on another card, e. g., logical AND and OR. 

Terminology 
In the process of investigating logic symbology, it was observed that there was 

a great variance among companies, and in some cases within a company, in 



terminology used. Thus, the term "gate" may refer to the clan composed of AND 
gates and OR gates (a designation used by Rand Corporation and Hughes Air
craft Co.), or it may he a synonym for AND gate (a designation used by Com
puter Control Co., Inc.), the device known as a flip-flop is also known as a 
"trigger" or a "toggle," and so on. This variation in terminology confuses a 
person using equipment produced by many companies, as has been demonstrated 
in the testing of NTDS. 

Also, since many companies use different types of equipment, many of the 
terms used by one company are unique and do not have counterparts in the termi
nology of other companies. In most cases there are no glossaries that' define these 
uncommon terms. 

Of NTDS contractors, only Remington Rand has published a glossary of terms. 
Collins Radio Co. is in the process of devising a standard glossary of terms for 
company use. There is no NTDS glossary combining Hughes, Collins, and Rem
ington Rand terminology. Consequently, NTDS test engineers from different 
companies have difficulty in communicating with one another. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
There exists a wide variation in logic symbology and, in some cases, in termi

nology among NTDS contractors, as well as in the entire computer field. At 
present, this variation is a major source of confusion for engineers working on 
the NTDS breadboard equipment. In the future additional problems will arise: 
thinking in terms of the system as a whole will be hindered, downtime will be 
increased, and a logistics problem will occur, with the result of reducing over-all 
operational effectiveness. 

Thus, because of variations in symbology it would be difficult for a man main
taining a single unit to comprehend its function in the entire system. In addition, 
downtime when intersystem breakdowns occur would be increased because of the 
difficulty in referring from one symbology to another. Another cause of increased 
downtime will be the difficulty in communication among technicians working 
on separate pieces of equipment. This problem has become so apparent in the 
breadboard testing of NTDS, that a Collins engineer has found it necessary to 
adjust his terminology to that of the Remington Rand computer. The logistics 
problem caused by the variation in symbology will be partly one of storage. If 
twenty companies were to become involved in NTDS (this is an approximate 
figure), then twenty sets of instruction books and element catalogs will have to be 
stored in the ET shack. 

Thus, some kind of standardized NTDS symbology is necessary if NTDS is to 
be used'and maintained effectively. On the basis of a preliminary study of NTDS 
hardware, it does not seem possible and practical to devise a single common 
symbology. Because of hardware differences (e. g., the division of the NTDS logic 
system into static and dynamic sets), it is recommended that two standard sym-
bologies be developed. One would be a standard logic symbology for the static 
equipment including its own set of equations, based upon the laws of Boolian 
algebra, and logic block diagrams. A second standard logic symbology would be 
used for the dynamic equipment. The glossary of terminology could be designed 
to cover both static and dynamic equipments. 

It is suggested that the pictorial symbology of the NTDS static equipment be 
based on the RCA publication, The language and Symbology of Digital Computer 
Systems, 1958. (A few of the symbols are shown in figure 2.) However, this pub-
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Company, Inc. (By permitiion.) 

•Adopdoa of prwent Hngta "NOR" noarioo. 

Figure 2. Suggested static pictorial (ymbolofy. 



lication is not a suitable basis for the symbology for the dynamic equipment 
of the NTDS. Since Remington Rand is the only present manufacturer of dynamic 
equipment for NTDS, its symbology, both equational and pictorial, could perhaps 
serve as a basis for the dynamic equipment symbology. The Remington Rand 
equational symbols, however, should be altered so that they may be more easily 
written on a typewriter. The present symbols, e. g., A™, are difficult to type. 

The NTDS standardization project could be supervised by a committee com
posed of NTDS contractors and Bureau of Ships representatives. The Bureau of 
Ships personnel could serve as a steering committee. 

Based on information supplied by Hughes, Collins, and Remington Rand, a 
very rough estimate can be given of the time required to convert their logic 
symbologies to conform with an NTDS standard. The conversion would take 
from 2 to 6 months from the date of the change-over order. 

At the present stage, it would not be feasible for the Navy to attempt to stand* 
ardize the logic symbology for the entire computer industry. Such a standardiza
tion would be difficult, lengthy, and complicated because of hardware differences, 
future changes in the field, etc. 

APPENDIX: THE INTERCONNECTION OF 
THE REMINGTON RAND LOGIC CARDS 

In the Remington Rand logic system all transistors are of a PNP (Positive 
Negative Positive) type. All arrows point in the direction of current flow, rather 
than electron flow. Since the logic levels of the unit computer are such that a 
"zero" is indicated by 0 volt and "one" is indicated by minus 2 volts, an "AND" 
circuit is connected in this manner: 

and an "OR" circuit is connected in this manner: 

+15 V 

100 K 

When a "one" pulse is received by a card (fig. 3), minus 1.37 volts is delivered 
to the base of the transistors which allows the transistors to conduct. 

A "zero" pulse received by the card delivers a positive 0.55 volt to the base 
of the transistors which cuts off the current flow. 

The jumper wire connecting pin 2 of card 121 (fig. 3) to pin 4 of card 122 
connects the cathodes of the two diodes and resistor "A" on card 212 in parallel, 
thereby completing the "AND" circuit. 
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Figure 3- Remington Rand electrical connections for logical "AND" and "OR." 



Pin 4 on card 121 and pin 1 of cud 212 connected by a jumper wire, and pin 2 
of card 212 connected to the jumper wire of cards 121 and 122 on pins 2 and 4, 
complete the OR circuit using diodes "B," "C," and resistor "D" on card 212. 
A logic diagram of this circuit is pictured below. A}| is a 212 card. A®* is a 121 
card. AJJ is a 122 card. 
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THE PROBLEM 

Provide information for the specification of operational 
Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) in the area of maintain
ability by studying the service test equipment. More 
specifically, discuss (1) the design changes in NTDS logic 
symbology that have occurred since the publication of NEL 
Report No. 928, and (2) propose a standard set of logic 
symbols and equations for production NTDS equipment. 

RESULTS 

It was shown by this study that (1) the service test 
symbology differs markedly between contractors although 
the system uses static memory devices and is of one 
philosophy; (2) a standard based upon the identification of 
the signal with a corresponding piece of hardware was 
needed; (3) the symbologies served adequately for design 
purposes, but were not equally useful as aids to trouble
shooting and maintenance; and (4) the present variation 
will cause confusion, reduce the operational effectiveness 
of NTDS, and probably create additional future problems. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

For production models of NTDS a single, uniform 
logic symbology should be adopted to facilitate training 
and maintenance. A standard symbology should be 
developed by mutual agreement between the Bureau of 
Ships and the various NTDS contractors. 

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 

The work was done under SS 19006, Task 56,43 
(NEL Rl-7) by members of the Human Factors Division, 
during the period February 1960 to July 1960. The 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report presents a description and an analysis of the 
Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) Service Test logic symbol-
ogy. The primary objectives of the report are (1) to discuss 
design changes in NTDS logic symbology that have occurred 
since the publication of NEL> Report No. 9281 (see list of 
references at end of report) and (2) to propose a standard set 
of logic symbols and equations for production NTDS equipment. 
Such a standard will serve as a principal maintenance 
tool that will enable the system technician to troubleshoot 
from a system instruction book, diagrams, and logic 
equation files. 

The previous study analysed the logic symbology of 
the experimental test system installed at NEL, and defined 
the logic structure, the degree of variation, and the 
feasibility of designing a standard. The earlier study 
determined that if NTDS memory (circuitry) was going to 
be a dichotomous type, i.e. dynamic* and static** memory, 
then two standards would have to be considered, one for 
the peripheral equipment (static memory) and one for the 
unit computer (dynamic memory). A single standard for 
a dichotomous system would not be practical because of 
the nature of the unit computer transfer card system. 

The Service Test NTDS equipment of Collins Radio Co., 
Hughes Aircraft Co., and Remington Rand Univac have 
shifted to a basic NOR logic. This means that the service 
test computer is now a static machine, as is also the 
peripheral equipment of Hughes and Collins. A single 
standard logic symbology is now feasible. However, this 
does not mean that no variations exist in the symbology 
used among the several contractors. The problem of 
variation remains unchanged in that there are differences 
in pictorial and equational symbology and terminology. 

This report suggests, as a solution to the existing 
variation, a standard logic symbology with alternatives 
for production NTDS. The proposal is based upon the 
comparison of the experimental test system with the 
service test system logic symbology as well as an internal 
analysis of the three service test symbologies. 

* 

** 

Remembers information by circulating it in a loop; 
uses no bistable device. 
Uses bistable device and "holds" information in situ. 
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The investigation is important because it isolates 
basic concepts that state precisely the nature of a logic 
symbology. These concepts permit definition of the' 
necessary qualities for a standard logic symbology that 
will enable the Navy to (1) make it easier for the instruc
tion material to explain "system logic symbology"; 
(2) reduce actual maintenance time; and (3) ease communi
cations between personnel maintaining different parts of 
the system. 

The standardization of the future NTDS logic symbology 
would reduce a portion of the total downtime figure that 
might be expected from a system using three different 
symbologies. The Navy in this sense is paying for a 
reduction in system down time. If three separate kinds of 
pictorial symbologies and two equational symbologies are 
to be featured for the three subsystems (displays, computer, 
and data link) in the future system, then it is reasonable 
to predict that more time will be added to training, main
tenance time, and communications. 

The position is taken here that the present symbologies 
are a design tool that was not meant to be maintenance-
oriented. The digital design engineer tends to issue state
ments of design in terms of inputs and outputs to logic 
elements, not in reference to hardware elements. The 
technician, however, is concerned with identifying the 
signals and their corresponding elements of hardware. The 
designer is thus not concerned with representing his 
equation directly with a symbol that locates a logic element 
on a specific card. The Navy technician must have this 
one-to-one correspondence, in terms of symbology, between 
signals and the physical embodiments of the logic elements. 

The following sections present a discussion and analysis 
of the logic symbology from the viewpoint of the hardware 
classification and logic structure. This position 
will provide a basis for the comparison necessary to develop 
a proposed standard logic symbology to be included in the 
lpgic trouble- shooting routine of the production NTDS. 

DEFINITION OF NTDS LOGIC SYMBOLOGY 

NEL Report No. 928 defines "logic symbology" as 
follows : 

"The logic symbology necessary for NTDS as a whole 
should be considered as a system made up of the following 
parts: 

5 



(1) glossary of terms specific to NTDS*; 
(2) pictorial symbology; 
(3) equational symbology. 

The glossary of terms provides a means by which the 
logic symbology of the system can be expressed verbally, 
and it is the communicative vehicle between the designers 
and users of the system. 

. Pictorial symbology refers to a collection of diagrams 
which indicate the logical paths along which information 
flows between individual logic circuits (e.g. AND gate, 
OR gate) in a digital machine. 

The equational symbology describes completely, in 
Boolian algebraic form, the logical operations performed 
on information by the logic circuitry. In other words it 
indicates the single path within a specific logic circuit 
along which information must flow. " 

PROCEDURE FOR THE STUDY 

Information was obtained from current literature, 
written communications, and personal interviews with 
specialists in digital logic design of Remington Rand 
Univac; Collins Radio Co., Burbank; Hughes Aircraft Co., 
Fullerton; and Alpha Corp., Richardson, Texas. 

All references to NTDS hardware and logic symbology 
in this report pertain to NTDS experimental equipment as 
of 17 August 1959 and the service test system as of 
30 August 1960 unless otherwise stated. 

* The establishment of a glossary will not be covered 
herein since this is a separate and major undertaking. 
The authors have submitted in this report a sample 
glossary that should not be considered complete. 
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HARDWARE 

The hardware for the NTDS service test system and 
the experimental test system has been supplied by the 
three principal contractors: Remington Rand Univac,. 
Collins Radio Co., and Hughes Aircraft Co. The hard
ware of the system is, in the main, solid-state and 
digital. 

In an analysis of any system equipment a means of 
classifying the functional segments of the physical struc
ture is very helpful. A convenient method of accomplishing 
this is by defining the system hardware form and structure 
from the total hardware complex to the functional elec
tronic part. Figure 1 illustrates six categories of the 
suggested hardware classification of the system outlined 
below: 

1. System A combination of two or more pieces 
of equipment, generally separated 
physically when in operation, and 
other equipment elements necessary 
to perform an operational function. 
Examples: antiaircraft defense system; 
telephone carrier system; weapons 
system (NTDS); GCA electronic system. 

2. Subsystem One or more pieces of equipment, as 
a segment of a system, joined together 
to perform an operational function. 
Examples: a radio receiving network; 
radar homing equipment (display con
sole with computer). 

3. Unit A single piece of equipment such as a 
rack, box, or cabinet physically 
separate from other structures and 
housing several subunits, usually 
capable of independent operation. 
Examples: radio receiver; radar 
repeater (display console). 



SUBASSEMBLY 
DETAIL' 

SUBUNIT 
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PART 
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UNIT  
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Figure 1. Hardware classification used in logic symbology. 
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4. Subunit 

Assembly 

6. Subassembly 

A tray, drawers, or chassis carrying 
a number of assemblies. Examples: 
a digital drawer of a Hughes console; 
the arithmetic unit of a computer. 

A convenient group of small, readily 
removable pieces of equipment from 
other similar groups and separately 
removable. Example: a card cage 
or "mother board. ' 

The smallest replaceable piece of an 
assembly. Example: a printed cir
cuit card containing several functional 
circuits. 

7. Logic element A circuit doing a specific job. 
Example: a NOR gate. 

8. Part The smallest piece of hardware that 
cannot be disassembled without 
physical destruction. Examples: 
itesistors, capacitors, transistors. 

The Remington Rand Univac computer does not 
follow the classification in a strict physical sense in 
that there is no detachable "assembly. " However, the 
"row" is conceptually an "assembly' because it permits 
the maintenance personnel to locate and remove a card 
in a given row in the same manner that a card is removed 
from the Hughes or Collins "card cage. " 

This classification was selected because it is appli
cable to NTDS hardware, is adaptable to future modular 
solid-state equyaments^ 3, 4 an^ general follows 
MIL- E- 16400D®. 

With this hardware classification in mind, considera
tion was given to (1) the components that must be represented 
in a trouble- shooting diagram; (2) the information that a 
logic equation should carry; and (3) the type of symbols 
to be used to construct such equations. The hardware 
breakdown suggests that the equations and symbols include 
the subunit, assembly, and subassembly, and that each 
logic diagram be labeled and identified with a particular 
unit. The symbology on the diagram need only be con
cerned with the subunit, assembly, and subassembly. It 
is understood that trouble shooting techniques will isolate 
a faulty unit. When a fault is traced to a subassembly, 
such subassembly will then be replaced and normal opera
tion restored. The equation need go no further. 



NOR LOGIC 

The three principal contractors for NTDS service 
test equipment decided to use a NOR circuit as their princi
pal logic element building block. Other elements will 
include the usual forms such as AND, OR, NAND, mono-
stable, and bistable devices. 

The NOR gate or circuit is a physical embodiment 
that accomplishes the function expressed by the tvro-
input Boolian equation f = A + B = if • 6. Thus NOR is a 
negative OR. Similarly a NAND gate circuit is a negative 
AND, which performs the function expressed by 
f = A • B = A + 5. 

It has, in the past, been found convenient to build 
computing machines where most of the logic was performed 
by two general processes: (1) the AND-ing of two or more 
functions or inputs to form the output; or (2) the OR-ing 
of the inputs to form an output. Computers of past years 
have used simple diode gates to perform these AND-ing 
and OR-ing functions. In such situations two additional 
f unctions must be performed: inversion and amplification. 
Diode gates can accomplish neither of these. However, a 
very simple circuit can be made that performs the logical 
NOR function while amplifying and inverting at the same 
time. 

Examination of a simple, two-input truth table, such 
as the one given in figure 2, will show how NOR circuits 
may be combined to perform the three other given logic 
functions, and also inversion. From this table it is evident 
that if all inputs but one are held at a logic negation, the 
output will be the inverse of the one remaining input. This 
produces the inverter. The circuit as shown is inherently 
an amplifier, and/or an impedance converter. Thus one 
such circuit may drive several similar circuits or supply 
a greater signal at its output than it received. 

Again referring to the truth table, it can be seen that 
by inverting the output of the NOR the same output is 
received as from a simple OR, that is, the combined 
effect of a NOR, followed by an inverter, is that of a 
single OR circuit. If, on the other hand, all inputs had 
been inverted to the NOR, the combined effect would have 
been to perform an AND function. If the output of this is 
inverted, the over-all result is that of a NAND function. 

Since a simple NOR circuit can simultaneously per
form amplification and inversion, it can be used to construct 
the several different kinds of flip-flops much used in 
digital computers and other digital equipments. Two such 
circuits, connected output to input, perform as any 
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Figure 2. Truth table for four types of logic functions, 
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multivibrator, but the exact performance depends upon 
the details of. the coupling. The logic portion of a whole 
computer could then be built around this one circuit. 

Figures 3, 4, and 5 are illustrations of the NOR cards 
from the three contractors, and figure 6 presents actual 
schematic diagrams of their basic NOR circuits. Figure 7 
shows two NOR's connected as a bistable device, while 
figure 8 illustrates a NAND circuit. 

The logical affirmation and negation voltage of the cir
cuits in figure 6 differ in their sign. This could cause 
confusion errors by the system technicians. 

The next section of this report presents the three 
contractors' uses of the NOR concept in slightly similar 
circuits on different kinds of cards. These NOR functions 
are represented in variant symbolic fashion. 

NTDS SERVICE TEST SYSTEM LOGIC SYMBOLOGY 

The Collins Radio Co., Burbank, has defined a stand
ard pictorial symbology for its Western Div. but, 
because of contractual arrangements with the Alpha Corp., 
is switching to the symbology and truth tables used by 
Alpha (figure 9). The Hughes Aircraft Co. has also 
developed a standard for its Ground Systems Group, but, 
because of time, expense, and the recency of the new 
standard, is maintaining the previously established Hughes 
NTDS service test symbology. Remington Rand Univac 
has defined the service test NTDS symbology without 
considering a company standard. These symbologies for 
service test NTDS differ greatly from the experimental 
test system as well as from each other. 

The three service test symbologies will make it 
difficult to understand the pictorial and equational 
representation of a basic logic philosophy in a static system 
and thus hamper system maintenance. To aid in trouble 
shooting, the logic symbol and equation should indicate the 
physical location of the card and the type of circuit. The 
three separate symbologies do not do this completely even 
though the service test logic is basically one philosophy 
and the system is characterized by static memory devices. 



Figure 3. A subassembly (card) of Hughes Aircraft Co., 
May 1960. (Reproduced with permission) 



Figure 4. A subassembly (card) of Remington Rand Univac,. June 1960 
(Reproduced with permission) 



Figure 5. A subassembly (card) of Collins Radio Co. (Burbank), June 1960. 
(Reproduced with permission) 
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Figure 9. Collins Radio Co. service test logic symbology. 
(Reproduced with permission) 
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COLLINS RADIO CO. 

The basic logic elements are the NOR and NAND 
building blocks. There are other elements such as AND, 
OR, and inverter and their associated symbols. Collins 
also uses in their logic both the bistable and the mono-
stable multivibrator, the exclusive OR, and the pedestal 
gate." 

The pedestal gate (figure 9) is a pulse AND gate which 
performs a gating function primarily related to changing 
the state of a flip-flop. 

Collins includes with their symbology a truth table 
for each logic function, but does not use equations to define 
the logic processes as a trouble-shooting aid. Figure 9 
illustrates the symbology in detail. 

HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO. 

The logic symbology for the Hughes service test NTDS 
is now structured in alpha-numeric form, equational form, 
and pictorial form. The logic elements in the Hughes 
equipment are the flip-flop, NOR gate, and NAND gate. 

The NOR gate is identified in two ways (1) on a 
t rouble- shooting diagram by an N and its associated 
identification numbers, i.e., N1040, and (2) in the equation 
by X and its proper superscripted numerical identification 
as X212. A signal from a particular element such as 
X212 is identified by the numeric portion raised to the 
superscript position and the element identification is written 
with the alpha-numeric on the same line as X212. 

The X's, however, have a special significance 
(equation) and hence not all N's (NOR gate on diagram) are 
X's while all X's are in essence N's. N's are not written 
in the equations nor are they recorded in the equation file. 
The actual values of this symbology are more complete, 
for exanple: 

X212 

X181 M01 

X182M02 

X181 M01 + XI82 M02 



Therefore, by substitution, the signals would be 
X212 = X181 M01 + X182 M02. The signal from X212 to a 

flip-flop is written x2*2 also. Thus the inputs UC and DC 
of a clocked flip-flop may be written: 

UC199 = X212 (C) 

DC199 = X212 (C) 

The equation pertaining to NOR gate X212 and its 
symbolic association with another NOR gate, X212j explains 

1QQ 1QQ 
the content of the flip-flop input (UC and.DC ) as: 

X212 
XI81 MOll 

XI82 M02i \ 
X212 

Q199 
X181 M01+X182 M02| X181 M01+X182 M02 

UC 

DC 

By substitution then X212 = XI81 M01 + XI82 M02 
and X212 * 181 M01 + XI82 M02 are inputs to flip-flop 
Q199 (Q being the name for a flip-flop). Thus for a 
clocked flip-flop taking signals from X212 and X212 the 
equation would be described as the input of Q199 as 

i qq 919 
UC = X (C), which is the output of X212, and 

DqL" _ x212 (C), which is the output of X212. 
The same configuration holds for the NAND gate in 

that the name NA is marked above the symbol on the 
trouble-shooting diagram and followed by the appropriate 
series of numbers, i.e., NA1044. The equation name for 
a significant NAND is a V. Again, all NA's are not V's, 
while the converse is true. 

More detailed information of the Hughes service test 
symbology is defined and presented in figure 10. Hughes 
also has other elements classed in alpha-numeric fashion, 
but these are not to be construed as being part of the 
Hughes NOR philosophy. However, such elements will be 
used in equations and by technicians for fault location. The 
non-logic elements, such as switches, lamp gates, and 
external inputs and outputs, are illustrated in figure 10. 



LOGIC DIAGRAM SYMBOLS DEFINITION OF 

XI82 MOI 

XI8I MOZ 
LOGIC VOLTAGE 

INTERNAL 
NEGATION >0 
AFFIRMATION 
-6TO-I5 

> t •<§) 

- X2I2 51A2 ~ ~ 

®"Hoc 
XI80M03 

XI79M04 

56AI3 
XI90M05 

TP2 I TP4 
CI 14 

(SEE EXAMPLE OF EQUATION) 

EXPERIMENTAL TEST SYSTEM 
(OBSOLETE) 

24 
°F« [) 

NEL 
928 

^ -"AND" 

D-̂  

D-

•»0R 

EQUATIONS 

OXX 
Q 
te •FL,P" S_ FLOP 

J2T. P*Q?« FIJ C«IS NECESSARY FOR AFFIRMATION, J". INPUT TO ff FOR 
Ka.(P8Ql,Fl7+P9Ql,+ Pl5)C*IS NECESSARY FOR AFFIRMATION 

NEGATION. 
THE INPUTS TO FLIP-FLOPS ARE OUTPUTS FROM * * INPUT TOff FOR 

THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS. NEGATION 

P « OUTPUT OF P 
TIME COUNTER 

F » EMITTER 
FOLLOWER 

C • CLOCKING 

Q24. OUTPUT FROM 
ff 24 IN AFFIRM
ATION 

OUTPUT FROM 
ff24 IN NEG
ATION 

o1 
-o 
s 

OXX 

U 0 
I3A0I 

0 0 
13 A11 

-o-
-Q~ 

oxx 

IS). PULSE 
INDICATOR 
PIN NO. 13 

rxx 
XXX OR NXX 

,YY  ̂ 0**5YT 
I4A5 

NAXX OR VXX 

«xx 

C X X  

I4A5 

0» T H-

TPXX 

FLIP-F 

OXX • NOR FLIP-FLOR XX DEN 
NUMBERS NAMING A SPE 

U" > IS AN UNCLOCKED INPUT 
FLOP IN AFFIRMATION. 

D** • IS THE UNCLOCKED INPU' 
FLOP IN NEGATION. 

0 • DENOTES OUTPUT; (-)'O 

FLIP-FLOP WITH CL( 

UC**« AFFIRMATION 
DC 'NEGATION 

NOTE POSITION OF 3 IN 
CLOCKED NOR FLIP-FLO 

NOR CA 

XXX • WRITTEN IN EQUATIONS A 
DIAGRAMS. THIS REPRESI 
GATE. 

NXX > NOR GATE NAME FOR NOR 
ONLY ON TROUBLE SH001 
EQUATIONS. 
NOR GATES ARE IDENTIFII 
AN N, NEVER BOTH. 
NOR GATE OUTPUT 5** IS 
FROM Q". 

NAND G 

VXX • NAND GATE IN EQUATION 
NAXX* NAND GATE ON TROUBLE ! 

• ISOLATOR GATE. THIS IS A 
INPUT IS ALWAYS W40XX,W 

« CLOCK PULSE. 

* DENOTES PIN NUMBERS ( 
OF INDICATED ELEMENTS 

LOCATION OF DIGIT 

14 « SLOT LOCATION OF ELEMI 

5« NUMBER OF ELEMENT ON 

A* DIVIDER BETWEEN NUMB 

H' POWER INVERTER- ESSEN 
25 OUTPUT AMPLIFIER I 

• TEST POINT NUMBERS. 



3N OF SYMBOLS EXAMPLE OF EQUATION 

186 
DESCRIPTION OF EQUATION 

LIP-FLOP 

XX OENOTES ONE OR MORE 
5 A SPECIFIC FLIP-FLOP. 
INPUT TO SET THE FLIP-

TION. 
0 INPUT TO SET THE FLIP-
V. 
r; (-('OENOTES NEGATION. 

TH CLOCKED INPUTS 

F 3 IN CLOCKED AND UN-
IP-FLOP. 

OR GATE 

TIONS AND IN TROUBLE SHOOTING 
REPRESENTS A SPECIFIC NOR 

OR NOR SYMBOL AND WRITTEN 
: SHOOTING DIAGRAMS NOT IN 

IENTIFIED BY EITHER AN X OR 
H. 
" SVY IS A DIFFERENT NUMBER 

ND GATE 

JATION ONLY. 
OUBLE SHOOTING OIAGRAM. 

IIS IS A ONE INPUT NOR GATE y40XX W4IXX 0R yy42XX 

uc',n-c«c> 
DC • X " (C) 

• fl„ NI043«X2I2 

xti» . jjiu Mo. + M0« + 5{..<>)1os+si»M04 
+x'*° M08 

•x"1 H01 + x"' R02*x"W5
+x"V4 

+x',0BI0S 

X*'2 AND X1'1 ARE: OUTPUTS OF NOR GATES 

THE EQUATION OF AN UNCLOCKED FLIP-FLOP 
IS THE SAME FORM, BUT WITHOUT THE 
INCLUSION OF THE <C>. 

THE CLOCKED FLIP-FLOP WILL BE SET 
IN AFFIRMATION IF THE CONDITIONS 
ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE V EQUATION 
ARE MET. THE CLOCKED FLIP-FLOP WILL 
BE SET IN NEGATION IF THE CONDITIONS 
ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE V EQUATION 
ARE MET. 

DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS (CONTINUED) 

A** 'OUTPUT OF A RELAY UNIT SIGNAL IS EXPRESSED AS 5**OR A** 

B** *AN/SPS-33 COMPUTER INPUT (DATA) 

C40** .REMINGTON RAND UNIT COMPUTER INPUT 

FXX*LAMP GATE 

HXX«POWER INVERTER 

KXX>RELAY 

L**«AN/SPS-33 COMPUTER INPUT (AZIMUTH a ELEVATION) 

Mxx>SIGNAL FROM PUSHBUTTON OR SWITCH SOURCE 
<<SXX<SWITCH (DOES NOT APPEAR IN EQUATION) 

SC'OIGITAL TO ANALOG CIRCUIT. NAMES THE DIGITAL INPUT TO AN ANALOG CIRCUIT. 
SCXXXX IS THE COMMON NOTATION. THE FIRST X IS THE LOADING, THE SECOND X 
IS THE DIGITAL AREA, THE THIRD AND LAST XX, THE NUMERIC. 

WXX'EXTERNAL INPUT SIGNAL OR SIGNAL FROM ANALOG UNIT. (MAY ALSO BE USED 
AS A CLOCK.) 

IBERS OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS 
•MENTS-

F DIGITAL ELEMENT 

" ELEMENT IN DIGITAL BOX. 

ENT ON THE CARD. 

i NUMBERS HAS NO SIGNIFICANCE 

ESSENTIALLY ONE INPUT, 
IFIER DEVICE. NOT IN LOGIC. 

ERS. 

Figure 10. Hughes Aircraft Co, logic symbology: NTDS 
service test system and the experimental test system. 
(Reproduced with permission) 
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LOGIC DIAGRAM SYMBOLS DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS 

LOGIC VOLTAGE 
INTERNAL 

C-3V) - "I-

(OV) • "0" 

l2rOOW-4 11 mi 22] 

(SEE EXAMPLE OF 
EQUATION) 

EXPERIMENTAL TEST SYSTEM LOGIC SYMBOLOGY 
(OBSOLETE) 

l'A) • "OR" GATE 

EQUATION FORM OF TRANSFER CIRCUIT 

L0§* L02 «8i + ̂  K« +L®? 

J06 A28 W°{j, -J,, , -03. -08. -07 

ARE INPUTS TO TRANSFER CIRCUIT L°° 
03 

J 06 A28 IS THE ALPHA NUMERIC 

DEFINING THE LOCATION OF Lg§ BY JACK 
CHASSIS, COLUMN, a ROW (SEE TEXT). 

*20 * L09 ETC ARE ™E output 

DESIGNATIONS OF L°° TRANSFER CIRCUIT. 

L°l 
09 

01 "04 

101 ,01 
U0I 
,01 

GATE 

COMPLEMENTED 
OUTPUT 

.02 ; TYPICAL TRANSFER 
•3 CIRCUIT LABEL 

00,01 S 02 ARE TIME SCALES, 
SHOWN ON ALL SEOUENCE 
DIAGRAMS, AT ONE HALF 
MICROSECOND PER INTERVAL 

BASIC INVERTER CIRCUIT 
C • ATB • jf B 

FUNCTION 
INDICATOR 

BIT LOCATION ON 
fĵ  THE REGISTER 

l_ 
BASE LETTER 
USUALLY INOBATES 
THE REGISTER 

FLIP-FLOP 
00 • CLEAR SIDE{EXCEPT X REGISTER) 
01 • SET SIDE (EXCEPT X REGISTER) 
00 AND 01 INDICATE FLIP- FLOP (IN 

REGISTERS) 
10 : ZERO SIOE OF FLIP-FLOP IN 

NORMAL "A* SEOUENCE 
11 : ONE SIDE OF FLIP-FLOP IN 

NORMAL "A" SEQUENCE 
20 : ZERO SIDE OF FLIP-FLOP IN 

REPEAT "A" SEQUENCE 
21 s ONE SIDE OF FLIP" FLOP IN 

REPEAT "A" SEQUENCE 
30,31 :B SEQUENCE 
40,41 : C SEOUENCE 
SO, 51 : 0 SEOUENCE 

GATE 
000 NUMBERS 13TO 33 SIGNIFY A GATE; 
13,15,17, ETC EXCEPT! 

B REGISTERS: JS B** WHERE j- Bj 
REGISTER AND XX> 
POWER OF 2 

Z REGISTER : "Y* (MEMORY),73*" 
(WIRED BOOTSTRAP) 

INPUT-OUTPUT (COMPUTER TO 
PERIPHERAL EQUIP) 

ENABLE 
EVEN NUMBERS AND ONE DIGIT LESS 
THAN THE GATE INDICATE AN ENABLING 
CIRCUIT 12, 14, ETC-

SLAVE 
ANY DESIGNATION OF 02, 03, THRO oH 
09 INDICATE A SLAVE OF A FLIP-FLOP 

CLOCK PHASE 3 

STANDARD LAYOUT FOR A FLIP - FLOP 
ANO ITS INDICATOR DRIVER 

LOCATION DESIGNATION 

5*52?  ̂ROW AND COLUMN 

x CHASSIS 

Figure 11. Remington Rand Univac logic symbology: NTDS 
service test system and the experimental test system. (Reproduced 
with permission) 
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IF SYMBOLS EXAMPLE OF EQUATION DESCRIPTION OF EQUATION 

UIT 
•B 

BIT LOCATION ON 
THE REGISTER 

BASE LETTER 
-USUALLY INOBATES 

THE REGISTER 

ICEPT X REGISTER) 
SEPT X REGISTER) 
FLIP-FLOP (IN 

FLIP-FLOP IN 
UENCE 
'LIP-FLOP IN 
1UENCE 
FLIP-FLOP IN 

UENCE 
.IP - FLOP IN 
UENCE 

93 SIGNIFY A GATE; 
n 
JS Bxx WHERE ]• Bj 
REGISTER AND XX> 
POWER OF 2 
«V (MEMORY),7®*" 
(WIRED BOOTSTRAP) 
(COMPUTER TO 
PERIPHERAL EQUIP) 

ONE DIGIT LESS 
DICATE AN ENABLING 

F 02, 03, THRO 3H 
VE OF A FLIP-FLOP 

OOpOO.OIpOO + MpOO 
01F oo,ooFoo + ISpOO 
ioF do. otLoo 
11 p 00, lOpOO + tsy04 
12 p 00. IINZC 
13 p 00. OIqOO+I2p00 

 ̂98 y 01 

INPUTS ARE TO THE CLEAR 
AND SET SIDE OF THE FLIP-FLOP 
BY GATES HON THE CLEAR 
SIDE AND 19 ON THE SET SIDE, 
IN ORDER FOR THE FLIP-FLOP 
TO CLEAR IN REGISTER F ON 
PHASE 4, GATE 11 SHOULD 
RECEIVE A COMMAND FROM 
ENABLE GATE ('Of00) WHICH B 
DRIVEN BY SLAVE 02 OF AN 
ADJACENT FLIP - FLOP (L00). 
THE CONDITIONS NECESSARY TO 
PUT THE FLIP" FLOP IN THE SET 
POSITION ARE V INPUTS EITHER 
FROM GATE 13 OR THE CLEAR 
SIDE OF THE FLIP-FLIP 
(MANUALLY SET ). GATE 13, IN 
ORDER TO SET FLIP-FLOP IN 
THE SET POSITION, RECEIVES 
ITS INPUTS FROM THE SET SIDE 
OF A FLIP-FLOP IN THE 0 
REGISTER AND FROM COMMAND 
ENABLE 12 AND CLOCK PHASE I, 
DRIVEN BY THE "Nat INVERTER, 
ALL NON STANDARD LOGIC 
ELEMENTS HAVE A BASE LETTER 
V EXCEPT FOR INDICATOR DRIVER. 
BByCD |S 9ET ASIDE FOR THE 
CLOCK WHERE: 

B: CHASSIS NUMBER 
CD : REFERS TO THE 

PHASE DIGITS 01, 
02, 03, 04. 

INDICATOR DRIVERS ARE SPECIAL 
CIRCUITS WHICH COME OFF THE 
"0* SIDE OF THE FLIP-FLOP, 
EXCEPT IN THE X REGISTER. 

**X09 MEANS INDICATOR DRIVER 
FOR X REGISTER STME 5. 

99A06 MEANS INDICATOR 
DRIVER FOR A REGISTER 
FOR STAGE 6. 

FOR A FLIP- FLOP 
R DRIVER 

DON 

OLUMN 
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Remington Rand has shifted from the dynamic-transfer 
circuit philosophy to a static NOR philosophy as have Collins 
and Hughes. In changing from the dynamic machine, RRU 
maintained the same symbol ogy configuration, but with a 
new meaning. The circle symbol means "basic inverter 
circuit" (C = A + B = A • B) and each circle contains an 
alpha-numeric symbol. The large capital letter (A) defines 
the register, and the associated superscript numerals on 
the left qf the base letter define the gate function. The 
right-hand superscript indicates the bit position on the 
register. 

The basic inverter circuit is combined to form a flip-
flop (NOR circuits back-to-back as in the Hughes flip-flop) 
such as shown in figure 11. In this case the base letter F 
indicates the register of the flip-flop in the computer. The 
superscript 01 indicates the function in that 01 and 00 to 
left of the base letter indicate a flip-flop. The 01 designates 
the flip-flop in the set position and 00 indicates the flip-
flop in the clear position. The 00 on the right superscript 
indicates the 00 bit in the F register. 

Figure 11 also illustrates the types of logic functions 
the service test computer will have. The basic logic 
building block is again the NOR with the associated slave 
gate (really an amplifier), flip-flop, and enabling gates. 

It can be noted in figure 11 that the NOR gates are 
indicated by an odd number on the left-hand superscript. 
Any odd number from 13 to 33 is a gate, i. e., 13, 15, 
17, 19, .... etc. 

The command enabling circuit has an even number, 
one less than the odd number on the NOR gate it drives. 
Any designation of 02, 03, 04. . .through 09 in the left-
hand superscript indicates a slave of a flip-flop. The bit 
number remains the same as that of the flip-flop and the 
slave which draws its input from the clear or set side and 
inverts the signal so as to have the same output as the set 
side of the flip-flop. 

The Remington Rand Univac symbology includes an 
alpha-numeric location designator with the symbol. 
Figure 11 explains this location name in detail. 
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The equation notation is organized in a one-to-one 
correspondence with regard to function and type of electronic 
circuit. For example: 

Electronic diagram of 13th gate 
in H register is used in the 
equation without changing its 
form. However, 5G26 is not 
included in the equations. 

The symbols used in logic equations are simply 
numeric characters without the circle symbol. 

COMPARISON: NTDS EXPERIMENTAL TEST SYSTEM VS. 
SERVICE TEST SYSTEM SYMBOLOGY 

The experimental test system logic symbology of 
Remington Rand Univac did not include bistable functions 
in data processing, but referred to a dynamic transfer 
circuit and a closely related equation file and logic diagram®. 
The pictorial symbols were the circle for the OR function 
and the square to indicate the AND function. For example, 
the Remington Rand Univac transfer symbol (OR) was a 
circle enclosing a capital or lower-case letter with super
script and subscript numbers. These numbers indicated 
uniqueness and clock phase in the superscript, and the 
subscript denoted the stage or function of the base letter 
that specified a given register. The base letter shows that 
the card is part of a register. The uniqueness digit is the 
unique symbol for a card that distinguishes one card from 
another car.d of the same base letter and subscript. The 
output phase digit is in odd or even numbers to designate 
the clock phase in which the card presents an output. The 
stage of function digit gives the Nth stage or function with 
which the card is associated. 

uniqueness digit 

output phase 

stage of function 

5G26 

A £ 

/ >  2 5 4  



The equation is described and defined by the location 
of the alpha-numeric symbols on both sides of the equal 
sign. For example: 

a23 _ a12 00 12 12 . 12 00 12 ± A22 00 
21 " 21 21 22 a23 a23 a22 a23 23 a23 

23 Agj is referred to as the subject term. The series of 

alpha-numeric symbols to the right of the equal sign and 
23 subject term are the inputs to card A9 -. These inputs are 

called "terms. " 
23 The outputs of the card are listed below the input 

equation in terms of the subject terms of the cards that 
23 receive outputs from the Agj equation. For example: 

T + A23 _ .  12 00 12 12 , Input Q1 "n i 3|) 4 a0 n o • • • • 
equation 21 21 21 22 23 

JOB H26 EJ2, A£ AH A™. 

12 24 
The terms e

02» -^21' e*c* are su^3ec^ "terms of 
cards that receive outputs from the Ag transfer card. 

The alpha-numeric symbol J08 H26, located to the 
left of the output subject terms, indicates the physical 

23 location of the Ag^ card according to chassis, vertical 

column, and horizontal row. 

Horizontal coordinate 
or row 

Jack number • ̂  0 nn# 
o f  s u b j e c t  • J U O nZO 
term card \ 

Chassis number Vertical coordinate 
or column 

Inversion of outputs is determined by agreement or 
disagreement of the base letter case. Agreement in case 

21 of the subject terms Agg and its output terms indicates a 



normal output. Disagreement in case, one lower, the 
other upper, would indicate inversion or complementary 

23 12 output. In the instance of Agj and etc., there is 

agreement, so the output is normal. If one or more of 
p o 

the terms* on the right side of the equation are "1, " 

then the card is set to "l, " and presents a normal output 
at "l, " but 0 in its inverted output. If all of the terms are 
0, then its normal output would be "0" and complemented 
or inverted output of 11. " Thus: 

1. All "o" = normal "0, " complement = "l" 
2. All "l" « normal "l, " complement = "0" 
3. One,or more "l" = normal "l:, " complement - "0" 

This system of logic symbology is not directly appli
cable to the service test NOR philosophy of the present 
Remington Rand service test computer. However, as 
mentioned earlier, some of the symbolic features of the 
transfer circuit symbology have been retained, but with 
different usage and meaning. The service test symbology 
refers to the logic function in a register as opposed to the 
transfer circuit notation which can trace down to a circuit 
or a card in a register. The NOR philosophy uses only one 
symbol - the circle, whereas the transfer circuit uses two 
kinds of symbols - the AND indicated by a square and the 
OR transfer circuit indicated by a circle. 

The basic difference between the Remington Rand 
Univac dynamic machine logic and the static machine logic 
is that the transfer circuit requires 31 basic cards, 3000 
more diodes, and a circulating short-memory loop, the 
signal of which has to be picked off at the right clock phase. 
This makes it difficult for the maintenance technician to 
acquire the correct wave shape at the right clock time. 
The static logic contains 10 basic cards, 3000 less diodes, 
and a flip-flop long-memory control that enables the techni
cian to acquire the wave shape at any time. Inversion and 
noninversion need not be considered in the equation file. 
However, the equation does not locate to the card in service 
test symbology as does the pictorial symbol on the Reming
ton Rand Univac logic diagram. 

* Term refers to a single symbol or group of symbols 
12 

that are expressed as a logical product, e.g. *s 

a term. 
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The Collins Radio Co. experimental test system 
equipment used logic equations, which were basically 
Boolian algebra, in the design of the logic equipment, but 
did not incorporate these in the maintenance scheme of its 
digital units. This design concept remains for service 
test NTDS. However, Collins is now using in service test 
a pictorial symbology that differs Considerably from the 
experimental test system. 

The similarity of the Collins experimental test system 
logic symbology is only in the kind of element, not in 
symbols. Figure 2 indicates the differences in pictorial 
symbology in that the OR symbol, the AND symbol, and 
the flip-flop symbol have been modified. In service test 
Collins has added NOR, NAND, and the exclusive OR to 
provide for a greater range in logical operation of the 
NTDS service test equipment. 

Collins Radio Co. uses the logic diagrams in support 
of the "Theory of Operation" in instruction manuals. It 
is planned, at this writing, to design a logic trouble
shooting diagram that will be wholly pictorial and supported 
by truth tables. In contrast to the experimental system the 
service test logic diagrams follow connection paths similar 
to those found on the electronic schematics. 

The Hughes Aircraft Co. experimental test system 
referred to AND and OR logic and mostly employed static 
memory devices. The flip-flop was of the same set-reset 
type, but was marked J for the affirmative input and K for 
the input of negation. The outputs were the_same as they 
are now for the service test NTDS, Q and Q. The symbols 
for AND and OR were as, in figure TO while the equation 
followed the same form, but had somewhat different con
tent. For example, the experimental test system included 
various nonlogic elements not now in the service test sys
tem equation. The equation form of the experimental test 
system did not have the present substitution technique that 
prevents the cluttering of £he equation files as do the older, 
more cumbersome AND and OR equations. The service 
test has one alpha-numericvsymbol to represent the output 
of several NOR gates that 'servp as inputs to a clocked or 
unclocked flip-flop. 

In summary, the kinds of changes that characterize 
the difference between the experimental' test system and 
service test system logic symbology of the three principal 
contractors are in the shape and configuration of the symbols 
and; equations. Collins made changes in the logic function 
symbols and added three gates and one multivibrator. 
Hughes made changes in the gate and equation symbols and 
added name symbols to each gate and flip-flop. A different 
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name symbol was designated to be used in the equations to 
define flip-flop inputs and NOR-NAND outputs. Hughes now 
has two name symbols for NOR and NAND gates, i. e. one 
form for the equation and one for the trouble-shooting 
diagram. An additional name added is the digital element 
locator numeric. Remington Rand retained the transfer 
circuit symbol - the same shape, bu£ with a different mean
ing; the alteration was in the meaning of the logic symbol. 
The flip-flop symbol was changed to correspond with the 
changed pictorial symbol. This is in keeping with the pre
vious one-to-one correspondence of the transfer circuit 
symbol (subject term) and the logic diagram referred to by 
Remington Rand as a "bubble chart. " 

The advantage of the NOR philosophy over the AND-OR 
type was stated in a previous section. 

PROPOSAL FOR A STANDARD SYMBOLOGY 

The description and comparison of Collins, Hughes, 
and Remington Rand symbologies isolate four characteristics 
that vary considerably between the contractors. These 
characteristics are the form, the function, and the use of 
the symbology, and the meaning of the symbols. 

The form refers to the meaningful organization of the 
geometric symbol, the alpha-numeric indicator, and the 
associated logic equation. For example the Remington 
Rand pictorial symbol is associated with an alpha-numeric 

F used in the equation, and a separate alpha-numeric 
(5G26), which is the physical location indicator. 

The Hughes form attaches five additional identifying 
alpha-numeric elements to the pictorial symbol. These 
include the equation name (XXX), which is used in equations 
and also serves as a name for a specific NOR gate; the 
trouble-shooting name (NXX), *which is used on the trouble-

> 
> 

5G26 



shooting diagram; and the alpha-numeric used to indicate 
the location of the digital element (14A5). The inputs and 
outputs are also designated by alpha-numerics different 
from the other isymbol names. 

Q™ 
XXX OR NXX 

Q YY 
qXX Qyy 

v/ 
14A5 

The Collins symbology has 12 different pictorial fig
ures or forms that refer to 12 logical operations. The 
pictorial form does not have an equational referent, but 
instead relies upon an associated truth table to describe 
the logical operation of their elements. In this sense a 
pictorial form is linked with a tabular form. Collins 
symbology does not include a designator for the physical 
location of the logic element. 

NAND GATE 

A-
B-

Q 

NOR GATE 

A B Q 
0 0 l 
0 1 l 
1 0 l 
1 1 0 

A B Q 
0 0 l 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 

This analysis shows that: (1) Remington Rand has one 
geometric form, and two alpha-numeric forms, one which 
is directly associated with the equations and the other for 
physical element location; (2) Hughes has one geometric 
form and five alpha-numeric forms for each of their NOR 
and NAND gates. These are not directly associated with 
the equations. The flip-flop pictorial figure has two to 
three alpha-numeric forms which function as identifiers 



for the symbol; and (3) Collins symbology has no equations 
and no physical location indicator, but has 12 geometric 
figures or forms, each identified with its separate tabular 
form. 

The particular reference to logic symbology in this 
report has been one of logic function. However, another 
and very specific association occurs between the logic 
symbol and its electrical operation as well as its logical 
process (equation). This association is the meaning of 
the symbol, in terms of circuit identification, whicn can 
be directly inferred from awareness of each contractor's 
circuit structure. 

The association 

rW\r 

Uv\r -wvJ h 

h 
and 

H 
011 j 00 _ 00|_|00 

00 j__J 00 __ 011—100 
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If the maintenance technician has to use these separate 
forms and their many identification functions, he would 
have to resort to unnecessary cross-referencing of symbolic 
diagrams and equations. 

From the data presented it is apparent that the 
contractors' use of symbology is for design in terms of 
writing statements about the inputs and outputs of the logic 
circuitry. It also appears that there is little use of a one-
to-one correspondence between the alpha-numeric and the 
equation, or between the geometric symbol and the logic 
function or the physical location. 

It is proposed that a standard logic symbology be de
signed primarily as an aid to system maintenance. Such 
a symbology should indicate logic functions, and the flow 
of information, to facilitate logical trouble shooting. The 
technician should be permitted to associate signal inputs 
and outputs with specific hardware, and to localize sub
assemblies precisely without cross reference to other 
texts or diagrams. 

It is proposed that the circle as a symbol be chosen 
for production NTDS because it is easier and more con
venient to make than ,a rectangle, and provides for multiple 
inputs. The circle has in the past been used for inverters 
and switches. Here it is suggested as the basic element 
symbol. Its use is illustrated below: 

Basic symbol 
(gates, inverters, 
amp, etc.) The X identifier indicates 

location and function. For 
example, in service test 
NTDS hardware there are 
less than 24 assemblies per 
subunit, so each assembly 
can be labeled by one letter. 
There are less then 99 sub
assemblies per assembly so 
this can be a 2-digit number. 
There are no more than 24 
functions per subassembly 
so this can be a single letter, 
and the logic function can be 
any subsymbol, sign, or 
character. The following 
symbols are proposed for 
logic element indicators: 

Alpha- numeric 
is on the side 
of affirmation 

Flip-flop 
symbol 

One shot 
flip-flop 
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Function 

AND 

NAND 

OR 

NOR 

Flip-Flops 

JK 

RS 

ST 

One Shot 

Pedestal Gate 

Inverter 

Amplifier 

Switches 

Clock 

Slave 

Enable 

Exclusive OR 

Negation 

Time Phase 

Function Symbol 

X 

P 

+ 

0 

J 

R 

T 

M 

P 

I 

a 

s 

c 

V 

e 

The bar is located 
above the term, 
e.g., f26Ag0 

(1) The number in 
parenthesis should 
be placed after 
the alpha-numeric, 
e.g. 

06A«'<1) = f26AS0 

at time phase #1 
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The superscript identifiers of each alpha-numeric form 
should be arranged to facilitate use of the symbolic dia
grams or equations during trouble shooting. The first 
superscript from the left would be the assembly indicator, 
the second the subassembly, the third the gate, and the 
last the logic element, as follows: 

Assembly Logic element location 

' 4 ^ Function of the 
Subassembly i logic element 

Base letter = subunit 

* " subunit A, 
assembly F 

subunit A, 
^ assembly F, 

subassembly 26 

f26 Ag subunit A, 
•'* assembly F, 

subassembly 26, 
. element g 

subunit A, 
^ assembly F, 

subassembly 26, 
element g, 
NOR gate. 

Alternative forms could be designed with any one of the 
superscript identifiers as the base letter. The subunit 
capital letter would then appear in the superscript, for 
example: 

assembly 

subunit 

subassembly 

gate function 

gate location 

or 

assembly 

subunit 
<p 

subassembly 

-•gate position 

gate function (NOR) 
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The alternative forms may be made from any combina
tion of the format. However, some arrangements might 
distort the one-to-one correspondence and make the equation 
form more difficult to manipulate. 

Another desirable alternative is the recording of the 
alpha-numeric character on one line beginning with the 
largest hardware structure on the left and terminating 
with the logic function indicator, for example: 

Subunit-*A e.g. Af31Ktf 

/f \ \  Assembly / \ Logic element location 

Subassembly Function of the 
logic element 

This would be very appropriate for schematics, and it is 
easy to write such a symbol with a pencil or with a type
writer. Cost of publication of instruction manuals would 
be cheaper by using this in-line structure. 

The proposal and its alternatives can be applied to dia
grams of subunits, assemblies, and subassemblies in the 
following manner: 

1. The subunit logic diagram, in an instruction book 
for a unit, need only record the assembly, subassembly, 
logic element location, and the logic function in the 
geometric figure. The base letter indicating the subunit 
could be located just to the right of the title of the diagram, 
e.g.: 

ARITHMETIC COUNTER ^ - OR A 

The input equations and logic diagram of the subunit 
would be: 

g27eR (1) = f26g^ + f27ftf + d25e^ 



2. The-assembly diagram requires on the subassembly, 
specific logic element locator, and logic function indicator 
to be associated with the circle symbol. The base letter 
indicating the subunit and the assembly superscript is 
again placed to the right of the title as; 

or Af. VIDEO ASSEMBLY 

25e<j> 

26b$ V 

The input equation of this arrangement can be written 
in the following manner: 

26g^ = 25g <f> + 26b$ + 25efli 

3. A diagram of a subassembly need only include the 
element location and function indicator in the symbol as 
illustrated in figure 12. In figure 12 we substitute a, b, 
c, d, and e for outputs of other gates and/or flip-flops 
which have their appropriate identification. 

The equation for this example would be: 

f28Ajtf = a . b . c 

f31 AKtf A (1) = a • b • c 

These equations are written in this form assuming that 
information is clocked to "dx" at odd time phases and to 
"ex" at even time phases, and that aR is in "reset condi
tion" 6n odd phases. The equation is written as outputs of 
fl and gl and inputs to f31^k$ and f28^j4> which may repre

sent another subunit, assembly, or subassembly. 
The pedestal gate is not a logical element and therefore 

is not written into equations. 
The preceding were examples of how the proposal can 

be applied to reduce symbol clutter, and redundancy of 
subject terms and superscripts. 



go 
os 

Figure 12. Flip-flop subassembly. 

OR Af 26A 

*l,3lAKf 

*(,2eAJf 



CONCLUSIONS 
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1. The NTDS service test logic symbology differs 
significantly among the three major contractors. Although 
they all use predominately NOR- circuit logic, they des
cribe it with different pictorial and equational symbology. 
In some cases, cross reference to other diagrams or 
lists is required to identify circuit functions or parts 
location. 

2. Although each of the symbologies served adequately 
for design purposes, they are not equally useful as aids 
to trouble shooting and maintenance- The differences of 
symbology add to the difficulty of training maintenance 
technicians and writing instruction manuals. Cross 
references are time- consuming, and variations of symbol 
meaning are sure to lead to delays and confusion in system 
maintenance work under conditions of stress. 

3. Analysis of the informational content of service 
test logic symbologies suggests that a uniform logic 
symbology can be designed to include all of the information 
required for maintenance, such as logic function, electri
cal operation, input-output connections, and hardware 
location. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. For production models of NTDS a single, uniform 
logic symbology should be adopted in order to facilitate 
training and maintenance. This standard symbology should 
be developed by mutual agreement between the Bureau of 
Ships and its various NTDS contractors. 

2. To facilitate use of a brief, efficient symbology 
such as suggested in this report, the.number of elements 
in any hardware category should be limited so that an 
element could be specified by the minimum number of 
digits and letters. 
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GLOSSARY 

AND Gate - A gate that performs the logical function 
f = A B. 

Asynchronous Computer- An automatic digital computer 
in which the performance of any operation begins as a 
result of a signal that the previous operation has been com
pleted; contrasted with "synchronous computer." 7 

Bistable Device - Any device having two stable states, 
particularly such a device used as a memory element, 
for example, a "bistable flip-flop. " 

Boolian Algebra - An algebra like ordinary algebra, but 
dealing instead with classes, propositions, on-off circuit 
elements, etc., associated by operators AND, OR, NOT, 
EXCEPT, IF. .. THEN, etc., and permitting computations 

. and demonstration, as in any mathematical system, making 
use of symbols efficient in calculation. This algebra was 
named after George Boole, famous English mathematician 
(1815—1864). 7 

Buffer - (Circuits) An isolating circuit used to avoid any 
reaction of a driven circuit upon the corresponding driving 
circuit. 7 

Digital - Using numbers expressed in digits, and in a scale 
of notation, to represent all the variables that occur in a 
problem. 7 

Dynamic Logic - (More properly "dynamic memory") 
Memory or storage of information so that its position is 
changing with time; thus it is not always available at a 
particular point. 

Equational Symbology - The presentation of information 
using symbols in an equation. 

Flip-flop - 1. A device having two stable states and two 
input terminals (or types of input signals), each of which 
corresponds with one of the two states. The circuit re
mains in either state until caused to change to the other 
state by application of the corresponding signal. 2. A 
similar bistable device with an input that allows it to act 
as a single-stage binary counter. 8 
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Gate - A circuit with one or more inputs and one output, 
and so devised that an output occurs only if there is some 
predetermined combinations of inputs. 

Inverter - In logic, something that changes affirmation to 
negation, and negation to affirmation. In electronics, a 
circuit that changes a positive going signal to a negative 
going signal and vice versa. 

Logic - The system of laws and their application that deal 
witn validity in thought. 

Logic Diagram - A symbolic, pictorial diagram, chart, 
or table snowing the flow of information between logic ele
ments in a logical system. 

Logic Element - An element the normal action of which is 
to perform a logical function. Example: a NOR gate. 

Logic Equation - A symbolic equation expressing the flow 
of information between logic elements in a logical system. 

Logical Design - The design of equipment, particularly 
computers, that is accomplished by application of the laws 
of logic through the use of equations from Boolian algebra 
and Boolian calculus. 

Logical Function - Having a purpose, or performing a duty, 
witnin a logical system. 

Logical System - A system that operates under the laws of 
logic. 

Mode - In computers and circuits: a particular manner or 
pattern of operation to accomplish some usually predetermined 
result. 

Monostable Device - Any device having only one stable 
state, particularly a device used for a time delay, a pulse 
stretcher, or sometimes as a memory element. Example: 
a monostable flip-flop. 

NAND Gate - A gate that performs the logical function 
f =1T+"S". 

NOR Gate - Agate that performs the logical function f = A B. 
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NOR Philosophy - Refers to the basic idea of constructing 
the logic portion of a computer mostly of logic elements, 
each of which performs the'NOR function. 

One-to-one Correspondence - Two things are in a one-to-
one correspondence if the existence or presence of one of 
them is always determined by, and only by, the existence 
or presence of the other. Furthermore, if there is such 
a correspondence between A & B, and between B & C, 
then there is this same correspondence between A & C. 

OR Gate - A gate that performs the logical function f = A + B. 

Parallel Operation J (Computers) The flow of information 
through the computer or any part of it, using two or more 
lines or channels simultaneously. 7 

Pictorial Symbol - A symbol written or drawn, usually 
on a surface, and characterized by a definite geometric 
form or shape. 

Pictorial Symbology - The presentation of information by 
using pictorial symbols. 

Plug-in Device - A subassembly of tubes, resistors, capaci
tors, diodes, etc., wired together, which is of a standard 
type and which as a whole can be plugged in or pulled out easily. 7 

Pulse - (Circuits) In general, a sharp difference, usually 
over a relatively short period of time, between the normal 
level or intensity of some 'medium corresponding to the 
average height of a narrow wave and a high or low level of 
that medium corresponding to the crest or trough of the 
wave; often, a sharp voltage change. Example: if the 
voltage at a terminal changes from -10 to +20 volts and 
remains there for a period of 2 microseconds, it is said 
that the terminal received a 30-volt, 2-microsecond pulse. 7 

Reset - To restore a storage device to a prescribed state. 
To place a binary cell in the initial or "zero" state. 8 

Serial ̂ Operation - (Computers) The flow of information 
through the computer or in any part of it using only one 
line or channel at a time. Contrasted with "parallel 
operation" 7 

Set - To place a storage device in a prescribed state. To 
place a binary cell in the "one" state. 8 



Static Logic - (More properly "static memory") Memory 
or storage of information so that its position is fixed, thus 
making it available at any time. Example: a flip-flop in 
"set" condition. 

Symbol - Something arbitrarily chosen to represent some
thing else or indicate an action in a one-to-one relationship; 
an abstraction. Example: the symbol "+, " in arithmetic, 
which indicates the action of addition. 

Symbolic Logic - The symbologic representation of logical 
processes. 

Symbology - An established set or system of symbols used 
to present information. 

Synchronous Computer - An automatic digital computer in 
which the performance 6f all ordinary operations begins 
with equally spaced signals from a master clock. 7 

V 
Truth Table - An array exhibiting every possible arrange-
ment of initiating conditions and the corresponding results. 
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